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4 FOREWORD
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Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center,
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and Development Center of the General Flectric Company in
Schenectady, New York. The work described herein covers
the period from January 1971 to October 1075.

The program was under the direction of Dr. L.I. Anistutz,
of the Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center;
this report was submitted in October 1975.

Tie General Electric Program nl1Mnager waa Dr. H.13.

Fleming.
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SUMMARY

The work described In this report was undvr-taketri to advanve the develop-
ment of miniature cryogenic refrigerators that huve high reliability, long
lif o, minimumI mlaint~enance requireinents, and no mechanical vibration.
The type of system investigated utilized the Claude cycle for the production
of refrigeration at 4.,4 K. TempcaratureR at thim level are suit~able f'or
numerous appli cat.ions of superconductivity,

A distinguishing feature 01' the equipment uinder development is tile use
of high-speed dynamic compressors and turboallernators, in which all ro-
tating parts art, suspended on self-acting gas bearings, Such ui systern
avoids sliding coni net and wvear during ope ration andi avoids tile cnntamination
problems associated with oil lubricated compressors mused in conventional
cryogenic refrigerators.

The work described in this report. was directed finally to the development
of a systemi consisting of three cryuog'nic turbonlturnatorsl, six helium cen-
trifugal compressor stages, anti a cryogenic heat exchanger with geven heat
exchanger modules. Work was limited to the, turhoalternat or and heat ex-
changers. A cryogenic turbotiltoernwtor was developed and SUCCeSufuily
tested to t eniperat~uros in the ran~ge Of SOO to 100111. In a parallel contract.
a similar tUrboalt ernator was teast ed. with flo load, at a temperature of
9. 80K.

The cort ract. effort fell short of Its gorils becatiscv of difcLi 'lult i e encountered
*by a vendor in thev construct ion of t he heat. exchanger iissenibly. Theli hr-at ex-

changer was designed and constructed using a novel approaewh that promised
a significant advance in the technology of cryogenic hevat VxchangerS RndI a
sizable re I icc . on in size andI we i v t. H ow(VOT~, it WWI; foit111 n a lXPOetCludiy
that not all developmt-ent. problems had heen solved ibcforu cmisiruction began,
and after a two year delay in ci ci ivery, the heat exchanger was found lo be
unusable for, Its intended function.

The work report~ed on the hi rhoal ternator represents an a' iva fle in the
technology of' cryogenic ref'rigVratiotn. It IS expeCted th~ hat ltc I.eXChnger'
development problems can be solved with further effort.
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Section 2

"INTRODUCTION

The application of superconductivity has been considered to reduce the
size and weight of several types of electrical equipment. Since supercon-
ductivity requires temperatures in the range of 4" to 10'K, cryogenic refrig-
eration must be provided. A reduction in the overall electrical system size
and weight can be realized only if the uize and weight of the refrigerator is
sufficiently small. At present, there is a need to reduce the size, weight,
and maintenance requirements of cryogenic refrigerat:ors, and to improve
their reliability. With such advancements. the promise of superconducting
apparatus and other cryogenic devices can be realized.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this contract was to advance the development of high-
reliability, maintenance-free, cryogenic refrigerators. This advancement
was to be accomplished by the design, construction, and expem imm-ntal evalua-
tion of a 4. 4'K refrigerator, based upon the Claude cycle principle, utilizing
high-speed compressors and turboalternators with all rotating parts suspended
on gas-lubricated bearings.

The tasks that were originally to be accomplilhed under this contract

are outlined in the following four line items:

Line Items 0001 and 0002

* Conduct refrigerator cycle studies.

* Ihusign, construct, and test 100 N turboalternator.

* Dlr',ign, construct, anti test tIronstfornier,-rectifier.

9 Ass(-1bl), and tcSt 801K ricfrigerator (two-stage reversed
" Line Brayton cycle).

Line Itenms 0003 and 0004

* I)Dsign, constrLctl, and test. two re•elerative motor,-compressors
for the first and second siages of a three-stage system.

* l)eslgn. construct, and test two power conditioners and transformer-
rectil'iers for the two now motor cor•npressors.

o Modify 10"K and 80"'K turboalternators I.t.) satisfy both the interim
and final 4.4'K refrigerator specifications.

9 Design, construct., and test a 4.4'K intir, im refrigerator using
positive displacenmnt compressors.

Preceding page blank
]-3
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9 Construct a final 4. 40 K refrigerator by replacing positive displace-
ment compressors with three single-stage dynamic compressors,

As the work progressed, these original tasks were modified, au will be

described in the following paragraphs.

BACKGROU

The present contract was preceded by an earlier Mobility Equipment
Research and Development Center (MERDC) contract (No. DAAK02-68-C-0320),
and was conducted in parallel with an Air Force contract (No. F33615-71-C-
1003). The technology and some parts and equipment from both these con-
tracts were utilized in the present contract. In this report, references will
be made to reports from these other contracts (Refs. 1 through 5).

As the presient contract was originally constituted, the system was to
have included three helium regenerative compressor stages, two turboal-
ternators, and a set of five cryogenic heat exchangers. Of these components,
one compressor stage and one turboalternator were to have been made avail-
able as Government furnished equipment from previous MERDC contracts.
The set of heat exchangers were to have been obtained from a previous General
Electric funded development program. The refrigeration capacity using these
components had previously beon estimated to be between 1 and 2 watts at 4. 4K.

When detailed cycle studies were performed early in this program, it was
found that the system then being considered would produce only a fraction of
one watt. In order to increase the probability of reaching the required tem-
perature of 4. 40 K, it was conside red necessary to construct a system with
higher refrigeration capacity as its design goal.

A number of system changes were considered to improve capacity. such
as:

a additional regenerative compressor stages

* positive displacement compressors for higher pressure ratios

e heat exchangers with higher effectiveness

* different cycle arrangements

During the time these systems investigations were being carried out, all
work on the contract was stopped except for cycle studies. A stop work order
was in effect from 31 March 1971 to I November 1971.

After consideration of a number of alternatives, the final system selected
had a larger refrigeration capacity (3 watts at 4. 40K), six centrifugal compres-
sor stages (instead of three regenerative compressor stages), and three turbo-
alternators (instead of two).

"4
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Ixte in 19'73. MEWi)(' dvci df~d to cut havi on the q.wopi of the contract,
and to eliminate most of the work in Line Itenis 0003 and 0004. In December
1973, the contraict was imodified to cover Just the t~oilowing taisks:

9 Conduct refrigerator cycle studlies.

0 Design, construct, and test ai 10'K turhualternatnr.

*Design and construct a cryosect ion consisting of a Net of heat ex-
(,hangers, a .Jcule-T1honison loop), at vacuumi vessel fur thermal in-
4ulati orl, and necessa ry pipifing and instrumnwtatn ion.

9 Test the turboalternator Lind thP Joule -Thomison loop tit final oper-
ating temnperatur-CS, t.S[Ing Hliuild nitruigoil rot, precooling, and a
positIve displacement ciimpre.ssol,

rhe heat exchanger described in Section I was de~igned and constructed
by a vendior who tised a niovel approach ri.r design aind cinstruction. Unfor-
tunately, not till the cieveloptneit problems had bet' n wo-rke-d utti prior to con -
struction, and a numube r of tinetpeciecI di I'fk tilt. les were encountered by the
vendor during constritc'tion. Tilt, exchanger w delivered almost two years
late. and upon testing, it wais found that the thermal effectiveness was too low
to permit cainidown nnd test of thr tiirl.loalternntor near its design temperature.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Thu. w't rk de scribrlhc ini this i*e po i-t ril va ii ced the k developmient of c ryogenic
rf'frige rat ion NV Mu~sing ni ii LIt ure hi glii-speýed I urbon Ite rntot'B with self -
acting gos hen ritig:.

Designs we re de'rivvd tfor s ;'1 em itl that tcendvd towa rd nitiinlnum weight and
in put po wer-, w ith in cc H a ii (on si rtli ts 11 comiponient sizes andlc ret'rige rat ion
capacity. System cit igns arv r dPest HiI.ed tinder Sec In, 1 trieatton
System."

A I U rbouiterndiatir' wa c ~iiinstrictecl aLid was I e.ted tit I ~temperaitures in the
range of 1100 to) 1001K. EIx oisvt nivi 'a u oviii nt s of' pe'rio rmnnete parameters
were mande it. thos, tenipprtuire,4.

Ti de itCcm ini' the hi-havior oft h urunliv hirorilentor ot even lower teniper-
atu rex, Ui Ut it a ni W,(8 vl4tV'~tPI using he ickni ir0C LIIpatSx 01ta were tested under
the NI32Ri)( c)nt ract, wi-th the v~cepti on WPthe t urbine nozzle and the alter-
nator. ThiiIs un it wan, t esi.ri unir'r ti p rog rnn spon sored by t he Advanced
Researchi P roj.ct s Agenicy tn a terniper0t nre or' 9.80K (poss illy the lowest
tenipertu rt' at whichh a tuborh'aliernwtor w itli self-acting gra s bea rings had
been tested). Op)t atIxs or I uriwda Itcrutini con si rod inn and testing are given
in Sectljon 4' oitltern r

'Pllv cr vogeit'li Ieat &xli14i'd\ e0 pmiinit was, iml holl'y c'onpleled under
ihis cunt maci. I lowe\ cita tuiiwi r Id, dfeA igo and)( 'olsis ruet0 Jon tulvaiire's were
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made toward the development of a cryogenic heat exchanger that has the
potential of sizable reductions In size, weight, and cost, compared with
presently available heat exchangers. Details of the heat exchanger develop-
ment are given in Section 5, "Cryogenic Heat Exchangers.

6
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Section 3

* REFRKMERA71ON SYSTEM

SYSTEM DESRPN

ORIGINAL SYSTEM

As discuss.d in Section 2, "Introduction," the original system that was
to be constructed under the contract consisted of three regenerative corn-
pressor stages, two turboalternators, and a set of five cryogenic heat ex-
changers. The detailed cycle analysis conducted early in the program shuwed
that the refrigeration capacity at 4. 40K was only a fraction of one watt, rather
tha*i the I to 2 watts that had been estimated in earlier, less precise caleula-
"tions. With a predicted capacity of only a fraction of one watt, the risk of not
being able to reach the desired temperature of 4. 40K was considered too high.
Therefore, means to achieve higher capacities, using as many already avail-
able components as possible, were sought, Some of the alternatives that
werp considered are discussed in the following paragraphs.

SYSTEMS CONSII)ERED

Positive Displacement Compressor

One means of increasing the refrigeration capacity Is to increase the
pressure ratio of the compressor. The addition of more regenerative ecor-
pressor stages was considered to be too costly; therefore, positive displace-
ment compressors were considered. The compressorrs had to be noncon-
taminating, small, and lightweight. MERDC personnel carried out this in.
vestigation. In their search, no positive displacement compressors were
found that were compstible with the system goals of small size and light
we ight.

llybi'id Cycle

During the investigation of positive displacement compressors, a cycle
that takes advantage of higher pressure ratios was considered. The Claude
cycle results showed that higher pressure ratios benefited the cycle perfor-
mance because of higher Joule-Thomson coefficients, but at the expense of
degraded turbine performance. A hybrid cycle (Figure 1) wris considered in
an attempt to overcome this problem. Each of the compressors shown is
assumed to be a single-stage, positive displacement compressor. This cycle
is a combination of a two-stage reversed l'rayton cycle and a ,1oule-Thornmon
cycle.

L;
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Figure 1. Hybrid-Cycle System
(Schematic Diagram)

In the analysis, the pressurp levels were first established arbitrarily:

9 Compressor suction -- 1. 2 atm

e Intermediate -- 3. 6 atm

* Compressor discharge -. 5. 0 atm

Heat-exchanger pressure drops were ignored.

Next, the flow rate through the -Toule-Trhombon loop was calculated to bir
2. 14 g/sec, to produce the required 5-watt refrigeration capacity at 4. 41K.
Next, the heat that must be remove(] from the Joule-Thomuion loop at the 16"K
cooling station was calculated to be 16.0 watts, The corresponding heat load
at the 75()K level was 38. 0 watts. A summary of heat load.-. is given in Table 1.

Next, a computer cycle calculation was carried out for a reversed P3ray-
ton-cycle system with the total heat loads given in Table 2. The flow rate for
the reversed B~rayton cycle was 11. 7 g,'sec, giving a total flow rate in the
first-stage compressor of 2. 14 plus 11. 7. or 13. 8 X/sec.
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HEAT LOADS FOR .IYBRI-CYCLE SYSTEM
-"-'• =Total Load

_ •seul joule-Thomson an Reversed

rTemperature Capacity Load traytn Cycle

(01K0 (watta) (watts) (watts)

S4.4 5.0 2 .

16.0 0.0 26.0

75.0 
56.0

The power inputs were:

staie kw

First 12.4

Second

Total 14.0

This input power is about *even percent lower than the power for tin

equivalent Claude cycle.

Another cycle variation that was considered, the "split cycle," is shown

in Figure 2. This stem is similar to the hybrid cycle above. flowever, in

the split cycle. the refrigerant fluids in the two sides of the system are en-

tirely separate; the only cummunication between the reversed Brayton and the

Joule-Thomson cycles to by means of the two counterflow heat exchangers,

which transfer hent from the high pressure stream of the ioule-,rhomson

system to the cooling stations of the reversed Brayton cycle.

There are several advantage- of this arrangtment, a'irst, the crm-,

pressor for the Joule-Thomson system provides the mjotive force for cir-

culating the helium through the cooling pasSages in the prilnary heat load.

This arrangemctt is less complicated and rnorc reliable than the use or a

pump for circulating a secondary fluid at the 4.4 0 K level.

Another adantage is that the helium gas in the reversed Brnyton cycle

system can be completely sealed and maintained at a high purity level. high

purity Is particularly needed in this part of the system berceuse of the close

"tolerances in the gas bearilng. Opening up and recharging helium in the

primary heat load would not affect the helium charge of the reversed liraYton

cycle.
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A further •dvuntage is that the turbomachinery of the reversed BraytonI
cycle is compatible with low pressures, high volume flow rates, and low pres-

sure ratios. In contrast, the Joul -Thomson cycle requires high presy sure-
ratios nd oenly small volume-flow rates g these requirements are more com-
patible with positive displacern..nt compressors. The optimum system may.

pherefore, consist ae , turbncopressors in the .eversed hirayion cycle and
positive displ~wernent compressors in the ,loule-Thomso)n cycle.

It was concluded that neither the split cycle nor the hybrid cycle would be
suitable because of the unavailability of satisfactory positive displacement
compressors iind beca~use o•f the extra weight and size associated with addi-
tional compressor stages.

FINAL SYSTE•M SE1LECTI1)N

After investi~latton of systems with 5- to 10- watt capacity, it was con-
cluded that contract goals could be met best with a Claude cycle system of
3-watt capa~city at 4. 4K. Instead of the original three regenerative com-
pressor stages, the compressor selected has six centrifugal compressor

stages. Two rentrifugal stages are mnunted on a single shAft, one on either

10
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s ide of the driv~e niot ov. The re will, Ilivrvh re, I4he tli-ve tonipre sso r mo dule s,A

with two com~pre ssor stages~ pet, ni o iii! Th ''l el rvilif'ugal coni prv~ssr SCSwere

chosn i pIcc'of the regeneerLiive c(Impressors LwCLIuse, in larger sizes~,
centrifugal compress;ors are mnuch nimre efficient ihan regenerative compressors.

In place of the original two turbouilternators. there are three. The num-
ber of turboalternators had to be increasod to three in ordler to increnfse sys-
tern capac~ity without resorting to a larger turboulternator frame size.

The heat exchainger selected consists (if seven heait exchanger n-odules.

A schematic diagram of the final systeni 4elected, based on computer
Run 479. is given in Figure 3. JDetnils (if Ihe system analysis, and the baqis
fro the final systemn selection, are giveni below under CTycle Analysis."

II' .1
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CYCLE ANALYSIS

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The computer program. "REFRIG," that was used for cycle analysis, is
described in detail by D. 13. Colyer et al. (Ref. 3, Vol. 1, pp. q-28).

o'•, SYSTEM DESIGN cRrPERIA,

The prin'ipal design criteria were reliability and total system weight
and size. Other criteria were cost and input power.

The goals t'or total system weight (not including dewar or interface with
the system to be cooled) were:

9 rior n 5-watt capacity at 4. 40K, the goal was 400 pounds or less.

* For a 10-watt capacity at 4.4 0 K, the goal was 500 pounds or less.

For destin. the maximum heat-exchanger effectiveness was set at 08, 5
percent, a conservative design goal giving reasonable assurance that the per-
formance could be achieved.

The centrifugal compressor impeller tip speed was set at less than 520
rn/sec (1700 t't/sec).

The compressor suction pressure was set at above one atmosphere.

At the time the cycle studies were being made, there were two turbo-
alternator frame sizes being designed under contract with the Air Force
(Ref. 3). (The "small" and "large" turboalternatnr frame sizes in this sec-
tion refer to these Air Force sizes.) It was desired to design the MERDC
turboalternator to the small frame size, which is the size previously designed
and constructed for MFRDC (Ref. 2). It was believed the development risk
would be higher with the lnrge frame size.

SYSTEM WrINIT

A complete analysis of system weight was impossible without knowing the
exact system design. However, an approximate weight calculation was de-
veloped and applied to tho system calculation as a mneans of evaluating designs.

An appr oxmate weight was first developed for all comx)nePnts, based on
electrical power, input to the conditioner-controller. rhese weights were
estimated by (leneral Electric engineers, based upon compressor modules of
about a two-kw power level, each module having two compressor stages and
one motor:

12
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Comnponent Weight

Compressor subqystem (two stages in each miodtile)

Power conditione r- controller 4 lb/ kw';

KMotor 5 lb/kw

Compressor (frame, impeller, etc.) 7 lb/kw

Aftercooler (for transfer of heat from helium
to cooling fluid) 2 Ib/kw

Hleat rejector- (for final rejection of heat from
cooling fluid to olt') 71lb/kw

TIotal compressor subsystem 25 lbfkw

Heat-exchanger core (Calculated
by computer)

fleat-exchanger headevs (00" of core
weight)

Turboalternator (including piping and filter) 10 ib/turboal-
ternattor

Dewar (not included in system weight calculations) 70 pounds

It is apparent that basing the compressor subsystem weight purely on the
basis of input power is a crude appr'oxinintion. A report by P'. (;. Wapuito
presented much mor-e detailed comprr'ssor weight vstimates (Ilcf. 6). In
some cases, the Wapato repor+ estimates differed cons ide rably- from those
given abo)ve; In those instances averagevs wore generailly ttoken bvtween the
estimates by Wapato and by the General El1ectric Company. In the sumnmavy
of the resulting weight calculation, which appears below, the following symn-
bols are used-

Symbol Meaning_

N Numiber of compr-essor modules, eaich having t wo cent rifuga~l
compressor stages aind otir motor.

P IE'lect rical inp~ut power to power conditioner-controlievz, for
the itli compressor module (kw)

W Weight of a single compressor module., with two conmpri.ession
C ~stages, n~ot including moutor' (pounds)

W Total weight of compressor nfterc'oolers ~ind heat rejector,
h fur one compressor module (pounds)

'Assumes conversion fromi 60 to 1500 hertz; also assumies water cooling,
(Estimnated weight for air-cooled power vonditioner-controller is I I lb/kwv.
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Sy Meaning

W Weight of motor, in one compressor module (pounds)m

W Weight of power conditioner-controller for one compressor
Pmudule (pounds)

W Weight of total compressor subsystem (pounds)
t

For the motot, the weight was calculated to be:

"W Wm = 4.0 P m/3 (1)

The compressor weight was:

W 20 (2)

The weight of the power conditioner-contruller was the same as above:

W 4 ;: (:4)p 1'

The aftercooler and heat-rejector weight was also the same as above:

Wh = 9 P1  (4)

Adding all these weights torether gives, for the total weight of the com-
pressor subsystem:

W 20 N + (4.0 P2/ 3  13 Pi) (5)

This equation was used to ('stilmati: system weights in the analysis that
follows.

RESULTS IV'O)R 5-WATT SYSTI:V

A numbr' of systems were Atudied, with refrigeration capacities of 5
watts at 4.4-K and secondary loads totaling :30 watts at higher temperatures.
A summary of the results is presented in Table 2.

The total system weight i- ihe sum of the compressor subsystem, the heat
exchanger core weight with ten percent of the core weight added for headers,
and 10. 0 pounds for each turbine (including piping and filters). Dewair and
radiation shield weight are not included in the system weight because these
weights will be shared by the system to be cooled.

As meil toned previously, hliere are two turboalternator frame sizes,
large and small. The frame size can be determined by Figure 4, which was
taken from ( olyer and Oney, Figure 4. 2. 3-1 (Ref. 1). A large-frame

1 4
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Q If (S 5
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F'igure 4. Turboalternator Cr ' ogenic Performance
Power Output Versus Speed

turboalternator is considered to be a unit whose speed-power characteristic
falls abo%e the highest curve in the figure, while a !inall-framr turboalter-
nator falls on or below that highest curve. l'or example, as unit with a spOE'd
of 1 8 0 , 0 0 0 rpm and a power output of 50 watts would require a small frame.-
while a unit of the some speed with a power output of 100 watts would require
a large frame.

Many of the coimputer runs were masde In attempts to produce a systrnl
design with all turbines of a small frarne size. This was foiund not be be pos~-
sible with the refrigeration capacities hosvn. In all runs, [it least one of the
three turbines exceeded the small frame size.

16
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It was concluded, on the basis of only a few runs, that there was no ad-
vantage in four-turbine systems and that the additional complexity was not
justified. Two-turbine systems (Runs 414 through 432) showed larger system
weight than three-turbine systems. The choice was therefore a three-turbine
system, with either four or six compressor stages (two- or three-compressor
modules). Most of the runs were made on three-turbine systems.

For systems with four compressor stages and three turbines, the opti-
mum system was represented by Run 404, with a system weight of 530 pounds.

For six compressor stages and three turbines, the optimum system was
represented by Run 433 (system weight 451 pounds). This system comes close
to the goal of 400 pounds for a system having a 5-watt capacity at 4. 40 K.

Off-Design Calculations

Present computer programs are 'decign" programs in that, generally
speaking, system performance is specified as program input and component
geometry is calculated and presented as output. A true off-design program
would do the opposite: It would accept geometry as input and would calculate
system performance over a range of values for various parameters.

Such calculations were beyond the scope of the present contract; however,
pseudo off-design calculations were performed using the present design pro-
gram. Starting with the system of Run 433 (six compressor stages and three
turbines), the heat-exchanger effectiveness was lowered to 98. 0 percent to
determine the effect of missing the heat exchanger design goal of 98. 5 percent.
At the same time, in Run 442 (not listed in Table 2), the two coldest heat loads
were lowered to a level that would maintain the same total helium mass flow
rate (10. 4 g/sec) as in the original design (Run 433). The resulting heat loads
required to maintain this flow rate were 3 watts at the 4.40 and 120 K levels
(compared to the original design of 5 watts at each temperature station). The
heat exchanger and turbine designs of Run 442 changed only slightly from the
original design of Run 433, and the compressor design was unaffected because
the flow rate and pressure ratio were the same.

The same pseudo off-design procedure was applied to design Run 404 (four
compressor stages and three turbines). In Run 445 (not given in Table 2), the
two coldest heat loads were found to drop to 2. 8 watts each (from the original
design of 5 watts) as a result of the heat-exchanger effectiveness dropping
from 98. 5 percent to 98. 0 percent.

In Run 451, the same off-design procedure was applied to design Run 404,
but this time the turbine nozzle coefficients for all three turbines were lowered
from the design value of 0. 90 to 0. 85, which dropped the turbine efficiency
about five percent. The two coldest heat loads were found to drop from the
original 5 watts each to 3.8 watts.

Likewise, the same drop in nozzle crEffcients was used in Run 459, ap-
plied to design Run 433. The two coldest loads dropped from the original 5
watts each to 3. 8 watts.

17
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Next, starting with design Hun 433. the heat-exchanger efficiencies were.
lowered to 0J81. 0, and the nozzle coefficients were dropped to 0. 05 at the same
time, in off-design Run 466. The twu coldest loads dropped from the original
5 watts each to 2. 2 watts.

Likewise, starting with design Run 404, the same parameters were changed

the same amounts in off-design Run 470, and the two coldest loads dropped to
1. 98 watts.

It can therefore be seen that systems with four or six compi.essor stages
have about the same sensitivity to changes in heat exchanger and turbine per-
formance and that the design for 5 watts at the coldest station appears ade-
quate to maintain some capacity even in the event of depressed heat exchanger
and turbine performance.

RESULTS Fel1 3-WATT SYSTEM

All attempts to design a system with 5 -watt capacity at 4. 40 K and with
three turboulternators of small frame size failed. It was found that the
capacity at 4. 40K had to be reduced to 3 watts in order to achieve the desired
small frame size for all three turboalternators,

Figure 5 is a printout of Run 471), which represents a system having 3-
watt capacity at 4. 40 K. There are six compressor stages (three compressor
modules) and three turbines. All three turboalternators are of the small
frame size. This run was selected as the system design basis. (See Vigure
3 for a schematic ditagram of the system.

The Run 471) system has a compressor subsystem of thre'e modules, with

two centrifugal stages each (a total of six stages), and three turboalternators.

"The total system weight was calculated to be 386 pounds:

Component Weight (pounds)

Compressor subsystem: 262.7
Hent-exchanger core B14. )
Ileat-exchanger headers (10% of core) 8.5
Turboalternators (including filters and

piping), at 10 pounds each 30.0
Total 3116

The dewar and radiation shield weights are not included in the alove calculation.

.efore Run 479) was finally selected, a number of computer cycle calcu-
lations were made in an attempt to optimize the system. lV'irst, the temper-
ature into the coldest turbine was varied. The results are shown in FVigure 6,
*Using E'quation 5

1 8
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RUN

REcaI S 1 I 8371ST 19S15171

RUN NUMBER 479
IT IRAT I8 NS * * * *l 9t * ,i * 9 9 * * * * **,I* * * e

041 lee84

..IIENE SEQUENCE * 4 It 3 a 1

LSOATION LOAD(W) TCMPCK) FLOWiStgtC)
S3.0000 4e400 0106S3.000 14.00 34360

3 5.000 5MO0 13466
4 M00 17000 0.7343

OOYLE DESIGN POINTS ? YES

Loco POAWN) TNPCC) L.C, PCATM) TEcPcK)
26 I 1.00 5.747 I a 1.180 4m406

3 3 33174 4-400
S3 11268910 13-84 l 2 8.814 31.57* 3 3:800 5,747 2 4 3.374 49400

.1 5 116 11.45 a 6 1,157 12,95
a 7 a864 1400
3 1 1:856 54.35 3 It 2s642 49117
3 3 2.58 13.54 3 4 1.157 12095
3 5 i1145 48'73 3 6 1.139 51473S3 7 1.64* S5.00
4 1 21655 166.1 4 8 1.873 15S.3S4 3 11.856 54.35 4 4 1.139 51*73
4 5 Ao.86 353.6 4 6 16129 163.5
4 7 11871 370.0
5 1 1.914 335.0 5 2 16085 166.1
5 3 1.182 363.5 5 4 10100 330'4

TUR9IALTIRNATORS 7 Yts

0""......?UIRSSALTEatNATgIts-........ -
SICe DIA(Ir)' PWRIW) IPrIC. RP4
1 0.5000 17,14 0.3730 318021.3 0.7000 46*47 0*3746 16169504 1,000 61*89 0*3061 1867650

CR-41 321

Figure 5, Design Point for System with 3-Watt Capacity at 4. 40 K (Run 47D)
(Sheet 1 of 3)
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LfC. AOMeFRACT. W*LOSSCW) FL@#rAc* SP*VtLoRAT*
2 0.3056 0s,7241 lases 0.3773
3 0.1670 1,701 1.378 063609
4 091074 4.772 tells 093340

1,609 ToIRGQ*N19 ToLD CO. TsM1I4 P'.(It) BRG.PWR*CW)
9 09379OP-01 0.13682-0t 0.I1601-02 0.3647
3 0011169 0.14459-01 001160CE02 1.0558
4 063117 0 1681 Coal 0.11601-08 4.102

LOC. J.RG.NI. JsLD CO.s 9LHTbs1.C UT 9D IA.
a 0.1663 0.41411-01 2.065
3 I'.67 7 0 a49 59C40 1 61,210
4 2s000 0,5561C-0 1.350

USE WROWIR PRO0GRAM ? YES

mo-m---HE--4AT 1EXCHAMGER DESIGr4-amoom---
LOC.e WTCLBS) L ENO 'I4C CH) V@LCCU*.FT.) EFFECT
a8a 1*243 11650 0.80351-01 0.9650
a U 0.1509 1.395 002469C-00 0*9123
3 B 18.90 47.32 0.2604 0.9851
3 U 0,8474 4.017 0.1613t-01 0.9035
4 1S 99910 58.51 0.6707 0.9649
4 U 1.671 4.629 0*35866-01 0.3736
S a 36.519 60.68 009353 006151

TOTALS 84.91 1.*944

CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR? YES

owes m-----CENTRI FUGAL COMPRESSR-mom am so-

POWER IO 0040IT-CONTROL CKW) 13.12
AMBIENT TEMPERATUREC CK) 328.0
PRESSURE RATIO 29649
MASS FLOW MOME) 7.686

MODULE IN* PGWECR(KW) RPM MST9SPDCFMS
1 4.6819 0.193001.05 667.8
a 4e391 049I00Ec*05 667.8
3 3.903 0*9100E.05 667.21

BEARINGS

F'igure 5. Design Point fo~r Systrim 1-ith :WEttCapavity
at 4. 411K (Win 470) (Shoot 'I (f 3)
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t4IDULt ToSR~oNfs. T*LD@CG. T.MIN fro(INI 9RQ*PWIR.W)
160332 0.46161-0! 0*13231-02 453.7

2 4.435 0*33459-01 0*13231-02 474.2
3 3o274 0.25859-01 0*13231-OR 517&4

KGDULIE JeoRG*NS. JoL~eCts JeNIM IP.(IN) CRII.SPICID
it 0.000 0.*7 6051C-01 0.12231-iOg 0

a 12400 0.a55071-01 0.o121831-02 0
3 1.000 0.'42371-01 0 e11123102Ol 0

STAGEC SPoSP99D A IRO *IMrs TIP 3PD(F'PS DIA. (IN)
1 0.43351-01 0.6367 1696. 4.-271

a 0.40601-01 0.6153 1696. 40271
3 0.39699-01 0.6077 1619. 4.300
4 0.39011-01 0.*602111 1563i 3o936
5 0'38639-01 G,5993 1501. 30779
6 0:38429-01 0.5964 1441. 3.698

STAGE PRISS.RATIO CSSLstIFPCTV9
1 1.214 0.7669
a 191104 0.7765
3 10184 0.7620
4 1.166 007469
5 Iets5 0.7311
6 1.136 0.7148 C R- 41 J2

Figure 5. Designi Point for System wvith 3-Watt Caparity at 4. 40 K (Run 479)
(Sheet 3 of 3)

14.0

13.5

O 13.0
CH- 4144

12 113 14 1
Temperature, Inle~t to Cul.Wst. Turbfine (OK)

P igur~e' 6. inpul Power V \ersi~us l'urbine 11110 1Temnpertl tire
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whipch indicate*s that the tvfrnriieratwrc of I 4ý'K is~ optimum from uri input power-I
standpoint.

Scvs~rul additionail cWi1.-uIlat ions wfrr* mrride w~ith v. r'ititintis in the warmer
t wo turbine terntwrrmtures. While slightly irjwterr Input powers~ (:o)Uld be achievvd
by c~haninng those3 lemperaktures, chaingesx in tt'rnper~iturus in u direction to
uttain lower input, powers also ctii~i~ed vl. Irqitit one turbine to oxcoorlrr the maxi-
mum power lcvr.ýl of a turboulterniutor with synall frumuo size. The require-
mrent of iHmiiI Vrrunno size therefore impo~ii,- the t-emeli)ratures us4ed in JUun 479)
for the %varrrflt: two turbinf.s.

Off-lfrsdgn CuLCulations

P.'-t-.Udo Ofl-4tPNlgri VIACIOU1Lt ons w'.rr, tippl k'd ito ritsign-v prtl. R~un 479, to
determine In , .rt'fec~t or (1 radv~ir Pc tforrmitice or cryoLit~nv leIit-o Icxc~hange rs
a.nti t~urboulterna~t~ors Tublhe N1 s4ho WN i Ii vt tilts N f rus i ~gn-pt i t RIun 47) anmd
three off-ckes 1ri-pcolat rufns. The tot ul f'low raite thut wuis hrilrI tipprox irately
const unt toir u Il t heos run s was t I I celrit - po int v I uc of 7. V9 g /, ~c cl

Taliit. 3i

(iiPi,:ii ANDi, CO-

I'lvIIItt f ,' 1 7'L 1: ; 1I l I ,.w I I' h t IllI,111

4O - J1t14 114i t lilt 1 1, 1111 il w.l i I f..i clorIfitIt-fit

PilltiV-itE H

1, It I r i l 'I

'lihe (it-of) it) turtbinr -tt'~io./A tctlOic iinti From (1 "0 111 C. 117 t~iii vacl 'iqrox i-
mnutel~y it five-ptcret-tt. drop In ovvrtilI tit'litie ellaitviri ' it. A cani It; siten 1ritni
the tablilr'1 cvcrii- in thf, tit ike ly c vittit I ha hoht u rbtiiri uirl hlmvi l.-(lc'xlarmjr 1pu r -
rortinace weri ilegrarlec by thru 111tlnmtut Hhilwn. thic'r woitilr sl tl bit, wiort,
t~han one watti ill r0'rgij.-ration cCaticlllK Lit. elitah or II( hewO ctiddest rel'rig.ertition

14t5.ii~fl22
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(PER1MEAL SYSTEM DESIGN

GENERAL

The experimental system included only the coldest turboalternator and a
heat exchanger that was to be cooled by a liquid nitrogen stream that take.
the place of the warmer turboalternators, as shown in the schematic of Figure 7.

The design goals for the experimental system that were used as guides
during the design phase of this program were:

s Refrigerator Maintenance-Free Life. This goal was to demonstrate
the potential for long life (ultimately perhaps t0. 000 hours or more).
The contract goal was given as 2500 hours,

* Shock and Vibration. The refrigerator was not to be subjected to
shock or vibration loading, except during normal handling and ship-
ping while the refrigerator was not operating.

* Acceleration Loading. The refrigerator was not to be subjected to
acceleration loading beyond normal gravity loading; however, to be
conservative, all structural design and turboalternator bearing
design were based upon a steady acceleration loading, in any direc-
tion, of twice the acceleration of gravity,
T Temperature Capability. The unit was to be designed so there would
be at least a 0. 8 probability of reaching the design temperature of
4. 40 K, with no useful refrigeration load at that temperature,

RADIATION SHIELI)

Calculations were made to determine whether the thermal radiation shield
should be thermally connected to the 1700 K or the 550K refrigeration load sta-
tion. It was found that if the shield is connected to the l170K station, as much
as 130 watts could be radiated inward to the lowe- temperature regions of the
cryosection; this condition would hnve necessitated multilayer reflective in-
sulation both inside and outside the radiation shield -- an undesirable
complication.

With the shield connected to the 55OK station, the inward radiation was
found to be less than 1. 4 watts, eliminating the need for insulation inside the
shield.

With the shield at 550K, the external heat load on the shield was conserva-
tively estimated to be less than 4 watts, if a 5-cm thickness of reflective
multilayer insulation were used outside the shield (such a thickness would
contain 60 to 80 layers of insulation). This heat load would be the major
constituent of the 5-watt load at 550 K, assumed In the cycle studies.
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(•RYOCX1ENIC PIPING

1Y. Cryogenic piping is required to carry gas between turbinew and heat ex-
changers with an acceptably low pressure drop. Calculations were made for
pipe diameters, with the following assumptions:

F Ior each pipe carrying gas either to or from a turbine, the ratio
of pressure drop to average pressure must not exceed 0.001.

- Pressure losses caused by wall friction are negligible, compared
with losses caused by bends or elbows in the pipes.

o In each pipe to or from a turbine, there are four right-angle bends
and a total pressure loss corresponding to four times the velocity head.

These assumptions are somewhat conservative because in some pipes
there are fewer than four bends and there is probably less than one velocity
head loss in each bend.

Results of the piressure-drop calculations showed that a 1/2-inch nominal
pipe size, schedule 5S, would te RA^qliately large for all cryogenic piping,
from a pressure-drop standpoint. This pipe has an inside diameter of 18.0
mm (0. 710 inch) and an outside diameter of 21. 3 mm (0. 11410 inch),

Because this pipe size is reasonaibly small, yet large enough for inech-
anical support or the turboalternators, this sive was tentatively selected for
all piptig to and from tile turbines and to and fromn the. loile-Thomson valve.

JOULE-THOMS)ON VALVE?

The simplest approach for the construction of a Joule-Tthornson valve is
to use a standard needle valve and to modify it with the addition of a long stem

sealed within a vacuum-tight sheath. The valveO could thereby be manially
controlled nt the warm end. The stem screw threads wer(., inltiall.h located
at the warm end, but in a later design change, the iliveauis were relocated to
the cold end.

Choked flow of an ideal gas through a sharp-edged orifice was assumed
for sizing the valve orifice. A Whitey C'ompany valve. Model 2H IP4-i316, with
an orifice diameter of 2. •6 mmn (0, 093 Inch) wa. selecled. An orifive of ihis
size, with an upstream temperature and pressure corresponding to cycle de-
sign-point conditions, would result in a calculated helium flow rate of 6. 11 g/sec.

The cycle-design flow rate through the Joule-Thomnson valve is 2, 1 g/sec.
It it believed that this ratio of flow rnaeý'- Is udequntely large to assure control
at the design point, despite uncertninties In the calculnilon (the grealesi un-
certainty of course results from the assumption of an ide4l gaH). 'he vn•lve
gives nearly linear' control from the closed to the fully opened stiem position.

2D
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Figure 19. Temperature Distribution

Control Valve Vacuu
Warm Helium
from High-
Pressure -

Stream
C /d

_________._______ ____ ilIu
Liquid LL) Het

N itrogenr -

-ii-.. . . . Wo L1 of Vacuunm

-- Veouel

Figure 10. Helium -to -Nit rogen Ileat E'xchanger

that a helium flow i ire through the control valve of O, 3 gfaer provides a suf-
ficientlv large flow unbalance between the two strearns. The warm-strennm
flow rate (Figure 8) to 5.47 g/sec (the sum of the flow rates throiugh the 1Olue-
Thomson valve and the 140 K turboalternator). The c'old-si ream flow rate t,14
therefore 5,47 + 0.3. or 5.77 g/sec, 'Tre capnctty-rate rotio, C, is calc'ulated
to be the ratio of' mass flows for uqual hent capacitic,:

C11 C i C 1 - fx.47/5.77 0. 15
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The heat tramsfer eft'ectliveness for a counterfluw arrangement is:

-NTIJ(1 - C)1 -e
I: ' -ce - U( - C)

For number (t' transt'ver units (NT LI) of 6b (the design value oft the warmest
heat exchingit.), the effectiven.uss is calculated from the above equation to be
0. 998, andl tho coild-end st, ream-to)-stream temipirature difference Is cu1eulated
to be 0. 44"k. l'his value is susfiviently amall to match 'he streamr-too-utrevim
temperatur' dil'rtr'vi-ie tit the waril end of the adjacent colder heat exchanger.

COLD ENI) (' )()1 ,I,

A method I'mfr cooling the cold end of the systern was devised. As shownt
in Figure 7 a sm.ill diameter tube leads helium from just upstream of the
Joule-Thomsm i valve, through a room temperature control valve, and finailly
back to the low Itressure side of the compressor system. The purpose of
this gas olleri was to) remove rd. lenst. part (if rint all) of the warm helium
stream retuviiing thniough the c()unterflow heat exchangers during the coolhlown
process. Itlli wed to pass thro)ugh the heat exchangers, this warm return
streum wouldl 1.'ansfer heat, t the incoming cold strean, thereby lengthening
the ,ooldowri process. Once the h oule-'Mhonn.on valve dropped to below the
inve rsion t.-.ii)(1rature and produceod cooling, the hieed sitream valve would bet
closed, and iill of the gas woul(I return through thie heat exchange r system.

iIIPA'L' IL4EA K

Tlhe c ryo;(c-Ct i on (lcsign concept was l.( mount ell v'v'ytm(cction compo)neI~tN

(tur bralternmat i-s ,1()ule-'l'h4)mson valve, filters, and radiation shield) dirvet ly
on the heat exihlatnger or on the liquid nitrogen cooling• sHttge. Thus, no strtuc-
tural supports between room temperature and cryo)eidh temperatures would
ahe needed, a.nd,1 all conducted heat leakage woiuld be thirough tnitrurnentatn im
leads and ihr'(,ligh the ,l ouilv-Thomson valve stern.

A sunmalkl'y or calculated heal. lenks is gi.ven in Ta ble 4.

The ahov, heat leaks, do not include conduction thi (ough liquid iou.troge)ii
tubes, which will he installed to expedite rapid coolhown oftthe vold elnd ol'
the heat exhl1ugV1er system.

Trhe buse; 1't )r the heat. leak talc.ulations were:

T The (cIoaxial (cable assumed is Microd(hA., lncirtl )rated, Nit. 250-4011:4.
This calv c ('I• ntains sepveri strands if' 0. 004 1 -inch-dhia meter ' ,(lppe r
wire ii, the inner conliactor, and 64 strands (of 0. 0033- in.h-diameter
c(;)ppe. wire in the shied. A length of i. *2 mete'rs was assiunned.
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Table 4

ESTIMATES OF HEAT CONDUCTION RATES

Calculated Rate of Heat Conduction (w)
Thermal Conductor .-

To 140K Level To 4. 4*K Level

Seven coaxial cables for proximity 0.275
probes

Three alternator power Leads 0. 072
(includes Joule heat)

Leads for three platinum resistance 0. 056 0. 028
thermometers (four leads for each
thermometer)

Three pairs of thermocouple leads 0.020 0. 010

Two pressure lines 0. 007 --

Joule-Thorrson valve stem -- 0. 063

0,430 0. 101

The total of 0. 275 watt given In Table 4 is for all seven cables. If
the cables were thermally connected to the 80 0K level, with a 1-meter
length between that temperature and the 140K level, the heat leak
could be reduced to about 0. 13 watt.

* The turboalternator power leads were optimized by the method of
MIcFee (Ref. 8). The conductor diameter was calculated to be 0.41
mm (0. 016 in. ) for an assumed length of 1. 0 meter.

It was assumed that two platinum resistance thermometers would be
used at the 140K level, (one at the inlet and one at the outlet of the
turboalternator) and that one thermometer would be used at the dis-
charge of the Joule..Thomson valve.

Copper constantan thermocouples would be mo-inted at the spme posi-
tions. These sensors would be used for monitoring cooldown only
(their sensitivity would not be adequate for sensing the final steady-
state tern pe rat ures),

* Pressure lines were nusumed to be stainless steel lines 1.6 mm.
(0. 062 in.) outside diameter and 0. 81 mrn, (0, 032 in. ) inside diam-
eter, 1. 2 meters long.

LAYOUT OF CRYOGENIC SECTION

A layout of the cryogenic section showing the location of all cryogenic com-
ponents is shown in Figure 11.
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Section 4

TURBOALTERNATOR

GENERAL

The turboalternator arrangement used in this program is shown in Figure
12. It comprises a higkl speed, radial inflow, impulse turbine mounted on a
permanent magnet alternator shaft. The shaft is supported and positioned on
self-acting, gas-lubricated bearings. Operating tests at speeds up to 400, 000
rpm have been conducted on this type of turboalternator. The bearing, windage,
and electromagnetic parasitic losses are reasonably low. The high speed a!-
ternator has proven to be of both sound design and high efficiency. Tests with
electrical loads up to 109 watts have been conducted with electromagnetic effi-
ciencies of 98 percent. The bearing system allows operation in any orientation,
free from gas bearing and rotor instabilities sometimes found in other bearing
systems.

Tih'ust Hearing |ii

aiaiil litt.

'I'il'l~ilA' ISpirai

h n d en arin •upporti t e it h

with an operating pas film thickness of about 300 micrcoinchE..'s. These journal
bearings ai'e of the self-acting, tilting pad type. They were incorporated to
ensure stable operation throughout the operating range and at any attitude.
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Two iflwf ird p1ITniflh.Z spiral gr' ovr'd thrust beairings position the shaft
axially. Like the journal bearings, the thrust bearings are gas lubricated,
typically using a 500) microinch filmn thickness.

The entire bearing systemn tosBelt-aligning bectiuse the thrust bearings
are gimbal mounted and the tilting-pad Journal bearings are self-aligning,
Satisfactory operation of the cumplete be ii:ng system is independent of the
accuracy with which adjacent parts tire munufactured,

The turbine energy io absorbed by the perniancrnt magnet alternator. This
cOmpact alternator is the most practical device for extracting energy at cryo-
genic temperatures when thnt energy will be expended at amnbient temperatures.
The two-pole magnet operates within the stator whichi is wound 3-phase within
low-lose iron laminations. These laminations have beeri made by conventional
die punching and by photoetching, a method which eliminates crimped edges.
The alternator rotor consists (if a hitgh fieid-strength plat inui- cobalt magnet.
The rotor Is constructed by brazing the magnet, to shaft ends. rhe ground
magnet surfaiCe has the same diameoter as the shaft.

TURBOALTERNATOR DESONS

PRELIMINARY l)l,'Sl(iNS

Pr'elin.itnary designs of the three turboulternaturs needed for the refrig-
eration system were made (.Apperidix 1, "Preliminary TurbualternatOr IDe~ign.").
The final dectigns oif the, two wtirnwr turboulternoltors were not completed be-
eause it was decided to manufacture and test only the coldest turboalternator.
Tlhe final design of the coldest turboatternator is discussed In the following
section.

I"INA1, tESKICN OF THlE 1 40K TU RIKAL1TERNATOR

The overall mechalnival configuration design of the turboalternator is
shown in Vigure 13 (excerpted from Ueneýral E'lectric I)rawing 58HE477). The
active components, turbine, alternator, rind bearings are mounted on a base-
plate (Part il8), which allowsi simple attachment of the assembled turboalter-
nutor to the rematinder of' the refrigeration system.

All enclosure seals are indium -coated C rings. The base material or the
C' rings is 30O4 stainless steel, to match the thermal ooe ffivient of expansion of
the flanges. The low mass of the seals ecoupled with the excellent thermal con-
tact between the sual and flange, established by the soft indiurm ooating that es-
sentially becomes bonded to the flange suriutres, ensures geometric, tempera-
ture uniformity in the seal area during system tvmiperaturC excursions. Rela-
tive motion betwern the seal und the flange dwves is thus prevented. Althought ~the thermal coeffiieint of expansion o1' the indium couting is almost twice that
of the base metal, the spring loading of the C, ring coupled with the extreme
softness of the indium overcomes this mismatch.
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Axial posi itiftoing of the turN)oalt niator shaft is accomplished by spiral-
groove gas bearings. rhe becirings tire self-aligning. because of their gimibal
mounting. 'rhe bearing material is beryllium-copper alloy, which is comptit-
ible with the nittrided thrust runner at the low uni! loading present (in contrast
with the journal bear'ing pads where the high loading at start and stop, due to

The gro~ves are hotoad.hprethedeang srfc iniie bernsajut
line contact between the Journal Lind pd,prcuethue of this material).

meno poviionis adeforseven capacitance -type displacement probes with
the placements proceeding from the turbine end of the shaft:

Probes Function

I Axial shaft movement

2 Shaft orhital movement

2 Shaft orhital (periphiery of thrust collar)

I Jlournail bearing pad movement

I uter thrust bearing movement

Th turbine wheel is 1/2 itich in diameter and io made of aluminum. The
wheel is secured~ to the shaft by an interference fit. Proper selection of the
fit dianieters can( wheel shape allows thle afisembled rotor to be operated at
design tempevature, ut. safe stress levels. Experience has shown that turbine
wheels can be removed from tho shaft and can be replaced without disturbing
the rotor balance.

AL4TERNATORi lElSIGN

Trhe alternatior design is simitlar to previous designs but, because of the
required design-point values of' speed and polwev. greater advantage can N,
taken of the very high copper CondCIItivity ait tile I 411 inlet temperature than
In earlier designs. Because of this high conductivity, the armature current
can be high foi, this alternator, which allows the terminal voltage to b.e low-
ered at the reqcuired power. Thus thle flux density can be lowered and thle air
gap can be inc reased.

Dlecreased flux density reduces core losses. The large air gap coupled
with a tooth w~idth o)f 0. 050 inch reduces the slot harmonics and ussoeiatecl
losses to a nfegligible level.

Table 5 Hiiows I he valrulated features and performance (if the alternutor.
Electromagnetv Icffiviency is (estimated to be M). 4 percent, whichi is higher
than the effiriveny for lirfvirus designs.
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Table 5

ALTERNATOR I)ESIGN AND CALCULATED PERFORMANCE
(140 K inlet temperature)

psr4fot'maUnce
Parameter (Computer lDesiin

D- 23000)

IStato. -

Outside diameter ipunehinI (in, 0, 1140

Inside diameter (In, 0, 291

Length (in,1 0,416 SMaterial Oin, ) 0,004 Hlymu 10

Number or seots 12

SpLral (dog) . 1

Tooth width (In. 0,050

Cirvuits I

Connection Wye
t Pitch (0) 83, 3

Conductors per slot 10

Wire I - 0,0008 In. I I F

Turns in series per phase 100

Pitch factor 0. 9466

Di)itributiun factor 0, 961

Skew factor U. 9•3

S1tacking factor 0, 911

Resistance, 201C 0) 4. 4fl

heakqeg reactance 11) H, 54 et 1400 iit

Rotor I'leld

i)tameter OIn, 0, 261

I,ength (in O, :474

Material tC'. Pt

Air gap (in) 0, 0IN

Perfornmance (10" K)

Speed (rpm) 100, 000

iPower tactur 1, 0

Output (*W 29, 1i2

Iine-to-iine volts -- no load 30, 0

I~ine-to-kine volts -- full lacd 3, 4H

IRelsitanue at I•'N (6i) 0, 03•1

('urrent (anp) 0, 4100

Current density (anRpiin) 11. 100

Core Inam (w) 0, L:1

Copper luNI (W 0, 0.:0

Electromagnetic efficiency 1%) 49', 4
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UAS i~A~IGANAL.YSIS AND 1)I1'-'lJN

Thu gat,~ he~aring analysisi anid de'sign is 1wesente d in Appendix 11, "Gas-
Bea~xring AmialvsIs and fiesign.

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE
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A new nozzle flange was designed and fabricated to permit disassembly
of tho turboalternator housing. (The Air Force unit was designed for welding,
which made disassembly inconvenient.)

The parts used in the MERDC assembly are shown in Figure 14; with the
exception of the alternator and the nozzle flange, essentially all of the other
parts were previously assembled and tested on Air Force contract, as in Build
10. The operation of this first stage Air Force turboalternator, Build 10, it
described on pates 108-111 of the Air Force final Technical Report (Ref. 5).

The report also includes the following information pertinent to the MERDC
turboalternator:

The turboalternator open-cycle tests and procedures are described on
pages 83-86.

The results of open-cycle performance tests on the first stage, 0. 5-inch-
diameter turbine wheel at room temperature and 177 0 K are described on pages
111-155. In reviewing these data, the fact that the MERDC alternator has 1/3
fewer conductors in the windings must be kept in mind1 This reduces the out-
put voltages and affects the total power. The alternator phase winding resiai-
tance it also reduced approximately 1/3, thus reducing the power loss pev
phase and the total power loss, and affecting the electromagnetic efficiency.

TURBOALTERNATOR PERFORMANCE, DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM

A data reduction program was used to reduce the open-cycle data on both
the Air Force and MFRDC programs, This data reductionrrogramn was pre-
pared to evaluate single-stage turboalternator performance. The alternator
voltages and currents, thermocouple voltages, turbine pressures, and alter-
nator frequency are the data recorded and used in the computer program.
Perfect gas relationships are used throughout the program. Any perfect gas
can be used in this pr')gram with suitable input oft

e Gas constants

e Rotometer constants

# Alternator housing leakage constants

The program is now set up only for, helium and nitrogen.

The open-cycle turboalternator temperature (OCTRMT) program was
prepared for opon-cycle tests conducted at room and cryogenic temperatures,
using FORTRAN rV computer languagu. lee in used for the room-temperature
thermocouple reference junction and liquid nitrogen is used for the cryogenic
temperature test reference junction. All principal turboalternator instrumen-
tation is shown schematically in Figure 15.
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* l..n, 7 -- Joule (12R) tosses are shown for the separate phases and
the total of these losses. These losses were determined frorn the
measured current and phase winding resistance, which is a function
of the average slot temperature,

* Line 8 - Two slot temperatures are tabulated along with the average

slot temperature. Thc temperature is measured from thermnocouples
positioned 120 degrees apart in the stator slots. The winding rests-
tance is a function of the average slot temperatv-e.

* Line 0 -- Performance factors and characteristics of the turbine are
4hown. The turbine inlet temperature is measured at the nozzle

inlet. The exit temperaturc is calculated from the calc lated tem-
perature drop across the turbine wheel. The temperature drop is
calculated from +he iLrput power and avtual flow acrous the turbine
wheel. The inlet/exhaust pressure ratio is the total pressure ratio
across the turbine.

* Line 10 -- The wheel power is the power inpitt of the turbine wheel
to the shaft. It 4s determined by adding the total electrical power' to
the sum of the losses. The wheel efficiency is the wheel power over
the isentropic power across the turbine wheel. The windage power
is the sum of the shaft and wheel parasitic losses dedured frum the
design computer program and is a function of speed, temperature,
and ambient pressure. The bearing friction power is calculated from
relationships generated from the design computer program and is a
function of speed, temperature, and pressure. 13olh journals and
both sides of the thrust bearing are included. The corrected torque
is the torque (in. -Rb) divided by the absolute inlet pressure in inches
()f mercury.

* Line 11 -- The temperature drop efficiency is the calculated temper-
atu,'•, drop over the isentropic temperature drop. It represents the
potential efficiency if there were no flow leakage loss. The tip speed
is the turbine wheel tip speed. Shown next is the velocity ratio of the
tip speed to the spouti[nK velocity.

* Line 12 -- Next listed is the total measured flow through the turbine
no-,zle from one of the rotometers. Prior calibration of the roto-
Metei- provided the proper constant for the flow equation, The inlet/
nozzle pressure ratio is the inlet pressure to nozzle exit pressure
rr'tio. The nozzle/exhaust pressure ralio is the nozzle exit pressure
to turbine exit pressure ratio. The flow factor is a grouping of flow,
temperature, and pressure, which is a turbine nozle performance
chc -racte rist ic.

SLine 13 -- Next Jist e*a are bearing performance factors. The journal
bearing power for one set of three tilting pads is determined from
fhe measured assernhly average pivot film clearance listed. The
friction power for the loaded side of the thrust bearing is also deter-
niinord from the thrust bearing loaded side clearance. IHoth the
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assemnbled Journal pivot filmr thlic kness and fhe load sirde thrust
bearing e-learance are 1listed in in ic roiric les.

A listing and flow chart of' the open-vycle data reduction computer program
used to reduce the MERDC cryogenic turboalternator data are given in Figures
17 and 18.

JOURNAL BEARING MATERIAL

As described in the Air P orce Final Report (Ref. 15), problems~ were
encountered in manufacturing and operation of turboalternutors using tilting
pad journal pads made of nitrided 304L stainless steel. Air Fiurce turbo-
alternator assemblies, Builds 8, 9, and 10, were made with a new design of
tilting pad Journal bearings, fabricated from a prorni':ing, new material,
Kentanium, Grade 185. Since B~uild 10 is the one usu:d for MERDC tests
(with the exception of the nozzle flange arid alternator), the MERDC unlit used
Kentanium bearing material.

VERY LOW TEMIPERATrURE T'EST

Results of the preliminary open-cycle tc~sts made on the Air Force turbo-
alternator assembly, Build 10, were very encouragling. However, the Air
Force contract was terminated before further tests could he completed.
Since similar tilting pad bearings wotilu be required in a turboalternator
assembly being designed on an ARPA contract (No. DAIIC- 15-?720C-0235), a
special open-cycle experimental test was conducted on the ARPA contract,
using the Air Forcei turboalternator assembly, Build 10, to operate at tem-
peratures uppr"oaching liquid helium. The turboalternator was iristal1led into
a sealed housing and operated in the nornmal. manner on the open-cycle system
at approximately 100, 000 rpm, with a 9-walt load, until the assembly reached
U900 K. Then, with a valving arrangement, the turboalternator was gradually
changed to operate on crild heliumn gas supplied directly from a pressurized
liquid helium dewar. The turboalternator continued to operate satisfactorily
with a minimum turbine exhaust temperature of (). 80K obtained. Essentially,
no performance data were takei (luring this test because of the limited amount
of liquid helium in the prpssurized dowar. Thue mnain purpose of the test was
to observe the operation of the bearings, by nionitorin.0 the proximity probe
signals, at the low temperatures. As mnietioned previously, the unit tested
at 9. 80 K was identical to the MERAW unit, with the exception of the nozz~le
flange and alternator.

This experiment was successful and a signifivant milsstone was achieved
in the development of turboalternators for cryogenic refrigeration, This was,
pe.rhaps the lowest temperature ever achieved with 1Iturboexpander operating
on self-acting gas bearings. It is the first step in establishinug the feas ibility
of turboalternator operation with gas-lubricated bearings, using very low
viscosity helium. rhe 9. 8)K( helium gats Is prtibably the lowetM viscosity fluid
ever used in a hydrodynan~to bearing system.'n
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Upon transfer ofillth Air V()ore turhociltevilatnr, luild 10, to thle M'EH)MC
c oftrmvte the un it was~ comnplet elY ( disci ssemiblvd, All v r'it ic a pa rtsN to be re'-
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be a ring suirfac'es a ad t he NoitAllikIn m011NMtt nI heaciring puds (pacrt 23) were lightlv
re tinpperd t ) remove slight I ndivat ilm (inot' wunrv i'h'e h imitrig sect iol (pal~ rtIM
was d Iril1led and In ppecd to rviposilinthI Ile jou mal Ifi ring pr'ox imit y probe
(pafrt I0) to 1)'Ilu~t. the probe anigic 'mo viewing the( larger Kentcntinm ,jour'nal
ben rinp padl. N( %v OWL110 herrring gimblal pivolt4 \%'. tv ins ta~~lled in the thrust
ben ring axsenfm hi es (pui rt 1 3 and 22). 'I'l.' nvw pivoit hav'e matinag ball and
socket Pita to redticp thle pin v In the thmi.st hen ring tissvimblies, tis noted in
the, Air F'orero turhoalterriator. butild 10.

'Ilre no./?VIe sval Immlwet 1cm tvst wos tmade with tlhe riovze hlock and new
fil latigv' ito enrsm r'e a miifrwili met ail-to- 110 llo seal lit thlt noz"V.le diam~eter'.
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All of the turboalternator parts were ultrasonically ch,,•z•ed and sealed in
clean plastic prior to assembly in a clean room as outlined irl Appendix Ill,
"Turboalternator Assembly Procedures."

The thrust bearings were shimmed to give a total axial shaft travel of 0.6-
thousandth of an inch between thrust bearings and to provide a I. 5- to 2.0-
thousandth of an inch turbine wheel to nozzle axial clearance. The journal
bearings were adjusted for 360-miorotnch radial clearance,

PREIIMINARY TURBOALTERN.ATOR TF, ST
i

The turboalternator flow tests described in the Air' Force Report (Ref, 5)
and results plotted in Figures 75 and 76 of that report were repeated on the
MERI)C assembly. Results of the tests are shown in Table 7,

Table 7

ME RI)C T L IRH( )A(.,rrERNAT()R FIOW TEST

'l'e St Gas u,,, Agreement

Nozzle ctflibrat i•,n lie <3
(n,) turbine, v.,iieet)

Noz •,1•' call brat I, ,n N,• < 3

(no turhLnP wh,,el)

Ze I'() '•peed lie .•3
(with turbine wheel)

" Z,,r•, at•e¢l N• <O !S(wit:, turbine wi•eul)

i• i!

}
Initial z'm)m ternpe ra•u,.es •H)et'ation•] tests (()ctober 1973) era the turbo-

altern,'.Jt•r' a:.•.•embly with the shaft magnet unmagnettzed and magnetized gave
e×celhnt r'esulfs. 'lasts were n mde at speed• in the aea of 100,000 rpm.
The proximity probes indicated very stable operation, and the shaft orbit probe
•ignals pr,)duced e×ceptionally sn•all orbits of 30 to 40 mlcroinches at e•,ch
end" of the •haft, very similarto }luild 10. The thrust, journalbea,,ing, and
outer gimbal ring pr.xin•ttv probes al,•o shc•wed very stable operation° wi•h

.,
slight once per revolution oscillation noted. I •gures 20 and 21 show the

proxi•nity probe signals oblained. (The f•tint shadow or double images in the
oscillos(,upe traces a |e caused by b•ckg•,ound noise in the pr,•ximlty probe
inzt rumental icn. )

Alter'na•(),, Wlndin• 'l',,•t. ({,,)orn len•l)erature resistance rneasurernents were
made on th• MF, R1)('alter'•mtor '3-1-,hase windtnR•. The average winding rests-
tam'e w},s !).135• •. O. •.5"',. 'rhe Ai•' I.'orce average wlndtn• resistance was
12, 52• •d rr•,)m te•l:•,,rature and l. fi4.q al liquid nttr,,•rn tel'opec[duPe. Sinc.e
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Figure 20. Shuirt Or-bitlt ol' NI iIII ' Turu boal-
ternator Assemb], ()pepratlng at
Room~ Temnipe ralui~re, No I aod, and
100, r)(0O l ) N. (()•cillriscope Sen-
sitivity f', proximity I)j,'obe signal, -'200 .4n/(1,m.)

the same wire was asged in both winl(tlngS, v resistance ratio of 7. 65 would
apply to both windings.

Figures 22 and 23 show the slnusoidtil, si-phase voltage outputs from
the alternator. (The uscii11c.ope ,'eric~al scnsitivil.y is 10 volts per centi-
meter and the sweep is 0. 1 millisr,cond pe r c~entimeter in both figures. )
These photographs verify, to a degree, the low voltage regulation and the
freedom from harmonics one wOuld pridinIt fromi ptist similar experiences.
The terminal voltage appears approxinmtoly Los it should for the conditions
of this test.

MERDC Turboalternator ()•pon (Cyle lesis

Since considerable 1oo-mn tenperatire. teat data lhd been obtained on the
Air Force progranm, it wo,8 deciided to itstis ii :ssemnbly at temperature•
approaching that of liquid nitrogen, with helium g.s, in the open-cycle test
station. In this test, the tur-hoatlternator is inistaalled into a sealed housing
with feedthroughs for the elec ri•,l (conections. The heliuni gas to the tur-
bine is precooled bv flowing the pu .s thr mgl" h n coil immersed In liquid nitro-
gen. Strips of plastic mateitil were( 1tW11ad t•, I 11h turboalternator support
strand, to direct the cold noxzle hau~tsi pgai oaijund the lurboalternator sealed
housing, cooling the whole assemibly. A ticLI aur wos phaced over the turbo-
alternator assembly, to isolate the ,4YsvinM I'vw noni• nent moisLure. The tur-
bine exhaust gas still expunds to :Itm.ph)Mercr,
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l'igu re 21 M\ I-L)C Turhrurilternl .or, A sseirdt ty,
()pvr'al 111. lit l ito im-1T'ýll) )C pri tilv, No
I ('1 (I an ~1fI00, 000 fl M ('~L''I1
lit t h rt.!sIt proLh(' Ix ia; :41lfa i ,nt i ou I

1,l .) t ,Iv i I i uI, ~ ,,i I, i r Ii 1j's ; T'1 -:' r t, 2 is4
fl)w jeiir a I r 1"1 r1;(' rirj pI d I fl" I ( I t inn ; Trove'
3 is tli !u mnlur Ilivust I ca rkivt- ginibhail ring

invlty proho Hliia,1 4100 lt'i/c'rn Vtr'titlcay;
Iloizo)F'1'.lt 5Aý'vvp~ 11, 0 Ins /cvI.I

The perfornmance. nivistrvirenwo cul tao hebitaIitid undL i:1he effectiv) aver-
age nozzl?.e preo snu ru can bv rncas cciisuc Ili cnjunction iiwithi othle r pe~rform'ance
factors. The (..fective uvertige noxv.1v prossuircr wYotld be th11 pressure in the,
sealed housing. The thiree preSS1.1" cc ta its )b~laInr(I fromn combinations of
the Inlet, nozzle, andI exit pressurcs will vary with 1.he volocity ratio In a
characteristic niannier,

The turboultevi'nalor %Was o)pe tetkd Po no' hotir waa' raoom temlperalture,
100, 000 rpni, and no load, t~o purvi' 11i- systemi-i wilth cvi inclers o1' helium gas.
The dlew point of the heliu turnws, -6 5V. TheIw gas press~ure ilap connocting the
sealed housing vwas discotircn'ted I() pa r.pe I li turbi nriterinaor housing and the

F ~~~sealed hocusing. 'ihtit Inirdcv hittt tie t~ hirlwAlit tnililir, cssernibly at a
slow rate, liquid nil rugnn wns -itmO~Y tiddvle h) ai dvw:ir' cn)iilining the cooling
coil.

After' 2-1 /4 hour's 0I' cmoflfng, t lie (- Iei pe:1 W1)1It~urt tir t Ilile niozz~'le Inlet
reached 109rK, rind thne tilt-inuf im, whitii11V iwli ivipt rtifE twe s 1 65"K. Thie
turljoalternallor utqi ieiale slit. sfatnu0iI ItN 11- HpoodrIS ill 1lit o r'rIf t of 100, 000
rprrn with an 1 1-\vfi loa o n. n thIlic i tt
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Figure 22, Alternator, 3-Phase, Line-to-
Line Voltage Output of MERDC
Turboalternator, Operating at
Room Temperature, No Load,
and 100, 000 RPM

Figure 23. Alternator, :3-Phase, Line-to
Neutral Voltage Output of' MERDC
'rurboalternator, Operating at
PHoor Teniperature, 8. 5-Watt
Resistive l,oud, and 100, 000 RPM
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The only problem e~nc'ounte red during cooldown was that the leads from
the orbit prox imity probes failed and the operni ion of the turboalternatur had
to be monitored by the remaining probes.

The test plan was to check the operation of the turboalternator and to oh-
tain performance data by operating the turbouiiternator in a vertical position,
thrust end up, with the nozzle- inlet -to -exhaust pressure ratios of 1. 49 1. 1.),
and 2.4 (pressure ratio of 2.4 wasn the design condition).

Tests were conducted by adjusting the gas flow through the nozzle to obtain
a given pMISSUre ratio, and the turhoalto rnator speed wns cotLrolled by varyv-
irig thE resistive load onl the alturnlAtlr with speeds railging frurm low operating
speeds up to 200, 000 rpm. Nine datak points were obtained on M\/Fl1WC Hun 100
with a pre.44ure ratio of 1, -4 and speeds ranging from 68), 300 to 211, 320 rpmn.

The nov~zlc pressure rutio wits theni adjusted to 1. 1), and 5 data points
were obtained on MlEIHIC Rtun 101 with the turboalternator speeds ranging
fromi 118,320 to 196,* 240 rpmi, As thu tui'hoalternator speed Wats adjusted
towards 180,000 rpm slight roughness was noted on the thrust probe, thle
journal bearing probe, and the outer gimbal ring proximity probe signals..
This indicated thrit the shaf't many have been Just touching thle thrust bearing
surface, but in general, this did not affect the operation. At this pressure
ratio and speed, the sealed housing pressure was 84 inches of watev above
atmospheric,.

An thle turboalternutor flow wvas gradually inc reased for the, 2.4 pressure
ratio, the proxim ity probe signals bevecnie rough und the I urbitiv speed de -
creased, Increasing the gas flow continued to decrease tile turbine speed.
Trhen, the t urbinti stopped, Attem pts to restart the tu rhine failed.

The til rhoalte rnator was a llowed to wa rni up to room temipt ratu re. TIhere
appeared to be c~onsiderable moisture present in the turboalternotor, as
evidenced by tile fact that tapping the suipport stand did not move the shaft as
it does norniall~. After purging the turboalternator with a low flow of he-lium
gas for approximately one hour longer, the turbine started, Its operlition was
rough tit fit-At. but smloothed out. quickly. All of the proximity prohe signul H
were identlicl to those obtained before starting he cold tests,

There are two possible explanatiu,.ns for unsatisfactory Ope ration Lit thle
higher pressuv e ratio, Pirst, the vessel in which thP unit wOs tested (lid not
permit u bleed of' gas from the alternator region to the dlischa rge side of the
turbine. Wor this reason, Increused preswire on the back side of thle turbine
wheel mlay have overloaded the inner thrust. hearing. (The final i nstallation
of the turhonlturnator included Ll gCIs bleed to ecounteract this effect,

A second e%.planatton is that moisture wos deposliedi in 11w I urhoulternator
and ecaused thle shutdown. [here' wus soniv e vidence of -this; as thle Milit WEISa
being warmet] up and purged with dry gas. the bea rings LlppeLL red sticky onl
the osc illoscope trat~es, which would bv the case if mloist orc were presernt.
This effect waH present until somep timei Lifter thev unit was fully warmied up.
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FINAL TURBOALTERNATOR OPI.N-CYCI.,E SESTS

To complete the open-cycle testing, a second series of tests was con-
ducted in December 1974.

A number of gas supply systems were considered to eliminate the pos-
sibility of moisture causing the above problem. It was decided to use helium
gas from a trailer containing 40, 000 standard cubi' feet of helium. The
purity was guaranteed to be 99. 995 percent or better, with a dew point less
than -1 10OF (less than 2 ppm water by volume).

A bleed line and valve were also connected to the turboalternator sealed
housing to reduce the housing pressure during the open-cycle tests if required,

The proximity probe feedthroughs were adjusted to improve the contact
with the mating lead connectors and prevent opening during cooldown.

The second open-cycle test was started using the same procedures for
purging and cooling as described above. The turboalternator operated very
well during cooldown, and this time the orbit proximity probe leads did not
open. Figures 24 and 25 show the proximity probe signals obtained with the
turboalternator operating with the nozzle gas Inlet temperature of 89 0 K, I1-
watt load and at 100, 000 rpm. rhe proximity probe signals are very similar
to the room temperature, no load operation shown in Figures 19 and 20.

Figure 24. Shaft Orbits of MERI)C rurboal-
ternator O)perating in the Second
Open-Cycle rest with 89)0 K Gas,
i -Watt Load, and 100,000 RPM.
(Oscilloscope Sensittvity of Prox,-
imity Probe Signals 200 pin/cm.)
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Figure 25. MNI2)Dc1 'Turboaituinututr operating in
the Same (.1onditin aS US i Iguru 24.
('rrucc I is the thr-it probe, uL×iX l
shaft notiorn between thrust betinrirngs
'iTrare 2 Is the ,ournmi bciring. pad
motion, Trace 3 1s the outer thrust
bearing gimbol ring motion. O(scil-1
lopu()pe sensitivity to proximity probe
signal -- 400P iln/ m Vtrtivlivy; h =r-
i7ulltsl swe tp - . 0 i•1s/c"n,)

As a comparative check, two data points were repeated in MERDC Run
102 with the nozzle inlet to exhaust pressure ratio of 1, 4. There warn no no-
ticeable change in the operation of the turboalternator, The nozzle pressuro
ratio was then increased to 1. 9, and one of the lower speed data point, warn
repeated in MERDC Run 103. with the nozzle inlet gas at 83°K, 29. 5-watt al-
ternator load, and 117,000 rpm. This data point also repeated very well;
however, the thrust proximity probe indicated that the shaft thrust was just
barely touching the thrust bearing. It was, therefore, derlided to reduce the
housing premoure from 59 inches of water to 27 inches by opening the houaing
bleed valve, since this condition would become worse at higher speeds and
higher nozzle pressure ratio, The reduced housing prE.sure corrected the
thrust operation and the data point was repeated with lower housing pressure
being the only difference, The nozzle pressure ratio was then increased to
2. 4 to be cjutaih thatl the huuahlOM bleed was sufficient. 'The turboalternator
operated well; four data points were taken during this MTIUDC Run 104 with
speed. ranging from 166, 500 to 18H, 940 rpm und loads frotn 57. 7 to 60. 1 watts.
The fixed three-phase, "Y" connected, resistive load points were the limiting
factor in varying the speed and load over a wider range, Figures 26 and 27
show the proximity probe signats obtained with the turboalternator operating
at 188,940 rpm and 60, 1-watt load. "igure 27 shows a slight oscillation of the
shaft between the thrust bearings, but there was no indication of touching or

0 1
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Figure 2(3. Shaft Orb.its of ME'~JUX Turboal-
ternator Ope~rating with 821K Cam,
610. 1-Watt 1,oad, arnd 1811,940 R1PM
with NUZZIL' Pressur Itu'l~tio uf 1A
(0scI1licnsorip -4ensl~U tIvily or pr'uxl'im
Ity probe signuia1- 200 u in/vcm,

2

Figure 27. MERDI.C 'To -boui1 rna~to- Ope ratitng in
the .LU11e ( 'mi cnit ns L is Iigtire 26. (r race
1 iN t he Iimi't t pt-ohe. ,ifa HA~4~18haft motion
hwel wi' thrust br'a.ingi4;g T1racie 2 fig the
jJur?1id hei t ring pud mth)t Ionj 1Trace 3 to the
otitvr thriuis he~itIivin grImilh ring motion.
()scilloscope sriiiII vitY of p~roxinity probe
s* iglia h. .1 f()0 U Il ,n I vvi-y t ic. ,i li horizontal

6 2
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rough operation. Since the housing bleed did not have to be readjusted at tile
higher pressure ratio, three additional data points were taken for MERDC
Run 103, pressure ratio 1, 9, at higher speeds.

After the above data points were taken, the turboalternator was stopped
and restarted cold without any difficulty,

The operation of the turboalternator was very successful during the
second open-cycle test, Results of this test with very dry gas gave evidence
that moisture was the cause of the turbine stopping during the first cold teot,
and that the sealed housing bleed will be required in the cryosection to reduce
the housing pressure when opernting the tu boolternator with nozzle pressure
ratios greater than 1. 8.

PERFORMANCE rEST RESULTS

The data obtained in the first and second cryogenic open-cycle tests were
reduced and the performance test parameters were plotted in Figures 28
through 33.

The data reduction program was not modified to reflect the operation with
the housing bleed line open, since only four new data points were obtained in
the second open-cycle test, with the nozzle pressure ratio of 2. 4. A rather
lengthy program would be required to establish the correct parameters over
this wide temperature range. Therefore, the points obtained with the bleed
line open are identified in the curves,and their values should be considered
as trends, not actual values. An indication of the effect on the data, caused
by the housi-ng bleed valve, can be seen by comparing the reduced data from
MERDC' Run 103, data points I and 2. Data pobit 1, shown in i,'igure 34, was
obtained with the bleed valve closed. Data point 2, shown in Iigure 35, was
obtained with the same resistive lond and with the turboalternatot' operating
at approximately the sane pressure ratio nnd speed, but with the bleed valve
open to reduce the housing premsure from 59 to 27 inchies of water.

Also. the eqlmatinn used in the dtitu reduction progi-am to cvalculate the
alternator winding resistance per phase versus lemperature was derived for

the Air Force alternator acld was n(t niodifiecd fr tie lower resistance wind-
ings of the MENU)(' alternutor; theret'ore, the winding resistance pr phase,

'he joule loss per, phase, tuld tittil tlule Iloss shown in FIgures 34 and :35 would
be approximately one third less. 'lhiu would iucrease the elect romnagnetic
efficiency slightly,
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Section 5

CRYOGENIC HEAT EXCHANGERS

GENERAL

Refrigeration cycles which employ dynamic rotating machinery operate
at lower pressure ratios than cycles which employ positive displacement
machinery. For n given refrigeration load, this requires a higher mass flow,
These conditions place a requirement on the cryogenic heat exchangers for
high thermaleffectiveness and large heat transfer surface area. An ef-
fectiveness of 98. 516 is required in the warmest heat exchanger of the select-
ed cycle. An effectiveness this high implies an extremely large number of
transfer units, 66, which also implies an extremely high lateral thermal con-
ductance. A conflicting requirement is that while the heat exchangers must
have high thermal conductances, they must also have small pressure drops
because of the low pressure ratio of the cycle,

A type of heat exchanger considered to be well suited for this application
was the stacked screen heat exchanger. The perforated plate heat exchanger
was considered, but the required plate porosity and hole size would have made
manufacturing extremely difficult, Since stacked screen heat exchangers had
been successfully constructed in small sizes by Kinergetics Incorporated,
the decision was made to purchase the heat exchangers.

Specifications for the heat exchangers were selected based on analysis
of the cycle, These are presented in Appendix IV, "Specifications for a Set
of Seven Cryogenic Exchangers.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTlON

"I'he design and construction of the heat exchangers is discussed in the
vendor report enclosed as Appendix V, "Kinergetics Incorporated -- Final
Report. " Because the vendor was unable to prevent stream-to-stream leak-
age in the cold exchanger, It was decided to make this exchanger inactive.
This was accomplished by blocking it off at the joint betwern the aluminum
header and the wire mesh header section at the warm end of this exchanger.

TEST RESULTS .- KINERGETICS

Th, poirtion idfthe t(Istinig which kas c(miplh-ted by Kin,'rWtivs is prt-S4edttt,(
in Appendis V.

TEST RESULTS .. GENERAL ELECTRIC

"I'hiu dc ffi( , ',ie e il 'l'(]d at ki, elt!Eti t [il w )rpIi1rlt(ld r'esultedI if) a
d I I , ' ;'th t, i + ,q . rT 1at t. SI '. a , 'niluitdd I oll ' li t ii In
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with MEJRDC, that it was in tile best interest of the Government to a('t':2pt

delivery Uf the huat exchangers and complete the testing at Gý'neral Elc:tric:.

GENERAL EL,EC'TRIC TEST FACILITY

The Resarch and Developtim.,,nt helium test facility consists of a positive
displaceme.nt c ompressor, uftercoolers, and leak-tight plumbing necessary
for the testing of high efficiency heat exchangers and turbomachinery. It was
decided to use this facility to test the heat exchanger,

The compressor is an Ingersoll Rand Conmpany unit, Class ESI- I N 1I,- 2,
which has a solid lu, ricated piston. The bore is 17 inches in diameter and the
stroke is 9 inches long, nnd the unit can b, operated either in the single or
double acting mode, The mnotor' is 60 horsepower, 1800 rpil.

With the suetton pressure aboive one atnmiospher'e, the unit is simigle a'ting.
tinder these conditions, the rated performance for helium gas is:

( ha Cacteristic P.rforimnc'

Inl0,t pressure 0, 121 I MN/nmi (17. 6 psia)

Dis'harge pressure 0. :3,1 MN/n1 ;,(52 psia)

Inilt temperatur, 332:1,0 (1 036oF)

Vl)lillllO flow at inltt 0. 187 i'ili/sev (396 elmi)

IIelieirn density at inlet 0. 175r kg!n i'

1lteIim mass flow 32. 7 g/sec

This nmvss flow of 12. 7 grams per scoind, and the prn-,sin'i , r'tio ,ct'
:2. i!5, ,re n,•ije thani adtijunte, fit' testing thle heat ,x,-ha'geur.

'!" M I F; T ll:l I it ) I)

Tlhe phavsi ('ir U rrungte'ment or lie h,'at exchanige r test i• shi•\wnin in I"ligir
:16. ihleliurm 1.1 Suppl (id t0'4m hy thaciliti co lmp S r'essor. It l Esis itiniv.i

thie hitfh p ,'-s~lie side lit' heat exc hLungrl i' 7 Ib't'<,re ftinwinl mut .uppl" 7 to( 11he
lit•itd nitrogw.rn dewar'. 'T'he lines to and from tihe liquidl nit edvevne dew ir' , iv'l
insulated, A ,alvi is inu'ladled foir' eontr'oiling ti turii ng s- reim !•tu',,g ts'tr,

T'he hliuhm i,'lur'ns from tihe dewar, tlows In i''tUril 5, and flOws ri0i1li Cix-

'hnng|'•, s 6 :iuil 7, beforv rc'utur'iing~ig I othe' c liio'i45n1'. 1 l cl i a rl.ngi • , (I 1ii, I'lm (li\'v

lIiv ' ut., n. t' '-- l '" 'i ,.ti l'i ' ) It-l tE'in 11 h, ' !itW4.4. ,'rli vi('h1i•' h(i uii'- I'in:m rI t t , tu'. i n

* it' I I'-- l'l i 'f t c'l' T )
1
'

4
l'O l il' d ' u ,t dl" l i i'' lt I 'W1 I i" 'lint I'l c'cIin. :' t cc'tc-" c

T'he ttini'i'atures c0' Ili, t Irw -divreams ,rvi t'e't a ski I I-' l rlr••hel'd'li . ;iL i 0

;iltt 'l ' I l itt. et U x' #;, l iu ge r', w ith1 C-i4 ip t'v I "i'll' s at•ll? i a lltin, 'I'i,"111' :4 lii

,i 't - if , i ito -:t t' r i s. 'l'h. rI II,-I s IS() I iIV r III'iAn it tl.' II II thi, I l1. , I li, ii-
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Capped legend
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ff U Flow Meter

Cooldown I Temnperature Diff
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Heat Exchanger 6

_________________ iit4
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return 1. The reference junction of the thermocouples u.4ed to measure the
warm end temperatures of the heat exchanger ;ire in an ice hath, and all
others are in a liquid nitrogen bath. Figure 36 shows temperature difference
measurements, A Ti and A T2, but th'-se measurements were not taken be-
cause grounding of the thermocouples during installation made them inoperable
in the temperature-difference mode of operation.

Pressures are measured at points indicated in Figure 36 with pressure
gauges. The a P measurement indicates the pressure drop past an A. S. M. E.
nozzle of known diameter to provide a mass flow measurement.

Figure 37 depicts the heat exchanger during assembly. In this figure, the
vacuum bell jar is not yet in place over thi exchanger on the base plate. The
tubing to and from the cold end of the heat exchanger can be seen to be curved
in two planes at the connections to the heat exchanger. This is to ensure good
thermal mixing of the gas in the tubing before the temperature measurements
are made. The nitrogen dewar is on the right and the cryogenic valve in the
cold helium stream can be seen to the lower left of the nitrogen dewar. The
tubing leading to and from the nitrogen dewar was later insulated with 1-inch
thick foam rubber.

72
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Aftev InHWl tpnt t ntt of the heat exchange r, it was dliscove red that tilt ten-
SJItuI od ce~ignwd tW ninkiii~n tOw heat rvxvhaimilgo wundt' axial c'ompr).ummitmi
wos not load ted to the proper tens niu by t~he vunfld( 11w'th tendS on in thu rmt )dwas
submequentl Incmvreased and addlitionial te sts WOV MenadC. T IMh 11VIeSLINe MAtS
nucle ibthore the Adx tenvioun was increased arec i'eteriutt to as Test 1 in this
rtepovt, and t hE tet'St Rftelr the tenkSiOning LaVe I'flu'reLd to ws Test 2.

The test bega n with air stream -to- streami hoL um leak rate mie sa reument
The st reani-iitl-st roun lea k was fouund to be 1. 3 7 x 10- g see /p uS t rooml

* ~~teni pe rantu on ad nea r atmosphe ric pressuare. This lviak was c'onside red 5I11LLi
enoughi to War rMit pirOkreding withi the ef feet iveness and pressure drop eniv-

'ivlie hot f'\(0hungt wus vLS 'oled by thiwtiwig hut luni thr-OUgh tile VXChlI~vlng
and. he(L W adwr ttt Ik Iq nittI'guiII W ie all owing ai port ion of thle flo w to e sca iw
Out tl he bleedt. T he? I' 1.)0 Cloi rate was suc'h that 'T2 andt 1 IT tiec ruced at. u

r 1at v the lA~ iono 1excSirg wasooldwi th: dat Z m taken uising tiehz floingJ
pt-oeedure. '11Pi premsures were mut cit IS cl es~rd vuilues, and the mass flow
\YA~ irdjumtil Th ''e flow Msuili attI eICln Was a I towd in 11IO i UL11 tin ajitPt.~-

* fl~~int ely I htutur t'tfove lata, pohinslist Id Iin 1'utde HI "Y' vp lnii . hi 1Wi~ I, A.It
ft-rAl t'tkv piiints wereo taken t.t or near' the desi4gin prosqurvi rat ini while Hi h

sM Rt wCIS Ilo ,k tl .I Ihr Ril ifiin0 Iiu prvwsLire I LOS0 t iilt t coIIIi IId thV ti' iii WWIti

wa'LLi taiken lto olis rye I tilt v'fe ttcl 'P the pressuu ' dill' v uinndto 1hw tiwWt lg,
jIvul kge Nut wueu Htri 'as oa WIT ti.and v1Ysfeet i \envs-s .
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After the six points in Test 1 were taken, an attempt was made to measure
the leakage from stream-to-stream. It was found that the leakage had increased
so that it was above the range of the instrumentation.

Because of this high leakage rate, it was decided to attempt to increase the
loading on the heat exchanger tension rod. It was discovered that the rod was
under tension well under one-third of the design value. The rod tension was
then increased to the design value (15, 800 lb warm).

During Test 2, additional flow meters were used to allow measurement of
Interstream leakage over a range of several orders of magnitude. The stream-
to-stream leakage was then measured during the Test 2 cooldown. Table 9 pre-
sents the leakage data as the heat exchanger was cooled.

Table 9

LEAKAGE MEASUREMENTS

Test No. T2 (OK) T5 (OK) DP (psi) MI, (g/sec) ML/DP (g/sec/psi)

Test 1 29)8 298 5.6 7.677 x 10-5 1.37 x 10-8

Test 2 300 300 5.1 3.3 1 10-a 6.48 x 10-1
5.6 :1.56 X 10"11 6. :6 X 10"G

9.4 6.44 x 10-5 6.86 y 10"
9.8 7. 13 l0-5 7.27 x 10"

204 300 10.8 :3.03 X 10", 2.81 y 10"3
11.8 3.63 X 10"- :-3.08 y 10-3

154 2117.5 6.5 2.02 e 10-1 3. 12 w l0-3
7.2 2.71 y I0'' 3.76 y 10-"

120 221.5 4 8,,07 100" 2.01 x 10 -2
4.5 1.02 x 10"- 2.27 y 10"0
5.5 1.24 x 10-t 2.2 x 10-a

123 139OK 3 2,42 y 10-1 ,4. 07 x 10"
3 2.42 10-1 11.07 10IO P

(O8 202nK: 5 1. 11' 10"1 1. 11 i5 j nn-•
tO :(. 77 10• 1 77 ,Ill 0-P

1 1 2 . 5 5 . I I 10t O " 4 . 0 !' 1 0 "P

,io flow through the bleed

74
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After cooldown, the efficiency and pveessure drop were again measured.
These are the two points listed under Test 2 in Tarbie 8. The first was taken
near the design pressures, and the second was taken with the valve in the tub-
ing leading to the nitrogen dewar wide open.

DISCUSSION OF TIHE TEST RESULTS

The data taken during this test were taken at temperatures lower than the
design condition temnperaturcs. The section titled "Relating the Results to
Design Condition," in Appendix VI, lieut Exchanger Analysis," presents an
analysis of heat transfer and pressure drop in the heat exchanger. Equations
for scaling the data to the design condition are developed.

rhe specified pressure drops through heat exchanger 7 are . 019 atm (. 271)
psi) on the high pressure side and . 022 atm (. 3234 psi) on the low pressure side
at the rated flow of 7. 688 g/sec. The measured high pressure side drop can be
seen in Table 8 to be in the range from 1. 7 to 1. () psi.

As a result, at least in part, of leakage, the heat exchanger will not meet
the 98. 50 speciZication for effectiveness, The measured effectiveness at de-
sign pressures never exceeded 92, 6'%. When the stream-to-stream pressure
difference was reduced from the design condition, an improvwd effectiveness
as high as 94. 90/o was observed. This indicutes that stream-toi-stre.am leakage
is at least in part causnig the low heait exchalnger effectiveness.

The method usedl toi cralculate effectiveess anild NTU frorm the data is
described in the section titled, "l)ntn Reduction (oCrnputer Program," in
Appendix VI. The effevliveno•ss calculotion Is bWsed on the tiveragr, (f the
te mperature (lifferr'nc es between st rvan s at the Waicm ant1d cold' 1) nd iof thi,
heat exchanger.

Lt'fi'c' ivetiv sm
I -'1'1 T 14- ' T 72

"T'he effect of leaikgi till till, tit tx a'lgailcl, 'ft't vetiulless Is tlnii•y d ill
the section titled, ""ffert of Ilid tin 1etik :e, 'lerimil ItI diattwio, and Axiii
("atiduct ion on [ leat lEx h-ntige o' rfiormnliiic.," lit Ap ipen dix \ 1. 'l'h ieriftect io
streamn-to-stream leakaigo in shown it) ile•siec tIII ctld i'ld !lmp ir i , L t t'
ferenlp (QrT2) arnd to huve littlP effect ,n the warm end temnie rat tire difference
( II l). A leal. to the caving of the lih it t x(hIang% ,r t.vIas.eS t0i0 11W !)VeHt kIir
side (if the heiti Fx'chtiliger alnd iln,r','tis's tho, tlx t, iio ro, 'iffi', ,tll tinl 'm )t h
ends. hi ruo wring .pprotix in te' 4'1piat (lIo, a rv devr+l• t'p d ill th' t itrill, Hivi'ttion
at Appienidix VI.

1 1'MI
7 T -- 5 -tT_
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6T- - -12- fuc stream to stream leakage

Applying these equations to the data in Table 8 yields somre information
about the leaks in the heat exchanger. In Test 1, the large difference in the
temperature differences at the two ends of the heat exchanger indicates that
there was a large stream-to-stream leak, This leak appears to be substan-
tially less in Test 2 aftert tension on the bolt has been increased. This can
be seen from the fact that the temperature differences at the two ends of the
heat exchanger are closer together, A comparison of the warm end temper-
atuv'e difference in the two cases indicates that tht leakage to the casing was
not arfected substantially by the tighltening of the bolt.

The two data points in Test 2 show the effect. of decreasing the stream-
tn-strt'am leakage on the strearn-to-strean't temperature differences, The
ratio 6Tl /6T2 is much larger in the second data point, where the pressures
in the low and high pressure sides of the heat exchanger were brought closer
together. This would be expected from the preceding equation.

The first 'Test 2 data |p)int was taken at the design pressures for the
heat exchanger. When the temperature differences are applied to the pre-
ceding two equatitons, a streim-to-stream leakage of approximately 1 /3 the
mnnss flow and a leakzue to the casing of 1/20 the miass flow are indicated.

The spec tifiatitn for the heat exchanger st ream-to-stream leukage was
10'"1 atim cc/ s,,c at 20 psi pressure diif',rvntial, which cvrrSponds to approxi-
,lately 1, 6 x 10"" , /se,, The leakage test results in Table P indic,,ate that
the heal exchungeet' exceeds the ipecified nimxinium stream-to-stream leakage
at t'o i too m lo pr• •ila 'e.

Se erali feat ares ItI' the leakage f'rom st reo'rn-to-stream Lire ini, lntied h ' t It,
dauta in l'tible 9. Tl'he room temlperaltare htakagR. deeretised aftt r ilht r•.i'd• , .4
ItInll'd(, :,8 ,,aNii. ili(,•I•td Ihy thi, thermral dah,, ' I'tk .lvl;,•yiii 'easvs drtanma:t .
a Yly with dII r-vt'(! u |4111g t enlIpe rat ut, 'The , ekule w IS vXlerj ilivelitt I I h)InId ti I
he lineairlv dependent om the strean-i-ta -strurani pressure, (iltl't'-I 'evf, 'llis III-
,ticvates thath Ithe Ink is laminar. The d(lpenlde nch (if the teak on tvinlr:tur,
ctan be derived trinm th,, Iamtna, equatin lI',' the trictinn facto r.

61,
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Sviscc)stty

A cross section

L, length

The leakage increases faster with decreasing temperature thlan can bc
explained by the increase in density and Ole decrease in viscosity considered
in the above equation. This indicates that the hole through which the leakage
is occurring .hanges geometry with decreasing temperature.

The last two data points in Table 9 indicate that the stream-to-stream
leakage is more sensitive to the temperature of the cold heat exchangers
(which are pressurized but through which there is no flow) than it is to, the
cold end temperature of heat exchanger 7. T his indicates that the stream-
to-stream leak is in one of the colder heat exchangers. Since thko other heat
exchangers have lower design opurating temperatures, the stre, m-to-st ream
leakage would probably be much worse when cooled down to design conditions.

The next to last data point indicates that the heal exchanger would leak
approximately 1/4 the mass flow from stream to ,treani when operating at
the design mass flow and pressures. This agrees fairly well with hOw pre-
vious estirnate of the leokage Imsed oil the warin and coul Itemperature
differences.

The leakage to the (cas.ing culd t )' II? anv ()f till, hII t vxcv i iger'ý , and
there is nothing in the data to, iulicit, whert. it is, If tHl h i laik ix: also in cone
of the colder heat ,xc'hnmg~ers, 0l will iticrens(c it the, actuatlI o)perntit.ig
temperatures.



Section 6

RECOMMENDOA1O

TURBOALTERNATORSa

Miniature turhomilternators with self-aicting gLIB bearinigs~ )III%,- beden de-
v'eloped under this contract and other cmit racts to the point that they appear
wvell suited for those applic'ations where t'ivliabtlity and long life are (ot pri-
mary importance. Provided that a fluncontnit at itiitg system mill be di evlo)ped,
it appenrs thait the only drawback to thle t 'ype of i1urboaitertiator testedl under

* I this cont rac't is the relatively high ciost * It is, theref'ore. !'ectnimended that
* ~further effort be devnted to COSt reduction In the aren of turboalte rnators.

* CRYOGENIC HEAT EXCHANGERS

The diffivult lea withI development of' a heat exc~hatige r of 11hi' puast ic und
w I I,( me sh t 'ypor are demecribed In this report, Untortunat clv, thet cauues of
thle '' )n t ruct ion and lea kuk pojroblenms wvre not identified iii this pri jIe ci It

* is, therefol'e, difficult ito ma ke recomtnendat ions for furt her, work oil this
tvpr' il exc'ha nge r except to prpose at monre fundam enta ui ppr-oach. with u
it1' tailed Ina lyi icci I aind v'x pp rinivnit nI inl vesat Ikgat ion of pta St i(' -1 ()--met a1I hnding

and cliffe rent izd t hlernial c'ontract ion. tirthe r i-econimendatinns ran lit nitdei
a It i' I tIPie' flx't (ICvefl ipnIelit phasHe. now being, vtioducteci unde n' ant it er c mli' rut,
is comiple-ted.

()Ithoir t , Npes ()f plastic' and metal ecX(hunpe tol' UP thei p)(t-f~tratt'd-pla~t' tpe
aI-Id tlil'tvxpanlded ini ('Ll ti \ s'. The I)V Ifilatt'it' pluti.t' tvpu %%us I-u'et''t-d fuI) ust.
Ini this cimtint rt bera usc I if ts high 't isl c~impa rod with thle wi re me sh. Ih Il"
v'vet, illie p 'IwI4 outed- p1 'iti' heat e' i'liiig'e'ha. IIS ntty-1111N beenl parlHIN' do-vchipd
atid I'mutid it) he v a lvelvIckiight . I'e n'mps NuteMI n n rdctino
;ttl-'1rrirao' ;'kits -with (-(%'ri's wmuildI hv uiflivd. I.:Xp.'mtdI.(I IlIvi'lal is a

stk\ (1 " Iutit I 1cmIt 41,. I 1' !, irl-'ac't I hat ha :I iv;, ( bil -iti I t vvi' i;.t:i ot vd fir its -I li'
hevat v*X'Ichaiguyc r . I 1'o' limina rut dvv i' It pa rit I tostIlt.- illdI c~lIl 11. hat i'a Iri IH

nol r'a pi-ilfr wi',vh~i I 'thi s imit '1.ntnnfir w tl I, 'tI tt:IatdIii i

Ii.' amto'iIw pt(h \'40'? II I i (J t\u l t'ti ssin dfkto iii iilu P ' s no'i~ A n ' l.I tnti orh no' t'
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APPENDIX I

PRELIMINARY TURBOALTERNATOR DESIGNS

Cycle-study computer Run 479. Figure 5, established the tu rboalternator
requirements showi) in Table 10. Also shown in this table tire principal turbo-
alternator design parameters given by the same run, The three power outputs
and overall efficiencies must match the cycle requireniviis. These turboal-
ternators, of course, were not optimized in the cycle study; hence, the wheel
tip diameter, admissiun, and speed tire shown only for reference purpoves.

Complete turboaiternator deignn situd hWs we I' ,0on1du1Cted for all three tif
the stage. for the required cycle c onditions. The best operating geovet rit'
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The design approach anticipated for the turboalternators has been to use
the laminar-flow, radial-impulse turbine blades that have a con erging flow
passage. This flow passage is considerably different from that previously
used on the early General Electric and U. S. Army turbine wheels. These
early turbine wheels used a constant cutter diameter to form the blade pro-
files, and therefore there was a constant-flow, cross-sectional area between
the turbine blades. This cutter diameter enters into the design program cal-
culations and also the performance of the overall turboalternator and is a
significant computer-program design variable. All the turboalternator de-
signs were therefore considered with a nominal cutter diameter, so the trend
in efficiencies could be seen alouts with the blade-height-to-cutter-diameter
ratio. This ratio is a significant consideration because it is an index to how
time-consuming and costly it is to out the particular turbine wheel with the

miniature-tracer milling system used.

DESIGN FOR 14KTURBOALTERNATOR

A number of runs were conducted using the design-point computer pro-
gram that designs partial- admissIon radial-impulse turboalternators, Over-
all results are shown in Table 12, where various nozzle angles were used
in conjunction with a 0. 50-inch-diameter turbine wheel. For the coldest tur-
bine, it is desirable to maintain a small turbine-wheel diameter, to kecp the
design operating speed up to a reasonable level; however, previous expert-
ence in manufacturing and assembly has indicated that the turbine wheel
diameter should not be below 0. 50 inch. In this particular design, there is
no appareni reason that the turbine-wheel diameter should be larger to de-
crease the design speed further. This table shows the variety of changes
within the design before the final design basis was adopted- 90, 000 rpm is
the best design speed, along with a nozzle angle of 80 degrees. The overall
efficiency is a few percent higher than the design requirement, providing a
design contingency. A configuration of 23 blades is best for high efficiency,
which also results in a blade height-diameter ratio of 2.0. The fact that the
23-blade configuration is the most efficient one i.s contrary to what has been
seen on other designs, where a larger number of blades can improve efficien-
cy. The last two columns show the change in axial clearance efficiency. An
efficiency gain of about two percent can be obtained by decrewising the axial
clearance from 2. 0 to 1. 0 mitl.

Table 12 indicates that there is a trade-off between the nozzle angle,
speed, and Ulade height-to-diameter ratio, The larger nozzle angle increases
the blade height to accommodate the flow,

A complete printout of the adopted design point, computer run 4791007,
is shown in Figure 38, which shows all of the significant input and output
Information. The journal-bearing clearance and power loss compare rea-
sonably well with that for a similar run with the tilting-pad gas-bearing me-
lector program of the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories. Of course
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Table 12

E. DESIGN VARIATIONS-FOR. 140K TURBOALTEI'NATOR

Run t, RM I R'UA,3 A'."n4 ROO .6 Run?7: ktun8

N91121 mile(dro$) 7at6 ¾: ..8 IF sFo . . ..

Nominal cutter diameter (in.) 0. 03061. 0.09081 0.60501 0. 03081 0. oil 1 0. 03051 0.03051
Mlade height (0h. 0i5U O:o '0.0606 0.0895 Q0 0841 9,9701, 0.01-01 0. 06"U.

Sldýhegttoqto-dsntt aio170 1.70 1170 1.00' u. 59 3.00 1.0go
Axical clearance (LA.) 0.003, 0.003 01003 01003 0,003 0.003 0.001
9*Adoptod 4s pr~ltminaiy design point, C R211 Ji

ik there should be a good correlation, because the design-point computer pro-
gramn for the turboalternator incorporates the tilting-pad gas journal-bearing

selector program. Howeverý, there is a slight difference in the value of the
turboalternator design-point program, which shows a journal friction ofI
0. 09007 watt, while the bear Ing- selector program shows a power loss of
0. 0875 watt. The actual total power in, of course, the sum of both sides of
the thrust bearing and both journal bearings. In the design-point computer
program, only the one loaded side of the thrust bearing has been Included.
Both the thrust- and journal-bearIng film thicknesses do show reasonable
values: the thrust-hearing film thickness (loaded side) Is around 400 micro-

Inches, and the journal pivot-film thickness is shown to be about 140 micro-

DESIGN FOR S554 TURBOALTERNATOR

The first s eries of design studies was conducted with a 0. 70 -inch -diameter
wheel, as was used in the cycle-design program. With an 80-degree nozzle
angle, the beat speed was determined for a 43-blade turbine wheel (Table 13).
A worthwhile increase in efficiency could be obtained by decreasing the speed
from the 161,700 rpm calculated by the cycle computer program, because the
cycle program optimizes the turbine on the basis of aerodynamic efficiency,
and the parasitic losses are not included in this optimization. Inclusion of
the parasitic losses lowers the predicted speed. It can be seen that with a
0. 70- Inch -diameter turbine wheel, the efficiency can easily exceed the cycle-
design requirement of 0. 374. At 130,000 rpm the predicted efficiency is
U. 40-1.

A second wheel diameter was Investigated with the possible prospect of
adapting the existing U5. S. Army turboalternator with a wheel diamneter of

0. 625 inch. Table 13 shows the turboalternator design results representa-
tive of different speeds with different numbers of blades, It is seen that the
computer program predicts efficiencies greater than the cycle-design

835 .
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Figure 38. Design for 1411K Turboalternator (Sheet 2 of 3)
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Figure 38. Demign for 141K Turboa~lternator (Sheet 3 of 3)
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Table I 3

DESIGN VARIATIONS FOR 550K TURBOALTIOHNATOR
Nominal Blad de-height- Azial

Nozze Speed Overal No, Cutter Bed to-cuttir- Cleariane

RnAngle SpEd fiOvenacyo i Mae[ Cleaanc(del) (rpm) (tration) Blades Diameter 1in, diamaterS i:• On.) Rqatio

WhiI amotort 0. 70 Inch
1 80 100,000 0.3740 43 0,02151 0.0859 3.06 0.002

"2 80 151,000 0,3837 43 0.0315? 0, 065 3.05 0.002

8 s0 145,000 0.3906 43 0.02157 0.0657 3.05 0.002

4 ;o 145,000 0.39;5 43 0.02157 0.0057 3.05 0.002
Sso0 140.000 0.4000 43 0.03157 0.0056 3.04 0.002
ai so 0 135,000 0.4031 43 0.02157 0.06056 3.04 0.003

: • 8 30 O0 0.03 3 0.02157 010656 3.04 0.002

Wh iDiatneter: 0.625 Inch

8 80 130,000 0.3945 37 0.02253 0,o058 ,. s 0.o002
9 80 135, 000 0.3970 37 0,09253 0, O2bi 1.99 0.002

10 s0 140,000 0,3983 37 0.02253 0,0657 2,i92 0.002

11 s0 145,000 0.3985 37 0,02353 0,0857 1.92 0.002
12 80 145,000 0.3011 31 0.02767 0.0657 2.38 0,002

13 '10 145,000 0.3865 39 0.02985 0.065 3.2.0 0.002

Wheel Diatnoter,.. 0,,7?Lnoh
14 80 135,000 0,3600 47 0.02107 0,0657 3, 12 0,002

15 S0 130,000 0.4024 47 0,02107 0,0656 3.12 0.002

16 60 125,000 0.4045 47 0.0210? 0.0656 3,12 0.002

17* 80 110,000 0,4038 47 0.02107 0.0654 3.12 0.002
18 8o 130,000 0.4051 53 0.01823 0,0656 3.60 0.002
19 so 120,000 0,4016 43 0,0234 0,0657 3.80 0,002
30 80 130,000 0.4234 47 0.02107 0.,054 3.11 0.001

*Adopted am preliminary design point iCR-11741
requirements, but not as great as in the larger 0. 70-inch turbine wheel design.
Operatlng at a higher speed is also not as desirable.

A third wheel diameter was considered for this second-stage turboalter-
nator, as shown at the bottom of Table 13. With a 0. 75-inch turbine wheel
diameter, a variety of computer runs was made, with a varying number of
blades and some changes in design speed, It is swen on the table that slight
variations will produce the expected trends of slightly increased efficiency,
with a larger number of blades. There is no compolltng reason to choose
one of these designs over the other; however, it is desirable to maintain low
design speed, to minimize bearing losses aid provide an adequate speed mar-
gin for much faster refrigerator-system cool-down, The r commended
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(Ie Sign I• ,w I 1 ';'•1 T lh , 1:;, iiO , 7, W1 1re ',7 Ire ) ItA, ri' P0 q, •It ii'e rdh', a u. 75•-
itlch-d IVt it--U, IttiI' H•, 1 ,11 t, Wh oj)4t'cL it 1i4 at 120, JOG rpm . A comlplete )p.;intoiat
of the d t',si i 't'o fbis 55' K tillt( Iilltornahlor is .4hown in I"tigrt 'e 3f),

DESIGN FOR 170K TURBOALTERNATOR

'fabic 1 I shows unmfnlar t of the' I urhbo Ittrrnator compute r'- progril,
designs coni•i•th d. 'rht, fivmt sOe, oi t'ornputer design re.itilts Is shown for a
0. (125- inhh - iani :,tet, ' ut-hine wlvet'I, 'l'hi wleeul diamntivv, was selechted he.-
cauiet of tht possibilily of uMIn I lthi, ,'•isting U, S. Army turboalternatou', The
deign 14hov - tlint the riquired e,('kt'• ,ny (f' 0, 3062 apparrntly can he rnet
with a H4liall at' in hult Witli a v z'li .h tiesPign speed of 230, 000 rpni. Of
toll htta 1 'Io(sAig speed allows lilt'li, oljipotunitý for a wide, margin froom aninaitia qtt[ ,wll Spe ed. ol ll ho o rdtul. wH. 250,000 rplni. iigtutv 40 show s a coni- ,

pletV dea~tý!11- lt-t0t• 'a~l'l ('01111)It~ltt ' I)PHJllItl~l. '

l'uhl 14

I)151(',N VAIUAI'I.)ONS l.') 170' T TUIRHOAI.TIIINA'I)TOR

Nor-mle Overall Nominal Blade Slade-height- Axial
1R'&| Angi f8peed No. Cutter to-cuitter(deAle (rptll) Ef'flc eiy Blndes tanister Helght te clearane

(dieg. )(n.) Ratio

WhMl2 Diameter' 0. (125 Inch
I 80 -00,00(l 0.313, :17 0.02253 0.o0 19 3,84 0.002

2 80 :,10,000 0. 31115 37 0. 02253 0. of;18 3.64 0.002

3 80 :!20,000 0,3184 :17 0. 02253 0.0618 3.84 0.002
4 80 3 0, 00U 0,3188 37 0.02253 0.0618 3.84 0.002

Wtee Digaeter: 1. 00 inch
5 80 180,000 0.2863 43 0.0325 0.0621 1.91 0 002

( 80 170.000 0.3036 43 0.03235 0.0619 1,91 0.002

10 80 130,000 0.3155 43 0,0325 0.0618 1.91 0.002

it 80 100,000 0.3121 43 0. 0325 0.0618 1,91 0.002
13 80 1r0,000 0,3210 47 0.0294 0,0617 2,10 0.002

14 80 0O,000 0,3281 53 0.0256 0,0617 2,41 0,002
1s 0 150,000 0.3282 51 0,0226 0.0617 2,73 0.00
16 80 150,000 0.3277 67 0.0194 0,0617 3.18 0. 002

R C-217 5:

A 1. 0-idh -diameter turbine whti.,1 was then evaluated to satisfy the same
requiremenit,, but to operate at a much lower design operating speed. The
comp'ter rwiu show that with so•ne varlation in the number of turbine blades
and opeeds, a best operating condition can be 150,000 rpm with a 57"blade
turbine whet I and with a reasonable bladle-heiglht-to-cutter-diamneter ratio.
This conditlin is shown as fRun 1( in Table 14. Figure 41 Hhows a complete
printout of t,•, design-program Output.
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Between the two different turbine-wheel diameters, the obvious prefer-
ence would be the 1. 0-inch wheel diameter, where there is about a one-percent
efficiency advantage; the largest overall advantage would be in operating at a
design-point speed of 150, 000 rpm, rather than 230, 000 rpm.

MECHANICAL ARRANOEMINT

A mechanical-arrangement layout was made for the 140K unit, based on
the design approach used in the small Air Force turboalternator frame else.

"The turboalternator was designed to incorporate elements that could
readily be developed to provide suitable performance and that could be adapt-
able to quantity production. A layout of this turboalternator is shown in
Figure 13.

The turboalternator is mounted on gas-lubricated journal bearings.
Three hardened pads at each journal bearing support the 0. 25-inch-diameter
shaft with an operating gas-film thickness on the order of 200 mieroinches,
These journal bearings are of the self-acting tilting-pad type and are capa-
ble of stable operation throughout the operating range and at any attitude.

Two inward-pumping, self-acting, spiral-grooved, thrust bearings posi-
tion the shaft axially. Like the journal bearings, the thrust bearings are gas-
lubricated and typically operate with a 500-microinch gas-film thickness.
The entire bearing system is self-aligning because the thrust bearings are
gimbal-mounted and the journal tilting pads are Individually self-aligning.
Satisfactory operation of the complete bearing system can therefore be some-
what independent of the accuracy with which adjacent parts are manufactured,

The radial-inflov, impulse turbine wheel is 0. 50 inch in diameter. The
radial-inflow wheel is convenient for close blade-tip axial clearances to
minimize leakage. The turbine nozzle will be designed for partial admission.

The turbine energy is absorbed by a two-pole permanent-magnet alter-
nator. This compact alternator is a very practical device for extracting
energy at cryogenic tamperatures when that energy will be dissipated at a
remote location. ThL two-pole magnet operates within the stator, which it
wound three-phase in a core of low-loos iron laminations.

A vacuum-type enclosure is welded for the final assembly. Proximity
probes are installed to monitor the position of the rotor and gas-bearing
elements.
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TURBINE WHEEL STRESS AND DEFLECTION ANALYSIS

140K UNIT

The 140 K unit turbine wheel is shown in Figure 42, The wheel is made of
6061-TS aluminum and fits onto a stainless-steel shaft. The extreme operat-
ing conditions for the wheel are:

Condition Temperature Speed (rpm)

Cold 140K 90,000

Warm 321i K 250,000

L . ... .. . o. ,on-in. D~tL,

0, ', 0:3-in, Ida
I

Figure 42., First-Stage Wheel

The coefficient of thermal expansion of aluminum Is greater than that of
steel. The wheel -shaft assembly is made at room temperature; therefore,
an the warm condition is approached, the wheel expands more than the shaft
and becomes loose nin the shaft unless the wheel shaft assembly is made with
a slight interference fit at room temperature.

The stresses caused by the interference fit are increased as the tempera-
ture is lowered, The thermal stresses are therefore very much higher for
the cold condition than for the warm condition. Because the wheel is small,
the centrifugal stresses are very small, At 250, 000 rpm, the peak centrifugal
stresses are only about one-third of the thermal stresses at 140K, From the
standpoint of stress, the cold condition is therefore the critical condition. The
process followed in the analysis of this wheel was to determine the room-tern-
perature interference required to maintain wheel-to-shaft contact in the warm
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condition and then to perform a BtreSB analysis for the cold condition with
this interference fit.

The interference fit required is 0. 05 mu on the radius or 0. 1. mu on the
diameter, This fit is sufficient to offset the differential thermal expansion
and the sm�ill centrifuga.l force, tending to sepaz'ute the wheel and shaft in a
.waz'rn condition. The wheel stress warn analyzed for the cold condition, using
this value 01 interference fit. A plot �f the effective stress contours is shown
in Figure 4�i. Note that the stress levels are low everywhere except in region
A, and even in region A, the stress level is acceptable. Actually there is no

- F contact with the shaft In region A, because the shaft is slightly relieved to aid
in pilotirtg the wheel for assembly.

2 I 122 IIUS

1212 II U

III

12 *12

Hegtot� A

Jo I,,

I'igur� 43. Cold-Condition �ffe�tive Stress Contours

Bocauso centrifugal effocts are small for this wheel, there is almost no
bendingU so the tip deflections are very low, Deflections for the wheel in
the cold condition are shown in t'igure 44. Deflections for the warm condi-
tion were nut calculated but arc expected to also be small, because the con-
trifugal s�rui�3ses are small.

l3ecausv the 0. 1-percent creep-stress limit �t 70F for 30, 000 hours is
40, 000 psi, the wheel design is considered acceptable. Creep data F�12t cryo-
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Figure 44. Deflections for Wheel in Cold Condition

The actual design range on this aluminum-wheel interference fit is 0. 2..
to 0. 4-mil diarmetral interference. to assure that the wheel is attached at all
times and can resist the operating torque.

550K UNIT

The 55'K wheel design is 0. 78 inch in diameter. The extreme operating
conditions for the wheel are expected to be:

Condition rernperature Speed (rpm)

Cold 85OK 120, 000

Warm 32211K 250,000

The wheel may be made of either 6J061-T6 aluminum or 6 Al-4V titanium,
a trade-off between:

0 Ease of making tJhe aluminum wheel, but possibly limiting the miaxi-
mumr speed below the target of 280, 000 rpm.

* tUsing titanium, but ensuring that the target upper ~ioped limit of
2 50, 000 rpm can he obta ined,

170 0K UTN[T

The 170oIK wheel design in 1. 0 inuch or 0. (I25 ink~h in diumuter. The ex-

trerne operating conditions expec'ted for the two different wheels are:
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Speed
Condition Temperature 1. 0-inch Wheel 0. 625-inch Wheel

Cold 170K 150, 000 rpzn 230, 000 rpm

Warm 322 0K 250, 000 rpm 250, 000 rpm

From prior results, such as the work completed for the U. S. Air Force,
it is expected that: the 1. 0-inch-diameter wheel must be made of 6 A1-4Vn
titanium to achieve the target-warm speed of 250, 000 rpm, and the 0. 625-
inch-diameter wheel probably car. be made of aluminum, with no problem.

Design considerations for a titanium wheel are somewhat different from
those for an aluminum wheel. Taie coefficient of thermal expansion is less
than that of stainless steel. The wheel-shaft assembly is made at room tem-
perature; therefore, ai' the cold condition in approached, the wheel contracts
less than the shaft nnd becomes loose on the shaft unless the wheel-shaft as-
sembly is made with tn interference fit at room temperature. The stresses
"caused by the interference fit are relieved as the temperature is lowerv-d and
are increased as the temperature is raised. The thermal stresses are there-
fore very much higher for the warm condition than for the cold condition. Be-
cause the warm condition also has a higher speed, it is the critical condition
from the standpoint of stress.

The proccss to be followed in the analysis is to determine the room-tem-
"peraturo interference fit required to maintain wheel-to-shaft contact in the
cold condition and then to perform a stress analysis for the warm condition,
"with this interference fit.

The design of a 1. 1-inch-diameter turbine wheel is described in the pro-
gress report to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Ref. 4, Vol. I, Section 5).
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Appendix 1i

GAS.SUARPNG ANALYSIS AND DSION

,EAINO WOSIG ,um'mNTS

ar. The overall design requirements for the journal and thrust bearings
• are:

Lubricant -- Heliunm gas from cycle working fluid

Contract design life goal -- 2500 hours

Ultimate design life goal -- 10, 000 hours and more

Shock and vibration loads -- None while operating; normal handling
while not operating

Acceleration load -- None while operating, but design for 2. 0 g in
any direction while operating

Design temperature -- 14'K (25. 2*R)

Maximum operating temperature -- 125PF (585 0 R)

Starting -- Many start-stop cycles

Orientation -- Both vertical and horizontal

Additional requirements, as a cutimequence of the operating environment,
include a constant bearing ambient pressure 1, 19 x 10" newtons per square
meter (17.22 psla) and a maximum speed of 200, 000 rpm. This maximum
speed will be experienced only at the maximum operating temperature at the
start of system cooldown. After cooldown has started, the speed will be grad-
ually decreased until the design speed of 90, 000 rpm Is reached at the design
temperature of 14"K.

8EARING TYPE SMELCONS4
Only self-acting gas bearings were considered for this design,

Externally pressurized bearings were not seriously considered for the
following reasons:

0 Refrigerator cycle efficiency requires a low anibient pressure,
near atmospheric, In the rotor housings.

0 Refrigerator cycle efficiency would he lowered bwcnuse a portion
of the cycle gas would have to be diverted through the bearings.

0 Ducting the bearing exhaust gas involves u mechanical und thermnl
heat-leak complication that is considered impractical.
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r he h earings must be isolated from thv rotor (,avity by noncon-
ta( ting seals, rho design of the 9va's ':ould N, uis complicated
as the design of the bearing itself,

Tilting-pad journal bearings (Figure'. 45 and 46) were selected for the
journal@ be'oause of:

* Confidence in ultimate uccoss

0 Prior- manufacturing and .Iryogontv tvst E'xporit-ncc'

* Brond st~bility range

0 Inhoreat self-alignment

a Reasonable tolerance to dirt ingestion rand thermal distortion

NIo Q11,011.

Figure 45. Pivoted-Pad Journtial He'aring (Scilerutic D~iagram)~
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F igurye 483. C'ryoge'nic T urbon 1ter nutor TilItin g- tId Joturmi tuiv:r,ving

A\ doUbli-titeting hydrodynamnic 111rukt hunrirng with 11 gimbti11 Nsyi.Itni1 11I)11
~was mtleettd he~cnuse (.f.

0 Ckwfiidence iN the Ul11UIL, Sin UCC41916

* Iv'ior n~inutneturtl ig 111d cr'yogenic tes t vxprePhit11c

* Isuilthiliity for rimy tittl tudi pl um g-lIoniidng

a Sui tabl~i ity for ctmiplct tti' t Mtifnimupiint.

A H piral -grooved in w~ rc pump ing g~o iietry i(shiiw n In I-I gI ivoH 47 tind 48)

could be tibt ineci Nthu opertited with n gm'inter Itnid viapmt I i.N wiu lcts iino, *
loanB tha n '~nny iither c onfign ratitfi
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JOURNAL BEARING DESIGN

V • L PROC EDUREt E

The procedure for journal bearing design .consists of the following steps:

0 Set up criteria for selection,

0 Select bearing parameters inid purformntnce characteristics for
preliminary design.

9 Dutermire first bending critical spevd of rotating assei bly,

0 Determine the stability nmid response of the rotor/journal bearing
combination.

Many of the selection criteria tre based upon engineering judgment,
based upon past experience. F'or example, the principal Journal bearing
design goal is to maintain a fluid film separation of the bearing surfaces
in the cryogenic environment. All that is required is a nonvroro minimum
film thickness, but there arc .wo other' film thickness(,s that are usually
considered. One is the pivot film thickness choson as a dhsign goal in
advance of thermal distortion data. The sectmd film thicknes is chosen
as the absolute minimum acceptable film thickness, whiich should take into
account basic equation accuracy, numerical solution :acuracy, and antici-
pated manufacturing tolerances. Simillnr consido rations apply to critical
speed@ and other aspects of the design.

The criteria used in desigtninig the jouIr nal hiaritigs itre:

9 Pivot film thickness it '2.-g btvady-stnto load without beturlng surfauc
distortion will be 100 miicroinches.

0 Absolute mitaitnuni fili thiL'kne, ss will be 10 ilL i'(Ji- 'ht:w e ,

a Power loss must be low.

a Shoe pitch, roll, amd radir•il translntiou:•i n1t1MLI 1 tI' qf1 tI(tieH, with
undistorted bearing turfaves, must be 25 prcont above or 5 porcont
below the oporating sped extremes.

* First oending critical speed must be 25 percnt above .ac operating
speed rango.

* Whirl threshold speed intst e nbove the, operating s•p•e(d riinge.

* Naxinum nondiniuostont|l pivot filn thickties• (1I11) will bh 0, 75,
for pod stability.

Mlininmum nondiniensi,,nal pivot film thiclmvnss will he 0. 20, to limit
bearing frictirn,,.

*iVluximumi pivot point stress (hertz) will he 100, 000 psi.
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'The jutmrnaI hea rings w(erc decs•ignged with a stI(aJct or cor1putor program,
JSE I,('TI (oi•r. 4, App. VI), that uo' tailned the f'(ollowing:

( Coefficient of nondimensional polynomiAls for single-pad load, power
loss, radial stiffness, and pitch axis stiffness versus bearing numer
(A) at constant nondimunslional pivot film thicknesses (11P) of 0. 20,
0. 25, 0. 30, 0. 40, 0. 50, 0. 60, and 0. 75.

SLo.,gic to compute internally coefficients of nondiniensional poly-
noniials for single tpid load, power loss, radinl stiffness, and
pitch axis stiffniess and load versus TIP at constant A.

* (oeffirients of nondimensioiial polyno•laJls for pad inertia versus
shaft nmass for constant I', at the threshold of translatory whirl
instability.

a A routine based un betua theory foi- computing two rigid-body
natural frequencies Atd the first bending critical speed of a
systei cuonsisting of fo,,r hbars, three mnasses, and two bearings.

0 A routine for computing the increase in journal diameter due to

centrifugal force.

0 kogic for testing film .hickieHses rtelative to input criteria.

0 Iiugic for testing tile proxinility of the following frequencies relative
to the end points of an oprating speed raiige:

- Shaft rigid-body trarnslations and rotations

- Shoe radial tranOlation

- Shoe pitch axis rotation

T'rans latory self-,xcited wnli r1

0 I ogiv for varying the machined-in (lea rance, preload, and preload
spring -liffness if frequenY or film thi'knteivs tests are not passed,

@ 1,,gir for cotnputing perf'r niance chara•ctristirs if the niachined-
in clearance, preload, antd preload spring stiffness are specified.

* Ikogiic to detvicnine the pivot ball radius so the hertz stress will be
100, 000 psi.

The original pad data cont; tied in the selet tot' program were produced
by a nunierical solution of the Iratsient Reynolds equation. Since the results
are based onl a disturbance rrom equilibrium, both steady-state and stability
data were obtained simultaneously. A)! pod de•'ign data are hased on a pad

110
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Lrc length uf 100 degrees, with a pivot location of 65 percunt and a length-
to-diameter ratio of one.

PERF ORMANCE

The .ISEi.,LT journal bearing selecto. program was used to design the
tlting,-pad Journal bearings for the turboalternator. InitiAlly, a target max-
imum speed of 250, 000 rpm for roomn-temperature operation was used as
input. With this high maximum speed, it was found that maxinium rigid-body
eritical spretd for the 2-g operation was too close to the cold temperature do-
sign o•perating speed of 90, 000 rpm. The reason for this is that the high,
250, 000-.rpni speed required it stiffer gas bearing at the lower, 90, 000. rpm
design speed, The variations of the maximum rigid-body critical speeds ure
as shown in Table 15 for the three levels of g-loading of interest. Then,
the stiffness of the shaft was reduced from 7, 000 pound-inches". With only
this change, the maximum rigid-body critical speed wis reduced by only
about 1000 rpm.

Table 15

DESIGNS WIT-I A MAXIMUM OPERATING SP.EED OF 250, 000 RPM
.I 7000 lb-to. 2

(;Lodindtn 0.0 110 2.0

1)c'M sr q it l wirln g n u mn b t r (A ) 0 .2 5 0 1 ." 10 ~ - . 51 5Maximum rigid-budy 751200 1 05,400 85, 00 2 " 96i, 2UO 127, HOO

crl ct l1 p,,d (rpm) ..
'I -2280J

As shown on paige 144 of tleferencc 4, the spring rate of typical finished
turboalternator shafts of the subject design are 50, 000 and 38, 0001b.-in.
Using the simpLe beam formula likened to conditions of the test, the shaft stiff-
hess5 is: ElSL.

EI .48

whIere E -, Yuungs modulus (psi)

I Second nmomnet of area (inch 4 )

S Shaft spring rate (lb/In.)

1, Span between supports (inch

The correigponding shaft stiffness values, El, are 7410 1nd 5640 pound-
inches 2 . lin'ce, the 6000 value appeared to be a reasonable a'verngv and was
tisf.d for tilt subsequent design runs.

It was thvrerore decided to lower the maximum operating speed to 200,000
rpm. Trh, 2-gr operating rangeI of hearing numbers wits first investigated, :1nrd
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the lowest bearing lose was determined. The results are shown in Table 16,
where a bearing number of 0. 350 provides the loweat journal bearing power
lose of 0. 1542 watt. The maximum shaft rigid-body critical speed is com-
fortably below the design-point of 00, 000 rpm.

Table 16

DESIGN SPEED PERFORMANCE AT 2. 0 0

B'xlearing MIAIXmLI Spring- Mounted
Number .,l1gR(, S1nl't Ri gid-13dy Fixed III, ot-Prn d Pivot-Pnd Flhm, N mb r l,:'rillg IL ilor I"1[lM Thiekness
Lani A bda Losrýtw CH' tivs I S•L.L-d 'rhicktirms(nd) , (rpnii) ( ")

S0,,40J0 I, ' ) 8a . 0,.4. 16' 241

0, Iluo 0. 15 42 81, 5'!I 16H 245

0, W000 ,). 1151fir 80, 0,01 167

0, 2500 0. 16.97 80, ,i, 184 2!16

Complete design runs were then made for the three g-loadings of interest:

Run Number 0- Loading

4701001 2.0

4791002 1.0

4791003 0. 0

A summnary of these performance runs is given in Table 17. The three
runs are printed completely in Figures 49, 50, and 51.

Pertinent performance parameters from these three computer runs are
given in Figures 52 and 53 as a function of the g-londing. Figure 53 shows the
variations of bearing power loss and pivot film thivknres for the two extremes
in operating conditions of speed and temperature, F'!iure 52 shows that the
highest calculated rigid-body critical speed is safely under the design speed,
and the spring-pad radial translational critical speed is well above the max-
irnum operating speed. The pcd-pitch (,ritical frequencies are shown opera-
ting reasonably above the respective operating mnd design speeds.

Next, tn analysis was conducted to evaluate the effects of the spring pad,
spring rate, and film thicknesses. Figure 54 shows the results of computer
runs of constant values of nondimensional spring-pad film thickness for vary-
ing values of spring-pad spring rate. This nondimensional film thickness is
the ratio of the actual film thickness to the operating machined-in radial
clearance. Also shown are the 1-gdcsign values. The results indicate that
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Table 17

UAS BEARING PEHIVORMANCE SUMMAIHY

AiIis: 1.07 i 17. '

%%illmiiI

-11. 000 1.11Will
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*****$AS-bLUBRICATID JOURNAL BEARINGS*S****

aeDESI SN SPICIFICATIGNS** .

DESIGN RUN NUMBER 4791001

DESIGN SPIED (RPM) 90000.00
TEMP. AT DESIGN SPD (R) 25.10
AMBICNT PRESS#DESIGN SPD(P&IA) 17.31
VISCOSITY&DE&ION(LU*StCIIN**3)O.9 1003.09
MAX. SPIED (RPM) 100000.0
TEMP. AT MAX SPD (R) 565900
AMBIENT PRESS&MAX SPD CPSIA) 170311
VISOOSITY&MAX CL§*SECofIN**1)093IDOt-0S
.JOURNAL DIA* (IN) 00961
ROTOR WEIGHT (LU) 0*0596
LEFT OVERHUNG WT. (LR) 0.0074
WT* 1ETWIEN BRGS. (LB) 0.0396
RIGHT OVERHUNG WI. (LB) 0.0051
LEFT WT* TO LEFT ERG. (IN) 0.1450
LEFT @NO* TI CS (IN) 1.34000
CO TI RIGHT ORO* (IN) 0*5700
RT BRG TO RT OVERHUNG WT (IN) 091650
S LOADING 1.0000
JOURNAL WALL T4ICK14ESS (IN) 0s1309
YOUNO.INCRTIA. (LICINCCI) 006000C+04
PERCENT OP MAD FOR PAD THICK 0.1530
PAD LENGTH (MN 00.1610
POISSINS RATIO (ND) 0.9600
YOUNOS MODULUS (PSI) 0.30003.08
WT DIN OP Je MAT. CLBIIN**3) 0.11500
WT DIN OP PAD MAT CLBV*IN**3) 0626000
ANGLE BETWEEN PIVOTS (DIG) 110000000
MINIMUM PIVOT rILM TK. CI10 06000100

T
FIX* T

SPRING STIFFNESS CL3IfN) 0.95561.03
MACHINED IN CLEARANCE (IN 06000358
STARTINO PIVOT FILM THICKoCND) 0.643000
BALL RADIUS (IN) 00014000
SOCKET RADIUS (IN) 0.014300

ONLY ONE PRELOAD IS BEING OONSIDERID

Figure 49. I)euign for 2.O0-g Gas-LubrIcated -Journal Bearings (Sheet 1 of 4)
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LAMBDA LOPP
LAMNDA. DES, SPDs 09350
LAMBDA& MAX, SPD* 96694
CLECARANCE. MeS SPO.s (IN) 0.00030193
CLEARANCE. MAX. SPD* (IN) 0900037117
WHIRL SPEED (RPM)&DE5ISN 1041163.33

WHIRL SPIED (RPM)&MAAIMUM 696350.04

THIS SECTION INCREASES MLUTTER rREO

ENTERING PRELOAD LOOP

$****GAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL 8EARINOS.****

*OCOINDITISNS AT DESIGN SPEED**

LAMBDA 00D 0.3501
AMBIENT PRESSURE (PSIA) 17.33
CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000381
JOURNAL DIAMETER (IN4) 00216006
ORO* TRANSVERSE STIrr. (LBIIN) 3926.06
BAis VERTICAL STEPre (LOIfN) 979.48
IRS. POWER LOSS (WATT$) 0.3543

SHIS WITH PINED PIVOTS

LOAD (LS) 0.1056
PIVOT rILM THICKNESS (IN) 06000166
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN"L9,*RAD) 3.1333
PITCH CRITICAL TRIO. (RPM) 9130567.7

SHOES WITH SPRING MTD* PIVOTS

LOAD CLS) 0.05399
PIVOT FPILM THICKNESS (IN) 0.000145
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN-LBIRAD) 0.5110
PITCH CRITICAL rRIO (RPM) 110476.5
TRANS* CRITICAL rRIO (RPM) 360516.4
STIrF Or PRELOAD SPRING (LB/IN) 955.6
PIVOT SOCKET RADIUS (IN) 0.0143
PIVOT BALL RADIUS (IN) 0.00140

Figure 49. Design for 2. 0-g Gas -Lubricatedt Journal Uetarlngs (Shoot 2 of 4)
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A

*$GENERAL CONDI TIINS*s

WHIRL SPEED LIMIT (RPM) 6961t00,
FIRST SENDING ORIT. SPD, (RPM) 359873.,
SHAFT RIGID BODY GRIT SPD (RPM) 013S0o1
SHAFT RIGID BODY GRIT SPO (RPM) 54231s4
SHAFT RIGID BODY CRIT SPD (RPM) 47410M6
SHAFT RIGID BODY CRIT SPD (RPM) 34075.0
SHOE PITCH INERTIA (IN-LIo.ECI) Oo$34@E-OB
WEIGHT or SHOE (LI) 0000359
THICKNESS OF SHOE (IN) 0.0800
MACHINEDoIN CLEARANCE (IN) 0000381
START-UP CLAMPING FORCE (IN) 0.
START-UP CLEAR ON TOP SH4E (IN) 0.00053

*****GAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL *EARINGS*****

**C$NDITIONS AT 4AXIMUM SPEED*S

LAMBDA (ND) 3 *694
AMBIENT PRESSURE (PSIA) 17.10
CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000378
JOURNAL DIAMETER (IN) 0.141008
BEARING X-STIFFNESS (LBIPN) 3173*931
"BEARING Y-STIFrFNISs (L/IN) 159.3518
$EARING POWER LOSS (WATTS) 1.60

SHOES WITH FIXED PIVOTS

LOAD (LB) 009954
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS (IN) 0000131
PITCH STIrFNESS (IN LBIRAD) 5.4367
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 304696.1

SHOES WITH SPRING MTDV PIVOTS

LOAD (LB) 0o1018
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS (IN) OOCOT70
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN LBRAD) 3.4173
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 055316.0
TRANSLATION CRITICAL (RPM) 50276800

Fifure 40. I)i•ign for 2.O-g GaR-Lubricated Joi rnal Bearings (Sheet 3 of 4)
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LIST

I IMPTS 1414lEST 12,019,17i

t00 I
I SO 479100100O0 90000. 15.3 I9o.33 9.i1-tO 10O0000. 5B5.

300 i7.13 3.1*t-0 4461 .0074 .0396 40057
400 .945 1.38 *t570 ,165 005965 800
500 e1305 .31 ,gO e26 30.16 6000.
600 *153 .161 *0001
700 0 I$0g0 T

)00 ,0003811 99556 . 643 .0140 00143

Figure 49. Design for 2. 0- Gam-Lubricated Journal Bearings (Sheet 4 of 4)

JSLOTU O6IRI2 T 1190,0172

*e***GAS LUBRICATED JIURNAL .,EAANO3e*e**

**DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS**

DESI3N RUN NUMACK 4791003

DESIGN SPEED CtPM) 9000000
TEMP. A1 DESIGN SPO (4) 250,0
AMBIENT PRESS#DEGIGN SPD(PSIA) 17.31
VISCOIITY.DE SIONELBSOECC INS*91009100E-09
MAX. SPEED (RPM) O000000
TEMP, AT MAX SPD (R) 51,000
AMBIENT PRESS#MAX SPD (PSIA) 17.21
VISCiSITYPMAX (LB$SEC/I'Ns9) 0.3100E-0S
JOURNAL DIA. (IN) 0.961
IOTSN WOIGNT (LB) 0.0056
LEFT IVERMUNG WTe (LB) 0,0074
WT. BETWEEN BROS* C(B) 0.0396
MIGHT OVERHUNG WTo (CL) 0.0057

Figure 50. Design for 1. O-g Gam -Lubricated Journal Berarings (Sheet 1 of 4)
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LCIFT WTs TO LEFT RAG* (IN) 0.2450
LIFT IRG. TO CO (1IN) 138300
CC TO RIGHIT BORG (114 00$700
A~I T BAG TO At OVIRIIUNS WT (IN$ 0.1650
0 LOADING 3.00000
JOURNAL WALL THICXNtSS, (IN) 0.1305
Y@UN0*IN9RTIA& (LI*IN**1) 0660001#04
PERCENT OF RAA rOA PAO TMICX 0.3530-
PAD LI-40TH (IN) 0.0610
P01550145 RATIO (NO) 0.1600
YO'JN03 MODULUS (PSI) 0*30001*0I
WT DEN or j# MAT* (LBE'IN**3) 0911000
WT DIN OF PAD MAT (L9##IN**3) 0412000
ANGLE BIT WEEN PIVOTS (DIG) 120.00000
MINIMUM PIVOT FILM TKs (IN) 0.000100

T
FIXe

SPHING STIFFN~SS (Ls.I'I) 0695569+03
MACMINED IN CLEARANCEt (IN) 0.000352
STARTING PIVOT FILM THICM.(ND) 0.590000
BALL AADILIS (IN) 0.034000
SOCKir RADIUS (IN) 0.014300

ONLY 0141 PRELOAD IS BECING C9NSIDERID

LAMBDA LOOP

LAMBDA# DES. SPD. 0.350
LAMBDA* MAX. SPO. 3.694
CLEARANCE. DES. SPDs (IN) 0000034123
OLIAitANCI. MAX. MPe (114) 0.00037817
WHIRL SPEED (ItPM)sDISIGN 1041163oI1
WHIML SPEED (APN)oMAXIMUM 6961800.04I

THIS SECTION INCRESEs FLUTTER r410

ENTERING PARIAD LOOP

***$*GAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL BEARINGS*****

**CONDITIONS, AT DESIGN4 SPEID**

LAMBDA (ND) 0.3501
AMBIENT7 PRES3URE (PSIA) 17.31
CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000303

Figure 50. 1eomign fo~r 1. 0-g (.ras-Lubr~cat(-d Journal .13naring~s (Sheet 2 of 4)
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PJOUNAl DIAMETER H 10ESS 0IN) O
BPIm TCHANSVER STIFFNSS (iLR N) 1563.65
PITCH CRTICAL STIFF* (000 910076.0

SHG9S WITH PIXND PIVOTSo-a

LOAD (WL) 0067:
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS (IN) 000O01l
PITCH STIiiNESS CIN-MLItRAO) 12149-
PITCH CRITICAL FRICE (RPM0) 1100750

TRAS.RT WITH CL PRING ( TPM PIVOT3

LSIAD PLA PL9)55.6
PIVOT CILM THICSKNES (IN) 0.00OOIS
PITCH STL rrNDUS (IN-L)RA) I0.1459
PITCSH CRINTICAL CRT P C RPM) 13969@.6
TRANIGID C ODY CRITE CPRPM) 7398321.9SlTIFFe fir PAHII.AD iP/lIN6,CL9,,IIIM 95546

PIVOT SIGCID RADIUS C IN) 0R0143• PIVOT NAtLL RIADIUSI €IN) 00140

**GENERAl. CONDI TIONS**

WHIRL. SPECED LIMIT (RPM) 69)61804O
+* FIRST SENDING CGRIT* SIPD9 (RPM) 3591699o6
'.MIArT RIGID BODY CGRIT SIPD CAPM) 73935*4

SHMAFT 14101D BODY CRlT 3PD (RPM$ 56399*3

SHArT RIGID BODY CRIT SPD (RPM) 43091.0
SHAFT RIGID BODY CHIT 0PC (RPM) 33018s4
SHOE PITCH INERTIA (IN-LBSE(C) 0.5340€-08
1IINGHT IF SHOE (LO) 00000359

THIC:KNESSI OF IIHiC (IN) (:01000
MAI:HINICD-I N C:LEARANCE ( IN) 09 0003821
START-UP C:LAMPING FORCE(IN€l) 0,
START-UP C:LEAR IN TIP SHOE (IN) 0100053

*****OAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL OEARINGS*o***

**CONDITIONS AT MAXIMUM $PEttD*

LAMBDA (ND) A's 694
AMBICNT PRESSURt (PSIA) 17,119
CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000378

Figure 50. I)emign for 1. 0-g Gas-Lubricated .luurmial l3earlngs (Shoet 3 of 4)
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JOLUMNAL DIAMETER (IN) 0,R61006
$EARINO X-STIP'PNISS (LS9,IN) 2699.0o6
SCEAING YSTIFPrNESS (LS'IN) tST71789
SEARING PoWER LOiS (IATTl) 1.77

SHMfS WITH FIXED PIVOTS

LOAD (CL) 0 * 3407
PIVlT FILM THICKNESS (IN) 0000i42
PITCH STIFFNESSIN L( tAD) 409269
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 190047,1

SHIES WITH SPRING MTD, PIVOTS

LOAD (LB) 001144
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS (IN) 0.000016
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN LS'RAD) 4,0771
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 163660.0
TRANSLATION CRITICAL (RPM) 50/19.6

LIST

I2NPTS O08135CST 1t,020.079,

100 I
150 4791009
100 90000a l5.1 17. i 9,11-t0 *00000, 565.
300 17.16 3141-10 .161 .0074 e0396 *0057
400 4845 1483 o570 .165 .O0165 1.0
00 w1305 s26 .16 *.6 30416 6000.

600 ,153 .l61 .0001
700 0 1
100 T
900 e000360 95Si6 e590 90140 o0143

Figure 50. Design for 1. 0-g Gas-Lubricated Journal Bearin•es (Sheet 4 of 4)
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*****GAS LUBRICATED JIURNAL BEARINGS*****

OMDSI GN spEciriOATIONSs*

If

DESIGN RUN WPMSE 4791003

DESIGN SPEED (RPM$ 90000.0
TEMP. AT DESIGN SPD (A) 95.30

i AMBIEINT PftISS#DtSIGN SPDCP$IA) 17.13

MAX* SPEED (RPM) 300000.0
AtMPIEAT MAXESS.M (R) (PSA) 001
TEMP. AT MAXSMA SPD CR) IA 517.0
VISC431TY # AX (LB*SEO/fIN**2)O.3I0OE.OS

IJOURNAL DIA. (IN)041
NOTIR WEIGHT (LB) 0.0526
WFT OVERHUNG WT, (LB) 0.0074
WTe SETEE IAGS. CLI) 0.0396
RIGHT OVERHUNG We. (LI) 0.0057
WET WT* TI LIFT $RS* (IN) 0.214s0

LEFT SRI. To CG (IN) 1*3800
00 TI RIGHT ERG@ (IN) 0.5700
AT MG4 ?01 AT OVERHUNG WT (IN) 091650I
U .LOADING 0.
JOURNAL WALL THICKNESS (IN) 0*1305
YOUN@*INERTIA* (LBIOIN*011) 006000t#04
PERCENT or NAD Or4 PAD THICK 0*1530
PAD LENGTH (IN 0*2610
PIISSONS RATIO (NO) 062600
YOUNG$ MIDULUS (PSI) 0.30001408
WT DIN Or Js MAT. CLB#'IN**3) 0.16800
W? DIN or PAD MAT CLIVIN**3) 0.9600
ANGL9 BETWEEN PIVOTS (DIG) 120.0000
MINIMUM PIVST FILM TK& (IN) 0.000100

T
Fixe T

SPRING STIFFNESS (LOOPIN) 0.95561403
MACHINED IN CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000389
STA,'-TING PIVOT FILM THICX*(ND) 0.530000
NALL RADIUS (IN) 0.014000
SOCKET RADIUS (IN) 00014300

ONLY ONE PRLIAD IS BEING CONSIDERED

F'igure 51. D~esign for 0. 0-g Gas-L~abricatcd .Jou~rnal Beanrings (Slit'tt 1 of 3)
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LAMBDA LOIP

LAMBDA* DES* SPD. 0.350
LAMBDA* MAX* SPD* 20694
CLEARANCZ, DES. SPO. (IN) 0,00038113
CLEARAN~4CE# MAX. SPDo (IN) 0.00037117
WHIRL SPEED CRPM).DISIGN 1041163,1l

WHIRL SPEED (RPM)eNAXIMUM 696150.04

THIS SECTION INCREASES IPLUTTER rREO

ENTERING PRELIAD LISP

*****GAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL BEARINGS*****

**CONDITIONS AT DESIGN SPEED**

LAMBDA (NO) 0D,03S0
AMBIENT PRESSURE (PSIA) 17.38
CLEARANCE (IN) 0,000351
JOURNAL DIAMETER (IN) 0S 1001
eRG. TRANSVERSE STIrre (L.BIN) 1313077

BRO, VERTICAL STIMPT eLIlIN) 891.76
BRO, POWER LOSS (WATTS) 01442

SHIES t WITH rIrXED PIVOTS

LIOAD (L) 0.0743
PIVOT rILM THICKNESS (IN) 00o00090
PITCH STIriNESS (IN-0L/RAD) 167,140
PITCH CRITICAL RIrAg. (RPM) 174044.2

SHOES WITH SPRING MTD. PIVOTS

LOAD CLS) 0,0743
PIVOT rILM THICKNESS (IN) 0.000030
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN-wLSVRAD) 107491
PITCH CRITICAL MIEG (RPM) 17961683
TRANS. CRITICAL PrREQ (RPM) 431994.4
STIrr Or PRELOAD SPRING CLB'IN) 95.96
PIVOT SICKET RADIUS (IN) 0,L143
PIVOT BALL RADIUS (IN) 0,0140

SeGINERAL CINDI TI ONSO*

WHIRL SPEED LIMIT (RPM) 696160.0
iIRST BENDING CRIT. SPO. (RPM) 3396317.

',HArT RIGID BODY CRIT SPD (RPM) 67372.7

Figure B1, 1 ).Desgn for 0. 0-g (Cas-Lubricanted ,1ournal TBvariiwns (Shwtvt 2 of 3)
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SHAFT RIGID BODY CHIT SPD (RPM) 5b595.1
SHAFT RIGID BODY ORIT SPD (RPM) 39341.5
SHAFT RIGID BODY CRIT SP0 (RPM) 38569.5
SHOE PITCH INERTIA (INeLS-.SEC) 0.53401-08
WEIGHT OF SHOE (LI) 0,000359
THICKNESS or SHOE (I0 00000
MACHINED-IN CLKARANOF (IN) 0.000381
START-UP CLAMPING FORCE (IN) 0.
STARTeUP CLEAR ON TOP SHOE (IN) 0.00053

*****OAS LUBRICATED JOURNAL BEARINGS*****

**CONDITIONS AT MAXIMUM SPEED*.

LAMBDA (ND) 20694
AMBIENT PRESSURE (PSIA) 1742o
CLEARANCE (IN) 0.000378
JOURNAL DIAMETER (INI 0,361008
BEARING X-STIFFNESS (LBIIN) 9696.998
BEARING Y-$TIFNESS (LB1IN) I520.435
REARING POWER LOSS (WATTS) 1.75

SH1ES WITH FIxED PIVOTS

LOAD (L) OP' 70
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS (IN) 0000051
!ITCH STIFFNESS (IN LBSRAD) 4.5259
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 277993.6

SHOES WITH SPRING MTDV PIVOTS

LOAD (LB) 0.*270
PIVOT FILM THICKNESS CIN) 0.000253
PITCH STIFFNESS (IN LBOoRAD) 4,4550
PITCH CRITICAL (RPM) 275819s6
TRANSLATION CRITICAL (RPM) 51761109

LIST

IRINPTS 171lIEST Ilk19.72

100 1
150 4791003
200 90000. S*.t 17*22 9.E1-tO 200000a 585s
300 17.11 31.1-10 ,061 .0074 .0396 .0057
400 .145 1*38 .570 .165 ,05065 00
500 @1305 ,88 ,18 .26 30.16 6000.
600 s153 .361 .0001
700 0 1
800 T
900 .00038B 955.6 .530 .0140 s0143

Flgurn 51. * )nsiagti r¢or 0. 0-• (hCos -tm, lir to Jot urilLil I(• Ii'I1kYs (shlrt, 3 of :.J)
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90, 000 rpm,--- ýIBu rlng Nii. 0. 3502
200, 000 rprri - -13varing No. 2. 694
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90, 000 rpm H-Iearinig No. -0. 3502
200, 000 rpm R earing No. -2.8694

280 Pivots

0 also Spring

_______Spring

P4 Lq Fixed

200

1.1.0

0 .02.0 Ldu-22871
G-)nmdinlg

Figure 53. Iomi'a.al Bearing I1vi-formnace nH at Vunction of CI-Luading
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the spring-pad spring rate is not too sensitive above a value of 600 pounds per
inch. There is a decrease in the spring-pad pitch critical frequency, but
this is of no significant consequence.

Probably the most critical problem with varying the spring rate to a
softer spring is the practical aspect of setting the initial desired bearing
clearances,

A complete summary of the selected design is shown in Table 18.

A comparison with a similar previous design shows the Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base contract design uses a 584-microinch ground in clearance, as

Table 18

TURBOA LTE RNATOR TI LTING- PAD JOU HNA 1,
GAS-BEARING DESIGN SUMMARY

Characteristic Design Parameter

Type 3-shoe tilting pad

Pad wrap angle (deg) 100

Pad pivot location (% from leading edge) 65

Pad material and weight density (lb/in.*) 304, 0. 28

Pad coating and surface finish (rms) Nitride, 4

Diameter (inch) 0. 261

Pad length (inch) 0.261

Angle between pivots (deg) 120

Journal material and weight density (lb/in.3 ) 304, 0.28

Journal wall thickness (inch) 0. 1305

Cold machined-in clearance (inch) 0. 000382

Ball material, coating, and surface finish (rme) 304, Nitride*:, 4

Socket material, coating, and surface finish (rms) 304, Nitride*, 4

Preload spring stiffness (lb/in.) 956,0

Shoe pitch inertia (in.-lb-sec') 0. 534 x 10-"

Nominal weight of shoe (pound) 3. 59 x 10"

orominal thickness of shoe (inch) 0. 020
*Subject to change IR279
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compared to the 382-microinch clearance for the present design. This would
lead to lower bearing number and higher bearing power loss, as was seen from
the trend of Table 16.

THRUST NAMNO DEIlGN
-!i• PBOCEDU RE

The process of establishing the selection criteria for the thrust bearing
was essentially the same as for the journal bearing; the design-goal film
thickness corresponding to the maximum load was assigned in advance of
thermal distortion data.

The design criteria used in selecting the thrust bearing are:
0 Maximum design load of 2. 0 g

0 Minimum film thickness of 100 microinches with parallel,
undistorted bearing surfaces at maximum load

* Stable operation with minimum possible gimbal pivot friction
and damping from zero net load to maximum load

* Low power loss

' Minimum outside diameter

e Maximum gas film moment

0 No rigid-body natural frequencies in speed or load range

* Maximum stiffness over operating range

The general thrust-bearing design procedure consists of the following

principal steps:

0 Set up criteria for selection,

* Optimize load capacity with respect to film thickness for axially
stable face geometries.

e Determine bearing and gimbal-ring moments of inertia and pivot
friction characteristics necessary to provide stability with a mis-
aligned thrust runner for both axial translation of the rotor and
angular rotation of the gimbal ring,

The spiral-groove thrust bearing selector program for uniform clearanue,
STBSUC (Ref. 4, App. IX), was used to obtain design and performance param-
eters, This sarne program was used to compute the film righting moment
for the spiral-groove bearings, at a load of approximately 2 g.

The moment was then checked, using the nonuniform clearance program,
SPORTH (Ref. 4, App. VIII). Pivot characteristics were computed so that the
pivot friction monment equaled the film moment with collar misalignment at
maximum load.
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Program STBSUC, the spiral-groove thrust bearing selector program for
uniform clearance, was used first to evaluate the thrust bearing design. The
program is based on analytical expressions for computing the load capacity of
a spiral-groove bearing with a uniform film thickness. In addition, the power
loos, axial stiffness, and tilt stiffness are computed; several other parameters,
such as the Reynolds number, are computed and listed as an aid in the design
selection. When the bearing design parameters have been selected, a plotting
program is used to compute and plot performance characteristics for a double-
acting bearing.

The principal parameters for the bearing design study are:

0 Ratio of outside diameter to inside diameter

0 Design film clearance at which the load it to be optimized

For a small value of optimized film clearance, the load-versus-clear-
ance curve will have a steep slope, maximizing the film thickness at high
load at the expense of the film thickness at a lower loading. This film thick-
ness is normally selected as a compromise between the film-thickness safety
margin at maximum load and stiffness at normal operating conditions.

"The design parameters are usually selected so that:

e The Mach number is less than 0. 8 at the outside diameter.

e Minimum number of grooves is less than the maximum number
of grooves. The minimum number is based on minimizing
groove entrance effects; the maximum number is based on manu-
facturing considerations.

e Relative @wash amplitude is less than 0. 15 X film thickness,

0 Reynolds number is less than 1500.

* The bearing number lambda is less than 50.

e Convective and transient inertias are much less than one.

o Steady-state and dynamic local compressibility are much less
than one.

• Thrust-runner tip speed is less than 800 feet per second.

Based on the comparison of the load capacity predicted by this program
with available experimental data, the theoretical load capacity and stiffness
are multiplied by 0. 75 as a safety factor.

PERFOiaMANCE

The principal dimensions of the thrust face were established. In order
to evaluate the sensitivity of the cdepth of groove on this design, a met of
three different groove-depth designs were considered. A range of the three
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STUR 1 N 15 s26EST 12/21/72

200 4791003
300 .00031 90000. o287 25.2 17.22 .003
400 9209 973 1.93 71o2 .010 9.4E-6
500 9.4E'.6 &05265 2.0 0.0
600.1 25 25

RE~AD Y
OLD SKhSUCU

READY
RUN

sFrRsucu 15127E57 1P/21/72

HS7.IUMLURiRI0ATEfl SPIRAL 0F~uOVE THRUST REAR [NO

RATIO nF OD TO ID a 2.0000

*** INPUT***

OFISION RUN NUMRER 4791003

SpunD, RPM 0. 90OOE405 C3RO(1VF Lt/flriO N 1TH 0 * 7300E+00
TMPWRATUR1ý mn~G. 0,252OP*02 MROOVF/RIDOE WIDTH 3*1930E+01
RP'ARINO 10 IN. 02.2170FE*00 iiROOVFE ANGLh DHOC fl.71205*02
AM~!2rJT Pis~sS PSIA 00t7229+02 FXP COEFP.RWAININ F 0.94001-O5
.1ASH ANC1L.FDO~ 0#30O00E-02 KXP COEFIF.HUN, VIN F 0094006-05
nt pEN 8140 MATgLV/IN3 0,2890E+00 MIN ALLOO, RUID0I NIN 0. 10006-01
SHAFT N9I(1NTqLA 0.52656-01 CLEAR AT OPT t1RVDIN 0,31001-03

***OUTPUT***
'iACH NU,. AT U0.02920 MIN* NO, ORDOVES 2
UJIMBAL 'ATD RRO TVK.qIN 0,62b05-01 VI3Q0S!TYLR-$FC/IN2 0.40205-09
MAX NLJ. OF OROOV~b 39 REAkINO or), IN. 0,5'740FE+OU
MIOLECULAR MFI~, IN. 0,21630-06 WeO INER. IN-LR-5FC2 0*21678-06
ORrOVE Dl--PTrHv IN. 0,94558-03 TIP AP~FFl FT/SSC (),2254E+03

Figure 56. Helium -Lubricated Spira1-Groove Thrust B~earing, IOesign Run
No. 4701003, Ratio of Outside to Insidc' liametc'r 2. 0 (Shrc't 1 of 3)
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CLEARA14CIP, MICRO1INCHES 25 50 7
LOAD LB 0.1339E+00 0.12615+00 0.Il55+00
POW6A WATTS 0.73255+00 O.3Af4054'0O 0.26359400
REL.ATIV E SvoASH AMPLITUDnE 0019p8B+0I 0.30068+00 0*21919+00
MAX prIn3RfTION TO CLEAR RAT. 0.50025+00 0912825+00 095747E-01
AXIAL FRiI0URNCY,CPM 0.97251+04 0*1548E'+05 0.16662+05
TILT FREQUEN~CY, CPW 0.3553E+05 0,56552+05 0.6086E.05
AXIAL .STIFFNFSS WtIN 0*141539+03 0*3584R*01 0,41518+03
TILT S3TIFFNESS IN.LIJHAr) 0* 1277F+0.1 Oo$3039*01 0,96151#01
ESPrFc.-* VIS. L8SESC/11l4**2 0.30221-09 00g910-09 0,30529-09
RlI-YNUl0Ds NO, 0.644/9.02 001329F+03 0.1'7941+03
LAmnlT)A 00~7008+02 0a217SE+02 0.96671+01
CONVECTIVE INERTIA RATIO 0014808-03 0.59208-03 0,1l32E-02
rWANSIENC INERTIA RATIO 0.9428WO0 005979R+01 0.17561+01
LOCAL C0I4IR!SSo FtATIO,58 0,67513+00 0*164AH*00 0.750I1-01
LOCAL COMPRESS. RATIO DYN 0,1631R-01 0.6513S-02 0*3115F-02

1,IAt., Ltl 0.a 1 1.71T + 00 fl.C204rE,-oI O.)035E-oI
P0L~i~TC .ý02.1t"+O 0.1652P.*00 0014026+00

W7,A CSNiS A-LITUDE 0.91 w I I. +on o,7.1 '' o0 0. 1n688400
MAXJ~.~C~ Týj rLf''AP RAT. o 0.P46P.-0 0,218R3R..O 004499-01

A~ IL U:~Y,~0. 1 71W'+05 0.,1720P+03 0. I 6*0

A.~IA0 ,SI 11.19 ILI/I -1-0 1A 0, 4424P~+03 0.4256E+03
r 1 1 .-, ~3II i-v-ir. s, 1,1-L I/ RA ti r),I.)IiOr!+0 P 0.10)2564*0 0.9m61E+0l

!!Cie ý .. ,- TC:IN 0., WoFE-oo n. 1970R.-09 0. 3056E-09
H.':y"'1jr'1. rql). 0) .659P+ol 0.321+0 0. 3QHE*03
LAN'IP.)A 0 o 1)43 th+(U oo.1490F+ol 0#2417E+01

QllH 11 lVL-' llJij- 11I A RATI 10o P364R-02 0, 17POF.-O2 Oo53286-02

LWCAL 0'3M~Ih'IýSS ?AI'I(J,3S U,4219E-l -0I O.7006-OI 0,1875E-0I
LfCUAL C1.11101481, ATIOIDvN 0. * I04E-07? 0. I 193-02 0.7487E-03

CI.R6AtIAhCR, "WROV'I 'CHII 1 75 W225

PU,4iLR W'A'IT I~ 22PF+(Yr0. 0,083- ý00 ) o97l99-0I

\kx l)19TIIioin'6l -rj c"'lAR RAT. 0.10606-01 O.Rl6lr-0>.~ 006458E-02
A, I AL PlC)Jr4.1(jrVi': 0 * S23E+0li 0. I 30'-')5 0 *1I4366+05
I IU L ii k"~ f, 'A o*.929E+o5 0.o6id?H +015 0,1246E+05
iAXIALI. IW+1iI-.3 LR/IU U60R0 09351SCo~+ 0. 0105+03

T1F~~.v LT. Ll41.1/P'I*n 0..e9I25F0 *00977F+01 0. ,714E+01

;q 'YN(11LI11 J, 0*46bl5-'+l0 ,51 R,~ +().I~ 0.1982F+03
LAM"P'IA 0.Ia 1i61-#0 1 0.11 50R+01 0.00706+01

l¼CI i- HdRTIA 14ATIII 0ol?0ri- 0,04717-0P.019E0

LoW.~t 61i.AP'llts RATIO,. 0~ ob 11791.'0 1 1. 05V~-0I 0,14134Ein02
U)WAL 011PHI1.56. IhAri, DY! 095~514q-03 vi.4U40ý-cl 0.2QO4-01

Figure 56. f~leluni- ,ubricvated Spiral- Cvoovc, rhmist B~earing, D~esign H1111
No. 4701003. Ratio of Outside totinuide Dinmete'r 2.0 (Sheet 2 f 3)
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a Gas temperature (OR) used in computing the viscosity.

4 Bearing inside diameter (inch).

0 Ambient pressure (pmia).

* Thrust-runner awash angle, peak-to-peak (dvg).

0 Weight density of the bearing material (lb/in.') used in calculating
the moment of inertia for tilt frequency output.

*Shaft weight (pound) used in computing axial frequency output.

*Groove -length/ bearing -width ratio (nondimenuional) measured
radially.

*Groove/ ridge -width ratio (nondimenslonal) measured at constant
radius.

0 Groove snnle (deg) measured between tangent-to-groove and radial
coordi nates.

* Coefficient of thermal expansion for bearing material (in. /in.OF)
used to coniputv dishing due to bearing film shear he-atihg.

* Coeffticient of thormal expansion for thrust-runner material (in./
In. "F) used to compute dishing due to bearing film smhear heating.

0 Minimum allowable ridge width (inch) and minimum thicknues of
ridge used to compute maximumn bearing number.

0 Clearance at which load capacity is to be optlimized (inuh).

The output consists of it group ofi overall performanve favtorw whkivh
Include the following,-

*Mach number (nondimenuional),based on helium and the thrust
bearing outside diameter, used to indicate the potential of comn-
prehsibility effects at the tip of the thrust hearing.

*Viscosity (Ih-sc/ in.5), based on tippropriate Irnu tit hinput tvmperv'turic.

*Moleculur' nman-free path (inch), bnsed on the appropriate gas ue
to compute the offective viscosity.

*Minimum number of grooves, 'OMIpLItod on the hnaill that theC p~reh -
sure ripple across the groovea in 10 percent of thev prosii~tir risle
along the grooves and related to the n~issumption that thc edge
corrmwtion is negligible.

*Maximum nuan'er of groovevi*, which 11na1UfVc turin1g 1and stru( tural
conviderations have based on tin input quantity that 11mits the ridge
wall thickness,

* a~tnimated moment of inertiti of the bviaring, with respect to n diam-
eter, through the mldplane (in. -lb-sve),
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0 Assumed thickness of the thrust disk, based on dividing the annular
width of the thrust disk by 2. 5.

0 Bearing outside diameter obtained from the inside diameter and the

ratio of outside diameter to inside diameter.

0 Groove depth (inch).

0 Thrust-runner tip speed (ft/sec).

Individual prformance Items are then tabulated in 16 columns, for one

thrust face only, with a heading for the land film clearance in microinches:

* Load capacity (lb), incl4ding the 0. 75 sanfety factor referred to above.

* Power lons (watts).

* Relative swamh amplitude (nondirnensional). This is the ratio of
calculated awash amplitude to the maxdmum swash amplitude at
"contract, The calculated awash amplitude is based on the swash
angle, the film tilt stiffness and the moment of inertia of the
bearing, calculated on the basis of an assumed thickness-to-
diameter ratio.

Maximum distortion- to- clearance ratio (nondimensionai). Distor-
tion is due to bearing viscous shear heating and is assumed to flow
axially, causing the thrust disk to take the shape of a cup of a
sphere.

* Axial frequency (cycles/minute), which is natural frequency bamed
on the axi1l film stiffness and weight of the rotor.

*' Tilt frequency (cycles/ ninute), or natural frequency based on the

film tilt stiffness and bearing moment of inertia,

* Axial stiffness (Oh/in.), again Including the 0. 75 safety factor.

* Tilt stiffness of the gas film (Ib/rcid).

* Effective viscosity (lb-Aev/in.'), This quantity Is used in cal-
culating bearing performance and is based orn the film thickness,
viscosity, and molecular menn-free path. The mean-free path
effect reduces We viscosity a•rd therefore the load apacnity,
becoming more pronounced as the film thickness demreuxes.

4 Reynolds number (nondirnensionnl), Thia is the ratio of inertia to
viscous forces, Indicating whether the assumption of laminnr
flow used in the present analysis is valid, Tho value should be
less than 1500.

* Convective inertia ratio (nondimensionul), This is bnsed on the
groove width and tanRentinl velocity, indicatting whether the as-
sumption of riefrligiblo inertia ffeCt is vvlid. The r itio should
be very much less than one.

I ;;,
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0 Transient inertia ratio (nondimensional), based on the nominal
bearing gap and axial oscillation, indicating whether the assump-
tion of negligible inertia effect is valid. The ratio should be
very much l.ss than one,

0 Local compressibility ratio, steady-state .(nondimensional)
based on the tangential velocity, indicating whether the as-
sumption of quasi incompressibility is valid. In this analysis,
a sectionally linear pressure profile is assumtod. To be valid,
the magnitude of the circumferential pressure fluctuation must
be small compared to the local pressure level. This ratio
should be very much less than one,

0 Local compressibility ratio, dynamic (nondimrnesionul), based
on axial oscillation and referring to the ilssumption defined above.
This ratio should be very muc'h less than ono,

Figure 57 shows the corrosponding dosign conmputer run for a single
thrust bearing fa'e at the maxinum speed conditions of 200, 000 rprn and 58 5'R.

, SrUH 1K 09s4SRS'r 02/27/13

20U 4191004
,1Ot 000311 PUtX00, (o,287 I 1,2? Qo.QQ
400 0.•89 0.1, 1l.93 '11,2 ,'.•)0 9,0-6
'00 9,4E-6 ,0.,.P6S P.u 0,0
6UO I 100 Pti

kfAnY
OLr) sarsucu

READY
RUN

SST"FSUCU W 1 P l',!"r O)/P 71/73

HFLTIUM LWJiRCA'rP) 3tPIRAl OP20UVR rHRU,'r qPAlPJ0

RAt!(l uF rj TO I') * 2.0000

*** I N RJ'I***

lo It I N iUWN NUMAPR 4791004

(10000P+06 OROOvL! 1.1w/oRn ,ir III. 1o00k+O0
CEMPhRA Ili I,r)1'i, O "1,''11P,(I 0 0I #4/rI'D,1F -1.)'I ., 19.10 ,*0,1II•AI+NII l'•lN,'•,•qlF*,(10 0140110. ANMI.H4rI~ 0) 411 2UF:,w2
AqI'ITI" .fl~. ,,'A fit I NP?40, SXP CU1',4rO', VVIN F' 0.,Q00F•O-0

SWASH Ql'.irlW ,, I's 1OF-O2 E•Px0hUN,1N/N F 0.940rM-O5
Tr 6Lwi r l MAr Lit,,/IN• 0,• M40O9O0 MIN ALLflN, i o: I %, TN 0, I 000F.-l

SHAqi .iou ru; 0O,,,,,U-0, CLEW AT OPl' I'RV.r), IN 0.,1 OF.-O1

ligure 5'7, Illoium-Lubrieatnd Spiral-Groove Thrust Honring, lhosign Htun
No. 4791004. Ratio of Outside to Insido Dirtmotvr 2.0 (Shoot 1 or 3)
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CLFA4ANJCý, 'A; >'L5IC)h175
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Figure 57. Heliurn-1Lubricated Spiral- Groove Thrust Bearing, Design Run
No, 4791004. Ratio of Outside to Inside Diameter 2. 0 (Sheet 3 of 3)

With an 800-rnicroinch total cleurance for the two thrust facein, a cm
bined thrust bearing perfoxrmance run is shown in Figure 58 for the 948-
nileroinch groove depti.. The various performance factors, such as load,
power, axial stiffness, and tilt stiftnf-ss, are shown mib a function of the
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loaded side clearance of the bearing. Thi information for the computer pro-
grams is shown graphically in Figures 59, 60, and 61 for the three different
groove-depth designs that were considered.

The designs from these bearing performance runs are compared in
Table 19 for the three groove-depth designs. Shown in this table are the signif-.
leant performanco factors for 1-g, 2-g, and 0-g operation. It can be seen that.
the largest groove depth, of 1220 microinohes, is not satisfactory to meet the criteria:

Table 19

THRUST BEARING DESIGN COMPARISON

Speqd (rpm) 90, 000

Temperature f R/0 K) 22. 5/14. 0
Viscomity of helium (lb-sec/in.d) 9. 1 X 10"16

Ambient pressure (paln) 17. 22
Rotor weight (pound) 0, 0507

Computer Run Numbers
4791001 4701002 4791003

Desig grouvo depth (ln.) 1220 610 948

1-g Operation

Load (pound) 0. 0507 0. 0607 0. 0507
Power loss, both faces (watt) 0. 170 0. 145 0. 150
/.And clearance ýin,) 170 240 210
Axial stiffness (Ib/in.) 230.0 45.0 36.0
Tilt ttiffnede (in. -lb/rad) 5.6 10B0 0 8.4

2-a Operatiort

Lund (pound) 0. 1014 0, 1014 0. 1014
Power loss, both tauns (watt) - 0, 200 0. 235
Land clearance Oin.) below 100 140 100

Axial itiffneua(lb/tin,) -- 118 45,0

Tilt atiffnes, (in.- Ib/ rd) 34.0 10, 5

0-i Oparation

Load (pound) 0. 0 0. 0 0.0
Poaer loss, both farom (watt) 0. 1153 0, 1282 0. 1196
iand cleatance O.in.) 400 400 400

Axial mtifftems (lb/in.) 163, 4 1M!. i) 181. 2
Tilt stiffneau (in. -lh/rerd) 3. 7n 4, 77 4. 24
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Figure 60. Helium -1,ubriteted, ,Spiral-Groove Thrust Bearing., 810- i
Microinch Groove Depth, Performance as a Function of
Loaded Side Clearance
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Figure 61. H-eliurn-Lubrtoated, Spiral-Groove Thrust Bearing, 948-
Microinch Groove Depth, Low-Temperature Performance
as a F~unction of Loaded Side Clearance
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of a minimum thickness of 100 at the 2-g operating condition. The other two
designs are satisfactory, and there is little difference between them as far
as the performance features are conuerned. However, the design with a
groove depth of 610 microinches should be considered a very limited design
since the tolerance on maintaining this type of groove depth is more serious
than maintaining a groove-depth tolerance around the larger, 048-microinch,
clearance. It can be concluded that the existing thrust bearing design draw-
ing, 423D435, will adequately suit the turboalternator thrust bearing design.
Table 20 shows the complote geometry of the thrust bearing design.

Table 20

TURBOALTERNATOR SPIRAL-GROOVE THRUST
BEARING DESIGN SUMMARY

Charatcteristic Design Parameter

Outside diameter (inch) 0, 574

Inside diamcter (inch) 0. 287

Inside diameter, grooved region (inch) 0. 364

Number of grooves 15

Groove angle (uug) 71. 2

Groove width to ridge width at constant radius (nd) 1. 03

Groove width (deg) 15.809

Ridge width (deg) 8. 191

Depth of groove (inch) 0. 000048

Collar awash angle (deg) 0, 003

Total axial clearance (inch) 0. 0008

Bearing material, coating, and surface finish (rms) Beryllium copper,
none, 8

Collar material, coating, and surface finish (rms) 304L, NIrrIDE, 4

Figure 62 shows the performance to be expected for the high-speed
operation of 200, 000 rpm and 585"K under the maximum-speed and rnaximur-
temperature operating conditions.
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Appendix III

TURBOALTERNATOR ASSEMBLY PROCEDURES

This manual pruvides detailed assembly and disassembly procedures
for the turboalternator development by General Electric Corporate Research
and Development in Schenectady, New York, under Contract No, DAAK02-
71-C-0026. All instructions and procedures described are based on techniques
that were successfully employed by Corporate Research and Development
during the course of th development program.

Special assembly tools are shown in Figure 63. All part numbers refer
to turboalternator assembly drawing 588E477 as shown in Figure 19 and to
the photograph of parts in Figure 64, unlees otherwise specified.

PRELIMINARY CLEANINO AND HANDLING

1. After manufacturing, inspect all parts under a microscope to ensure
complete deburring and satisfactory surface finishes on all critical
areas,

2. Ultrasonically clean the electric stator in a solution of Freon* and
vacuum-bake at 120VF for 8 hours. In'tall a liquid nitrogen cold
trap in the vacuum line between the vavuum pump and the furnace,
to prevent oil migration. Ultrasonically clean all other parts
several times in clean solutions cf chlorothene to ensure removal
of oil and grease films and any particles clinging to the surfaces.

CLEAN ROOM ASSEMILY

1. Perform all final cleaning operations, assembly procedures, and
initial testing in a clean room to ensure imaximum cleanliness of the
complete assembly.

2. Prior to entering the clean room. ultrasonically clean all parts and
seal them in clean plastic. This step includes cleaning and sealing
of tools, fixtures, and so forth used in the assembly procedures.

3. Final-clean the turboalternator parts in a clean room area, in a
solution of Freon.

4. Assemble the turboalternator inside pressurlzed clean benches
within the clean room area. Air through the clean beticheai is
filtered to 99. 96 percent of 0. 3-micron particles.

!Freon, a-precision cleaning agent manufactured by E. I. DuPont de Nernours
and Company. Inrn.

Preceding page blank 147
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Figure 63. Turboalternator Assembly Tools and Fixtures
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F~igure 64. Turboulternator Parts
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CAUTIO
Handle all parts carefully during assembly to

prevent damage to critical surfaces and dimensions.

aportion of the assembly
because most lubricants are very volatile at room
temperature and will cause serious contamination
in the refrigerator system.

INITIAL WHIL.TIO.SHAP, ASSEMILY

Assemble the turbine wheel (Part 19) onto the unmagnetised shaft (Part
1) as follows:

NOTI: Inspect finishes of turbine wheel bores prior
to assembly to ensure that the chemical conversion
coating and lubricative plating were not damaged in
previous assemblies.

1. Scribe lines at each end of the shaft on the outer diameter, along
the axis of the shaft and along a line on the back of the turbine wheel
adjacent to the shaft, for realignment after the balancing operation.

2. Install the thrust end of the shaft in the brass shaftholder (a) and
tighten the clamping screw. Place the turbine wheel (Part 19) on
the opposite end of the shaft, aligning the scribed lines. Thread the
wheel pusher assembly (a) into the end of the shaft, using the "ireads
in the inside diameter of the shaft grinding center. (For details of
the wheel pusher assembly, see Figure 65. ) Then. after rechecking
the aligmnent of the scribed lines, tighten the wheel pusher assembly
by holding the end of the threaded rod (Part 8, Figure 65) with a
wrench on the flats and tighten the nut (Part 11, Figure 65), forcing1
the tarbine wheel onto the shaft.Normally, a torque on the order of 1. 0 in. -lb is required to push

the 0. 8-inch-diameter aluminum turbine wheel onto the shaft with
0. 0004-inch interference, wheel-to-shaft fit. A sudden increase
in the torque value indicates the turbine wheel has been pushed com-
pletely onto the shaft and the stop on the inside diameter of the tur-
bine wheel is touchitig the end of the shafto

3. Remove the wheel pusher assembly from the shaft and insert the
special hexhead cap screw (Part 32) in the threaded shrift center.
This hexhead cap screw, with the top ground flat, is used for the
viewing surtfce of the thrust proximity probe during final assembly
and testing. Using the socket wrench (b), torque the hexhead cap
screw to 5. 5 in. -lb by holding the shaft holder at the opposite end
of the shaft.
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4. Remove the shaft holder (a) from the shaft (Part 7).

WALANCN THE ROTATING ASSEMBLY*

After the turbine wheel has been installed onto the unmagnetized shaft and
the hexhead cap screw is torqued in place, the assembly is ready for the bal-
ancing operation.

1. Place the assembly in a balance machine and balance it at 6000 rpm,
to the maximum unbalance displacement in each plane of 2. 0 4in.
For balance correction, remove mawrial from the turbine wheel
and shaft, as outlined in Figure 66.

I * .lt*,Ie, lbt l lS'

I)•| hlll111lllli~rQ •tt, I l• 1.. l 4,

-'1 'm

- - - -I F "-

SMI, to ,

I' I I f. 15111411,11

Figure 66. Turboalternator Shaft Assembly Balance Specifications

INNER THRUST BERN SEBL PR 2

The part numbers in this assembly appear in Figure 87. Preassemble
this assembly on the bench.

1. Install the pivot screws (Parts 4 and 5) in the mounting flange (Part
1) and in the gimbal ring (Part 3),

2. Assemble the thrust bearing (Part 2) in the gimbal ring by adjusting
the pivot screws to approximately center the thrust bearing,

3. Repeat the above procedure to install the assembled gibal and
thrust bearing into the mounting flange. After the above parts are

TOTaiunclg equipment to discussed in detail in "Shaft Balance Equipment,
above.

IN___UR•RIST IARNO $$|DLY(PAT151
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Figure 87. Turboalternator Inner Thruat Bearing Assembly

assembled, acourstely center che gimbal ring %nd %hrust bearing
and adjust the tipping force of the girnbais.

4. Center the gLmbklby uding a .No. A8 drill, 0.07 6 incn Ln diameter, to
measure the spacing between the gimbal ring and the mounting •.ange.
Adjust the pivot screws accordingly.

8. Use a No. 54 drilt, 0. 055 Inch in diameter, as a guide to adjust the
spacing for centering the thrust bearing in the gimbal.

8. Position the inner thrust bearing assembly on its test fixture (j).
When the thrust bearing ix properly centered, the assembly will
slip easily onto the fixture.

7. Adjust the thrust bearing pivot screws and the gimbal pivot screws
untUL a 1. 5- to 2,. 0-g breakaway force is measured on a force gage
when pressed against the outer edge of the gimbal ring and the
thrust bearing at the midpoint between pivot.. Then lock the pivot
screws in position by tightening the locking set screws (Parts 8 and 9).

8. Recheck the centering of the thrust bearing on the test fixture (Q)
after adjusting the correct tipping force.

NOTE: The gimbal rings and thrust bearings are de-
signed with a spring at the pivot sections to maintain
the tipping force over a wide range of temperatures.
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OUTER THRUST BEARING ASSEMBLY IpART 13)

The same procedures are followed in the assembly of the outer thrust
bearing, as outlined above, for the j4nner thrust bearing. Test fixture ja
used to center the thrust bearing, is designed to ar.cept both thrust bea:-
ligs. For details of this assembly see Figure 68.

6 Q 71

K. " '

, '
\ J4I

A~i•A

TYPICAL THIVRUT BEARING ASSEMBLY

Figure 68. Turboalternatcr Outer Thrust Bearing Assembly

PRELIMINARY O.OURNAL BEARING ASSEMBLY
AND STATgR INSTALLATION

1. Assemble the inurnal bearing support clamps aind stems (Parts 26
and 27) onto ýhe housing sections (Parts 8 and 13). The spring stems
in bearing stem s.,pport assemblies (Part 27) must be inserted from
the inside diameter of the housing before the stem cl~arps are at-
tached to the housing, The other journal bearing support stems can
be inserted through the stem clamps from the outside of the housing
sections.

2. Position the journal bearing stems off center to allow clearance for
the installt•!on of the gage shaft (f) into the stator section of the
housing (Fart 8), from the nozzle end. The nozzle-to-housing
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rabhi t fit dlrnionsions oni Jih housing 11'L' U!"d to position the gage
shaft vrrtically and to o'cntev the gage shult into the housing. An-
Hernble the gage shaf't holder (g) to thie housing nozzle flange with
three screws (Part 49). Then gradually tighten the centering screw
in the gage shaft holder wo positiun the gigui shaft securely Into the
housing.

3. Assemble the three~ journal bearing pods (Part 23) Into the housing.
Cheek the pad orientation before tussumbly (Figure dO). Hold the two
solid steirts in thu assemblies (Part 268) ftr-mly, rso the pads are
against the gage shalt und tighten the stem ulamps se'Ž,urely.i Posi-
tion the s~pring stem ahsembly (Part 27) so the pad is hold gently
against the gage shaft, without applying pressure from the spring.
Tighten the spring stem clamp securely.

T eilting PadJei 'u~K~'nao itn-la ora

th'ilz!, jwin Shft 'in Th1"s 1,10l-1n

Ons ~ ~ ~ 1- tIf
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4. Remove the gage shaft holder and gently tap on the end of the gage
shaft ,ith the back end of the brass shaft holder (_.) to loosen the
gage shaft from the housing. Do not allow the gage shaft to drop
out of the housing. Insert a dummy shaft (h) through tie housing and
gently push the gage shaft out as the dummy shaft is inserted. The
ends of the shafts must be held together during this operation to pre-
vent the pads from dropping off. Tape the dummy shaft to the hous-
ing so it will not drop out.

P 5. To install the stator (Part 10), the stator leads must first be fed
through the housing and out through the hole in the housing wall.
Orient the stator above the housing so the leads can be drawn
through as the stator is inserted into the housing. Press on the
stator shell to be certain that the stator in bottomed in the housing.
Then tighten the set screw (Part 46), to secure the stator in position.

6. Assomble the journal bearing padr, in the outer thrust sections of the

housing (Part 13) in a manner similar to that described above; how-
ever, it is necessary to temporarily remove the thrust bearing and
gimbal assembly from this section of the housing by loosening one
of the pivot screws in the housing sectiot,. Insert the swnre gage
shaft (f) from the thrust bearing probe holder end (Part 14) using
the housing rabbet fit dimension again to center the gage shaft.
Mount the gage shaft holder to the outer thrust bearing flange and
tighten the centerinig screw in the holder, to position the gage shaft.
Install the pads and stems as outlined previously, using the same
procedures to remove the gage shaft and install the dummy shaft (h).
Then reinstall the thrust bearing and gimbal assembly over the dummy
shaft. Readjust the pivot screw previously loosened, to give the

1. 5- to 2. 0-g tipping force and the pivot locking screw reset. Par-
tially remove the dummy shaft from the assembly, but position it
to hold the journal bearing pads in place and allow retesting of the
centering of the thrust bearing with the bearing test fixture (j).

SHAFT HOUSING ASSEMBLY

1. After completion of the rotating assembly balancing operation, install
the brass shaft holder (a) onto the thrust end of the shaft and tighten
the clamping screw. Hold the shaft securely by the shaft holder and
remove the probe viewing screw (Part 32) from the shaft, using the
sorket wrench (b), Remove the shaft holding fixture from the shaft.

3. Remove the 0. 5-inch-diameter turbine wheel from the shaft, using
wheel puller (d), Disassemble the halves of the wheel puller assembly
(Parts I and 2 of Figure 70) and reassemble them around the turbine
wheel, as shown in Figure 70, Hold assembled Parts 1 and 2 of the
wheel puller (d) with a wrench on the, flats, as the pulling force is
applied by tightening the screw, Part '7 of Figure 70. Normally, a
torque of 3 to 4 in. -lb is required to remove the wheel.
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3. Place the preassembled, inner thrust bearing assembly (Part 22)
onto the previously assembled housing section (Part 8) with the

journal bearings and stator installed.

4. Thread the tapered shaft extension (W) into the end of the shaft at the
turbine end. Insert the tapered extension and shaft through the inner
thrust bearing assembly. Position the end of the shaft extension
against the end of the dummy shaft and gently remove the dummy
shaft as the shaft in installed. Keep the two shaft ends together so
the journal bearing pads do not drop off the stems.

5. Remove the tapered shaft extension and, using wheel pusher c, in-
* •stall the 0. 5-inch-diameter turbine wheel and probe viewing screw

(Part 32). * After completing the above assembly, remove the shaft
holding fixture (a).

NOZZLE ASSEMOLIUL

Preassemble the nozzle assembly (Part 18) on the bench. Do not assem-
ble the gas inlet and discharge cylinder (Part 15) at this time. Ensure that

r the c-seals are centered in the seal grooves before the inner and outer nozzle
sections are assembled. Orient the offset mounting holes in the nozzle sec-
tions for correct alignment during assembly. Torque the six No. 4-40
0. 5-inch-long assembly screws to 5. 5 in. -lb, to ensure a metal-to-metal
seal at the inner section adjacent to the nozzle channels.

PRELIMINARY THRUST BEARIN2 SHIMMING

Depth micrometers are used to measure the shaft position to obtain the
axial shim requirements (Figure 71). Table 21 lists the clearance specifioa-
tions and the required depth micrometer measurements and calculations to
determine the thickness of the shims. The following procedures are usert:

1. Place the partially assembled turboalternator in a vertical position,
thrust end up, on n stend with a cutout to clear the turbine wheel.
Press down on the inner thrust bearing mounting flange to be certain
it Is fully seated onto the housing.

NOTE: Threaded holes have been provided in the
outer flanges of the thrust bearing assemblies
(Parts 13 and 22) for jack-out screws, if required.

2. Position the thrust clearance ring (k) onto the Inner thrust bearing
mounting flange (Figure 72). Measure and record Distance A from
the top of the thrust clearance ring to the top of the shaft thrust
runner.

*Described above under "Initial Wheel-to-Shaft-Assembly."
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Figure 71. Turboalternator DirniusiorLa for Shimming Thru'st
Bearing Posltion

Table 21

AXIAL SHIMMING MEASUREMENTS FOR TURBOALTERNATOR

Wheel-to-nozzle clearances 0.0015-0.0020
Shaft total axial iravel between thrust 0.0004-0.00ve

bearings OPtv,
Inner Thrust Bearing glum 444,ob~t mecment A
A. Distance from top of thrust clearance

ring Wk) to top of shaft thrust runner

B. Repeat Measurement 1 with nozzle
installed

C. Inner shim (X) required: X.(A - B)
+.0.0015

Outer Thrust Bearins Shim
D. Repeat Measurement A with nozzle as-

sembled and inner thrust shims (X)
installed.

E. Distance from top of thrust clearance
ring (W) to outer thrust bearing surface

P. Outer shim (Y) requireds Y • (0. 732 - E)
- (D - 0. 6505) + 0. 005
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Figure 72. Thrust Clearance Ring Pohitioned in Inner and Outegr
Thrust Bearing Assemblies

3. Measurement of Line B requires installation of nhe nozzle, Posution
the nozrle assembly on the housing, aligning the mounting holes in
the nozzle with the holes in the housing flange. T hen evenly tighten
the assembly screws (Part 49) to bring the nozzle fully into the
*thousing. Measure and record Distance B.

4. Calculate the inner thrust bearing shim requirements, as instructed
on Line C.

5. Install three shims of thickness x, calculated above, between the
housing and inner thrust bearing mounting flange, 120 degrees a~part.
Be certain that the inner thrust bearing shims are positioned so the
turbine wheel Is not touching the nozzle and the shaft thrust runner
is resting on the inner thrust bearing surface, Then measure and
record Distance D from the top of the thrust clearance ring to the
top of the shaft thrust runner (the value obtained should be the same
as that for Measurement A above).

6. Place the thrust clearance ring Wk onto the outer thrust bearing &a-
sembly (Figure 72), Then, with the thrust bearing parallel, measure
and record Distance E from the outer thrust bearing surface to the
top of the thrust clearance ring.

7. Calculate the outer thrust bearing shim requirements, aq instructed
on Line F.

NOTE: Five mils are added to the above distance
measurements. The outer thrust bearing cannot be
measured accurately. Final shim adjusti oento are
made with proximity probes for greater accuracy.
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B. Thread the tapered shaft extensioin (G) into the thrust und of the shaft.
Install the outer thrust bearing assembly by positioning thle dummy
shaft against the end of the shaft extension and slide the outer thrust
bearing assemnbl~y onto the shaft,

9. Remove the tapered shaft extension and inuert the three outer bearing
L shims, of thickness y, calculated above, between the inner and outer

thrust bearing mounting flangei;, 120 degrees apart.

10, With the outer thrust bearing in position, turn the lihaft fromn the
thrust end to be cortain the turbine wheel and shuft are free to rotate,
Then gradually tighten the thr'uut-end assembly sc'rews (part 40).
Do not overtighten the screws; they should be just snug enough to
hold the shims in place,

INSTALLATION OF THRUST PROXIMITY PRCBE

1. Mount th~e turboalteri-intor nssembly onto R support stand, turbine
end down. Three lengths of 4-40 threadod rod can be used in place
of three alternate nozvzle assembly iscrews to attach thle turboalter-
nator to the support, The turboalte rnator support mhould be mounted
on twn indexing tables ki0. thv turboalternator can be rotated froml- a
vertical tu a hurizontal position and can be rotated radially nbouLt the
axis of the shaft. Figure 73 is n typical test station showing oscillo-
scopes, the Wayne- Kerr Instruments, and n turbualte rnator mounted
onl two indexing '.able s.

2. AdJv~st the Indexing tables to position the turboaiturnntor verti cally,
with the tu-rbine ond downi. __

3. Inutall. the tl "lst proximnity probe (Part I1I) into the nozzle bl~c~k
by carefully turning thu probe in until it ttouc hvs the, und of tilt Fihe rt;
then back it out rslightl-, and tighten the jam) nut.

fAU'rO

Crtre MuIst bV ex.'rcimod in cnrs'ying out thim pro-

istrumnent (oel.101)

n~terntor huItig
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Figure 73, Open-Cycle Test Station for Turboalternator

NOTE: All of the individual oscillators in each
Wayne-Kerr instrument MUst be disconnected and
rewired to provide operation frorn a separate,
single, 50 kIIz asupply; otherwise, the individUtAl
oscillaturs k. Ill ope rate out of phase and will
CaUSC huating nnd erratic signals,

7. Set the oscillosc ope Y-axis sensitivity to 0. 2 d- c V/cm miii d the
X-axis to a sweep of 2 nis/cmy, Adjust Y-nxis gnin control to
4. 9 cm for 1 volt of d-c inpuLt.

B. Switch the Wayne- Kerr instrument to the ('11EC'K position, Short
the osciloscope \'-nxis input nid ndjust tht! zero position to R point
that is I cm down from the top of the sc reeni scalE',

F). Switch the Y-axis inpuft on the! oci111ot'vol t() th, d -c position anid nd-
just the Wnyne -Kerr set ndju tmtnint to give n 4. 9 em de flection onn

the omcillomcfqpe.
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10. Switch the Wayne-Kerr iWrtrument back to the READ position, The
thrust proximity probe is then ready to be used, and after Lhe ad-
Justments outlined above, the sensitivity of the oscilloscope in 400
14in/cm.

11. Readjust the thrust probe position so the output signal froan the
Wayne-Kerr instrurrent appears at the middle of the oscilloscope
screen,

12, Measure the total thrust bearing clearance by noting the thrust probe
signal level on the oscillcscope tiler the above setting. Then rotate
the turboalternator 180 degrees vertically and note the thrust probe
output signal on the oscilloscope with the shail resting on the outer
thrust bearing. Change the outer thrust bearing shim height (Y) as
required to meet the spucified total axial shaft t-avel of 0. 0004 to
0. 0000 inch, and record the actual shim thickness on Line F of
Table 2i, for future reference.

13, The thrust proximity probe Js also used to measure the clearance
between the turbine wheel and the nozle. Reposition the turbo-
alternator vertically, Ath the tWrbine end down. Temporarily in-
crease the thickness of the three shims (Y) by 0. 001 inch, ano
remeasure the total travel %f the shaft between thrust bearings with
the thrust probe. Then gradually decrease the thickness of the three
inner thrust bearing shims (x) in steps of 0. 001 inch. As the value
of the inner thrust shims denreases, the thrust probe may have to be
backed out so it does not touch the shaft.

A thickness of the shim. (N) is obtained where the turbine wheel just
touches the nozeliel ting the shaft off the inner thrust surface, re-
ducing tho total travel of the shaft. Once the above condition is ob-
tained the thi.'knews of .hims (x) can be calculated to provide a 0. 0015-
0. 0020-inch clearance between the turbirne wheel and nozzle, beyond
the inner th.rust bearing surface, Record the actual shim thickness
on Lino C', for future reference.

14, Install shims x and y of the corrected values to meet the axial clear-
anvv specificntions, Align the scribe, marks on the outside of the
housing at the, thrust end to align the journal bearing support stems
at each end tif the housing assembly and tighten the thrust assembly
screwm (Pnrt 40),

FINAL JOURNAL BEARING PAD ADJUSTMENTS

1. Adjust the indexing tnble to position the turbonlternator horipuntally
and ootate the turbonlterfmator until the pad stems between the shaft
orbit prominity pr'obe mounting holes are pointing directly up. In
this positi,1,1, the turboalternntor mhnft im rusting between the hottum
paldls
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2. Install the four proximity probes (Part 11) adjacent to the shaft, two
in the housing at the turbine end and two in the inner thrust-bearing
mounting flange. Tighten the probes with the jam nuts.

FCAT UION7

Care must be exercised in carrying out this pro-
cedure, to avoid damaging the probe Textolite
threads,

3. Connect the 10-foot leads between the probes and the Wayne-Kerr in-

struments. The probes and Wayne-Kerr instrumients are identified
by looking down on the turboalternator from the turbine end. The
first probe on the left is X%, and the corresponding probe on the right

is Y1. At the thrust end, the probe on the left is XI and the probe
on the right is Ye.

4. Check to ensure that the ground lead is connected to the turboalter-
nator housing,

5. Each of the probe outpo't signals from the foui Wayne-Kerr instru-
ments must be filtered and connected to an oscilloscope with dual-
trace amplifiers for both th,7 X axis and the Y axis, Connect the out-
put from Probe Xt to the X axis and the output from Probe Y, to the
Y axis of one trace, maud Xj and Ve to the X axis and Y axis of the
other trace.

6. Set the scope sensitivity on alI four channels to 0. 2 d-c V/ca ond
adjust the four channe1i to, 4,f 9 cm for I volt of d-c input.

7, Switch all four Wayne-Kciýt" ihktrunit'tts to the C(HEC'K position, Ad-
just the four channels to givo q dpf e~ction of 4. 6 cm by adjusting
the Wayne-Kerr set adjustnt't•and switching the scope between
the shorted Input and the d.-c inout,

H, Switch the Wnyne-Kerr in;tri~nnents hack to the READ position.

in. Short the scope inputs,, and adjurt the two zero poostions to points
that are I cm down from the top and 2 cm in from the right. Switch
the scope inputs to the DC position. The orbit probes are then ready
to be used, and after the above adjustments, the scope senuitivity
is 400 6in/(nm,

10. Readjust tlh, four probhe positions so the scope signals are just on thv
bottom left corner of the screen. This adjustment is made with the
turbonutt.rnatnr in the position dewcribed in Step 1.

11. The shaft cLearanvoes are measured by rotating the tirhboalterinator
assnibhly 120 degi'ees to the rii'ht and left of the position de sc 'ibhrd
ab•,v for setting the probes and plotting the probe readings in the
thrve positiouns. An act urlate method (if roc'ordingl the three ptisitions
is ti take a triply expomure of thu turbine vnd only, unid then of the
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t.111ust tnd only, with, I. jeopt, cnitvu c'u t a ~sectionl of the scope gr'id
froin a photo and use this~ svct iOn tO nwIaSIT U xVth longt hs of the triangle
legs formedby the three pointm, in centimeters, The legs of the tri-
tingles should be approximately equal, Skibstitute the lAvOerage Value
ot' the triangle lugs in the foilowing equation to deter-mine the mlean
beatring pivot -point radiul clear'ances In rnlcroinches:

(.t- 115 G., x (the length of the averuge leg in centimeters)

'rho radial clearance, Cl, of the shaft should be 24012G inicrolnch'os.
Greater differences III thle rudial clearancus will requi1re adjuertment,
of the spring atems and pads W~art 27) monitored by the proximnity
probes and the oscilloscope to obt,..in the proper clearance'. During
the adjustment of the Jouraul boaring puda, tile ,upport. stemsa canl only
be moved minute di~tunces or the journtil bearing pads m~ay drop off
the sterns, In this cusv, the Journal beurings must be reset to the

-r gage shaft, as outlined ubovv under "f'rel Iminary Journal Bear~ing
Assembly and Stator Instullation."

TURIOALIERNATOR 21PERATIONS

T'rel~itniary, turboulternutor performunce tests are made in an open-cycle
teut station (Figures 73~ and 74). F'igure 75 is a cutaway view of the turboalter-
natc~r &toexnbly for open-vyvle testing; a schematic diagram of the station io
shown ih'lrt*re 76. hligh-preNSsure gatS (holiumi or nitrogen) 1. supplied from
gas cylindoer banks Rnd im expanided acrops the turbinp to atmospheric pressure,
Liquid nit~rogen temperature tvwts arre pvt-formed by precooling helium gas
with a eooIt~kg coil Immersed in liquid nitrogen.

Figurt, 74. TLuO)Miltlt 11INIM \MStlI uhl~v [In Opull-( ,c It Tust Stand
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Figure 76. Open-Cyele Turboalternator Test Station

Figures T3 and 74 show a two-stage turboalteriator mounted on two
indexing tables in the opesn-cycle teot station.

The inlet gas flow instrumentation (or testing twn-stage turboalternators
to shown In Figuire 77 along with a moisture analyzer and temnperhture -mea -
suring instrumentation, The moisture analyzer is used to monitor the mols-
ture, co ntent of the helium gas supply prior to low temperature tests, to re-
duce tho poss ibility ot ice crystals hind~ering the operatiou of the turboaltcr-
nator,

Watur and mercury manometers, not shown in the above figures, are
used to measure the housing and nozzle pressures.

A temporary nozzle gam inlvt fixture (a) is ~attached to the nozzle atisembly,
Trhe same size-c seals used in the nozzle assembly and the gas connectio~nh are
also used to assemblP the gas inlet fixtures onto the nozzles, Attach the gas
inlet fixtures to the nozzles by tising three 4 -40 threadud rods to replaca al-
ternator screws in the nozzle assemblies. Tight'.m three 4-40 nuts against
the gas inlet fixture flanges to comprers the cseals. The threaded rods at
the turbine riad should be of sufficient length to attach the turboalturncitor to
thf, support stand on the indexing tables, Tlwo gas connections are provided it)
the gas .nlet fixture. The larger connect ion is for the gas inlet flow, andl the
orraller connection im used to meabure the nozzle inlet preadure on a mercur-y
maromete r.
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onertheshf or-bit proximit~y probes can be used to monitor the
speed by coninecting the probe output signal to another scope and cal-
culuting the speed from the oscilloscope sweep rate.

.3. Check to ensure the proper operation of the turboaiternatorL by moni-
toring the proximity probe signals on the oscilloscopes. Thes orbits
should be quite small in diameter, (approximately 1/3 cm. or smaller
on the oscilloscope screen) and uniformn. If the shaft is hitting, the
orbits and 'he thrust signals will be quite distorted and will contin-
ually var-y in size and amplitude. In this case, the thrust and orbit
measuremet)ts made with the proximity probes will have to be re-
peated in ordert Lo correc.t a shim adjustment or a shift in a pad
position. The pad probe a.nd thrust gimbal signals should be uniformly
once per oscillation.

MAGNETIZING SHAFT MAGNET

Trhe measurements and adjustments outlined above tinder "Installation
ot Thi-ust Proximity Probe" and "Final Jiournal Bearing~ Pad Adjustment"
cannot be made with the shaft magnet magnetized, because the force of the
magnet's fliuid would nut allow the shaft to float freely when mneasuring the
clearances. Therefore, the turboaltez'nator mlUst be disassembled to remove
and magnet ize the shaft, The assembly procedure must therefore be reversed
to r-emove the shaft for, magnetizing. Keep the shims identified while the parts

ave disassembxled, and use the dunimy shafts to hold the pads in position asI ~the shart is x'enioved.
NOTEI: If i1 is necessavy to c:ompletely disassemble
the turboalternator, use a hole gage to assist in the
r-vmoval of thu stator , Adjust r. 0. 3- to 0. 4 - inch
jutre to thle smalIcst dhiameter and insert it through
the stator'. Increasv the diameter- of the hole gage
and gently lift the stator out of the housing.

1 Plac' the shaft, with the turbine wheel removed, in a plastic con-
tainuir (c) to pr~oteut the c ziticai shaft sur-faces from the metal field
y(1ki' on the magnet xzixng (,oil,

2 Subjccit the shaft nmagtivt to a unifouni field of 25 WU, in a plant- per-
p'd 10ii toC thilngthl of the shaft, to full 'v magnetize the magnet.

3 R, .d-ixil iv Ili i brialie i-nituln using~ txi ýýlAiie proccduties Now
it tn ~~iiv l .ll'~atlur- lavi bei'vi ad~j~xe hall the ori'

,;1 11)., 'I roig iiisq. till) 1'Y
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SHAFT BALANCE EQUIPMENT

The tvrboalternator shafts (Part 7) are balanced on a modified Model MV-6
balancer (F'igure 78), manufactUrod by Micr'o IBalancing, Inc., in F'armingdale,
New Yorik,

F'igure 78, Modified Mdudl MV-6 Bulancer'

Afte'r, review ing the part icula r btilaticlng requiremnwfts Of 111C.'It tLJobU lt(I--
natntr with the~ i'pVVvslt'Itn VL'4 (tf M~icrzo Bailanicing, Inc ., thtŽ tolIlowinug modi
fi uat iofl were. maud to )rn)v ide iimax rn urn1 Li nba laiicv di spluc umuft inl t'atIi

plalit of. LtVox imatc ly 2. pin :

* ilalancing speed of' Oil, skaff was change'd to 6000 rpmn, which re-
qu~ire aIn Uf ddi tomitl hlltr In the Niulet kT)1icti of htic, Mode'l NIV -I

s Iltiitv ditty, 1/8i -inch -wide(.. Mittr i'ecordifg tape was Lised fCm thr
drtivil hielt butlwi''il III ldithalt anid Owi liUmtcr'.

il It'l ph c(t 1 ;1-i 11I ',-, I tll- 1 1, Ill IS1, ib I , anid II\ I'm I mI i I I / I li t Il
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Figure 79. lBalancing Cradle Assembly

PARTS LIST FOR ASSEMBLY DRAWINGS

'T'able 22 thrcugh 24 list putris for thu 14"'K ruditil impultu turlb illvei
laltot' tidll 'tol' iflflvi' 1ii1d DUtt tillfS1 giltltgimbUl US MtbliC .
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"Table 22

PARTS LIST FOR SINGLE-STAGE
RADIAL IMPULSE TUIRBOALTERNATOR
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Table 23

PA% RTS LIST FOR INNER THRUST GIMBAL ASSEMBLY
(Group No. GI)

r'Part
Qty Name Drawing No. /IMoscription;i No.

I I tiouming -- Inner 423D438P-1

gimbal

L 2 Thruot bearing 4231)435tP- I

1 3 Inner ginmbal ring 543C174P-1

2 4 Pivot lsrew 6641131 Il- I

2 5 Pivot screw 664H31 1 P-2

4 a Pivot stem $641131 7P- I

2 8 Set screw. hux No. 0-80 x3/32 long, cup point,
socket stainliess steel

2 ) Set screw, hux No. 2-56 x I/ISlong, cuppoitnt,
socket stainless steel

2 10 Coppur slug I '16 dim x 1/32 long, capper, HlI B34C

2 II Copper slug 1/32 dis x 1/32 long, cuppuvt, B111434C.

Table 24

PARTS LIST FOR OUTER THRUST GIMBAL ASSEMBLY
(Group No. G1)

•t' P N, Nonle D)awing Nit. /h')acription

I I HIiuding -- outer 588kE4461- I
gi m~biil

1 2 lhtumt II'MA1n4 4231)4.11511-2

I :1 Outer ginibal ring 4',43CM1l "'- I

2 4 i'Ivut icrltw 684113111'- I

2 5 I'$vot virew 864H311 I1-2

4 If PIvot Olt-Inl 6641431 171'- I

-7

.4 8 :A't-w t~1w, No. U-8U g:11:32 long, ('U 111111t.
sucki l typte 304 •4ttt, ilo ta wtttIl

SOt Hut.1 W, 11'X No: 2- *• fi /x long., t'up Imint.

mio kitt 1,pl, :1114 t4tlniti ,4 .4tvuIl

'1p-wi - - _ - -•L A2 /h-i, 7TTTpll 1I:1'|
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r Appendix IV

SPECIFICATIONS FOR A SIT OF SEVEN CRYOGENIC HEAT EXCHANGERS

This appendix includes a listing of the specifications that accompanied
the purchase order tu Kinergetics Incorporated on 20 November 1972. There
were two sets of' modifications of these specifications. The first set was sent
on 17 July 1974. These modifications instructed the ,endor to conduct thermal
and pressure drop teats on only the warmer two balanced flow heat exchangers,
instead of on all four, as had been previously stipulated, The vendor was also
instructed to conduct a test that would determine whether plugging of the colder
heat exchangers would occur as a result of condensation of impurities picked
up by the helium gas in the warmer heat exchangers. The second set of mod-
ifications was sent on 23 Dmcember 1974 and instructed the vendor to block off
the coldest heat exchanger and to cut a hole that would vent this exchanger to
+he jacket.

A met of stven cryogenic heat exchangers is required for a three-stage,
Claude cycle, cryogenic refrigeration system (Figure 80). The refrigerant
is helium gas.

The vendor is required to design, construct, and pz'easure-drop test the
heat exchanger system. Thermal performance testing by the vendor iW to be
quoted as a separate option. While carrying out this work, the vendor shall
be called upon to coordinate with General 1lýectriv engineers to assuru com-
patibility ot the heat exchanger Hystem with the rest nf the cryogenic r'efrig-
eration system.

The heat v.xclianger system shallbe providud by the vtendor under a sub-
contract with the General Electric Company, The prime. contract is botween
the General ELectric Company and the tI. S. Army. AS L subcontractur, the
hoat exchanger vendor shall 1w subject t 0 the terms aFud cnidition t)of the prim'
contract.

The subcontract shall be on a fixed cost, guaranteed parformance basis.
The pe;rformanvu guarantee is required for the perforoianc'e, pa tametc.rs
tested by the, vendor.

In the heat exchanger system, %eight is Important;t the vendor shall de
sipns for minimum weight. In replying to this request for proposatl the %'en-.
dor shall pro\vide his e tait nate of the we•,tht and s l,,i tit' the heat e'xchiinger,
based upon an initial design. It is rt,•.gnizod thai tho weight and site may
chantig soinv% hat ns miti,'r dhsigln int)dfticat-.ons :art, i adf.fo' rot iti•ii atitllity
Wih tilt, i'4,L id tilth re ft'ilgirntihn syvst(e, 0
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Speciflcations for the heat exchanger system and testing procedures are

given below.

THERMAL PERFORMANCE AND PRESSURE DROP

Specifications for thermal performance and pressure drop are expressed
in terms of temperatures, pressures, and flow rates throughout the heat ex-
changer system, as indicated in Figures 80 and 81. Note: The required ther-
mal effectiveness of all balanced flow heat exchangerr is 98. 5 percent; however,
the vendor shall design for 99. 0 percent, to be conservative, and the heat
exchanger vendor shall be responsible for pressure drops only within the
heat exchanger cores and headers. The General Electric Company shall be
responsible for pressure drops in the connecting tubing.

SPCAT4Mi Ti Loll PCMAIM)
I I 11SO0 S.747 3 101110 4.406
I 3 1 174 4.400
a 2 6ol'6 13.84 a 201184 123.57
13 3.600 .1074? A 4 1274 40400
a s 10160 1,045 3 1o17 3.9109
a 7 3104114 14.00
3 1 3.56 54.35 3 1 1.413 49.37
3 3 mor11n 13.84 3 4 l.157 to.9s
3 5 1.245 46.73 3 6 1.139 io.73
3 7 .6842 55.00
4 1 3.885 16601 4 3 21671 15543
4 3 3.656 54.35 4 4 1.139 51.73
4 5 1.128 $53.08 4 6 1.313 163.5
4 7 3.671 1700.
S I 8.914 335.0 S 3 I13 5 166.1
5 3 1.112 163.5 S 4 1.100 338.4

Note a:

1. Pressures are given in atmospheres (absolute),
2. Temperatures are given in degrees Kelvin.
3. Locationb I through 5 are identified in Flgurc 80.

"Location," above, is the cycle station. For ex-
ample, Lucation 5-4 is the inlet to the compressor,
where the pressure is 1. 100 atmospheres and the
temper•.ture is 332. 4'C.

Flirure 81. Pressure and 'T'rmperatures Throughout Systtem

STRUCT UiRE

In addition to transferring heat, the- hpet exchanger system is thi
principal structural member of the cryogenic refr 4gerator. To minimrniv
heat leaks and facilltite system r-onstruction, it is desirable not to rely
Mnt nxterlz l I ui)Io:'t 1 .e ruber: .', but i'L. the' to lu .pun•U the cr' .ýgt ,fiic tkmplt|Ontlriltd,

suclh as turb''iwlteriitttrit, on thu healt x ihanger4. 'riw rinal 'eig..'lno' id.i
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and support of the cryogenic components shall he worked out in coordination
meetings with engineers from the vendor's firm, the General Electric Com-
pany. and the U.S. Army.

Gene ral Confighurat ion

The heat exchanger system shall be constructed either an a single unit
or as two units. For example, Exchangers 1, 2, 3, and 4 could be con-
structed an a single unit, with a uniform cross section, and Exchangers 5,
6, and 7 could be constructed am another unit, with a different cross section.
A rigid connection between the two units shall be provided, with the colder
unit supported entirely by the warmer unit.

Attachment to Flange

The warm end of Heat Exchanger 7shallhe attached to a room temperature
flange, The vendor shall provide a headeL' capable of being rigidly attached
to the flange in a manner to be worked out with General Electric and U. S.
Army engineers. This header is preferably the only means of support for
the entire set of heat exchangers and other cryogenic components,

Support of Components

If possible, the turboalternaturs and a radiatiorn shield shill N. supported
by the heat exchangers. The vendor shall provide rigid piping connections
to the heat exchangers, and tabs or protrusions on the headers, where needed,
to provide this support,

The total weight of each rf the three turboaltmrnators is estimated to be
10 pounds. The center of gravity of the turboalternators is estimated to be
5 inches from the edge of the heat txchangrrs. The weight or the radiation
shield, to be supported at the warm end of Location 3 (lFigure 80), is estimated
to be between 4 and 6 pounds.

The General Electric CompLiny will select the piping wizes. with regard
to pressure drop and strength, and will be responsible for miunrting the coni-
ponents on the heat exchangers, The ýenorshlall hv, responsible for th, strength
of the hest exchanger and the strength of the mounting pretruthons and piping
connections to the uxchangvrs,

Turbines and Joule-Thumson valves shall he mounted to t.i,. heat exchanger
by means of demountable vacuum-type, seals. Theme seals shall permit rr-
moval uf the turbine packages from the heat exhunng r during savleni develtip-
merit. lalf of each seal (one flan!ge) shall be mounted direct lv on the heat ex-
changer headers. The flanges mounted oni the heat extchanger heiderH shall
be the flat flange,4 (the grooved flanges will he provided It the (G;npct-al ,letric
(Ceinponv anti will 1e attarhed ti thef turhine pa(ckages).

I 7fl
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Structural Heat Leak

If the vendor' req(uiret2 external structural memb'tri for support of the
heat exchanger, the turboalternatorm, or tht radilitioti shield, the heat leeks
through theise members mliall he used to calculate a corrected thermal per-
formunce of the heat exchangers. The corrected thernial performance must
still meet the thermal performance specifications described above under
"Thermal P~erforma~nce and Pressure Drop."

LEA KAOE

The heut exiclitingrs dhiill In' bubble tight, from str'eLam to stream.
Bubble tightness is defined on page 181 under "External L~eakage."

The hivit oxchanger muwt be luak tight to the outside, as measured by a
helium mams spvt-ronheter leek detector. Leakage ttest procedures art.
specified b.'uw.

DESIGIN LlIVE

The dt-Aign life of the heat exchangerd shiill hI' 5000 liOUrs, with 100
vouldown Mind w~itmup vycles reqt-,irud during refrigeratki'n system testing.
T~he vendor tihall glioe ('onsiderrition to any dv~radtuinio of miaterials that might
utffvt perf ,rnvin,n during that period.

CLEAN1IANE14S~

Cleanlinoss procLdureis ihaul be observed during adsembly. Hea~t exchanger
parts shaill hit d(,ro'nsed and ultirnsuniCilly UvntPfl'd before assembly.

\s selibii dhallitii hV pet' furnt md ill ai C. Itl ;k . of, Lactic, (Ieall roouii Tht,
c i:Iti~d ~lsiiii hIl' Packaiged rorti hipping in it cleani heat- sealed plastic bag,

w Ith tixys nilr ogun pat pka ged inmide.

'I .'r 111(11 ;a lit-rfr ianunc te stinig OK~~I 1 Wu 11to1a 01MMe hVal to bU ltluvted de-
pxiratelY bY t he vendur. If the (;t'neral Electric Compiany eloctei ill 1iiove thivrnail
jiert. wiminre it-tit in' lierrorned by the . i.ndoll, thien the 0-rierx. Elu-tr ic (-'oi)-
pany and the 11 S. Army will rvview tewt plans, lUet lig joel hoildS, -Alipiaritus,
and instruni'ntation with the vendor and will gi%:t appruo al befori" testing bugins,

('ryogerti ItTsts

The fflur hulaiul('d fCinw,' XullIiLlors Wihlti hit, le,'tvc ild.i dIIilo fl\h the01

ht~tumi p~us, 'n'iv rl(,A rtled t,hii 111. ýI. ,rid, jid( thw~iii'jil vt'ro, iIr,.
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surementa shall be obtained at two Reynolds numbers above anid two Rteynolds

numbers below the design Reynolds number.

Data Extraeplation

Data for balanced flow heat exchange'ru shall be extrapolated to the a etual
operating temperature, accounting for average fin thermal conductivity, Longi-
tudinal heat conduction, and average helium density, thermal conductivity,
and viacosity. Heat transfer data obtained in balanced flow exchanger ttuts
shall be uaedto predict unbalanced flow exchanger performance at operating
conditions.

Errors in both the experiments and the data extrapolationj must be suf-
ficiently small to assure aciieving the thermal performance goals. A sim-
plified analysis of errors shall be conducted by the vendor,

TESTING PROCEDURES -- PRESSURE DROP

Pressure drop testing shalI be performed by the vendor even though
thermal tests may nut be performed by the vendor.

F'low Tests

The vendor shull test both streams of each of seven exchangers with ni-
trogen gas flowing at room temperature and near atmospheric pressure.
Pressure droposhrl I be measured with Reynolds numbers at two points below
Lind two points abovv the detign Reynolds number.

Similar testai@ll he rmade with one stream of one heat exchanger using
helium gam tit room tritperaiur., and neast atmosplihric pressure, t'4 n tedt
uf the e-xtrulml~tjii method.

Data E x-rapnation

' rhe vvndoh)v sha I I vxtrapolute prowsurt, drlop re-ulItLt to) a tual operttting
conditions ror all exchangers, taking into accouunt average gas density darlvi a'usity.

'11INIRMAl CYCLINM;

Iefore leakage testing, all extthaiige a t hall he cyt led tit',i''e t'voom
temperature anrd liquid nitrogen temperature at Irast three' tinw t,,'. Ir' ith

:L2'lt' l111UDt blV OLCvOMnlii'lheu Ill IIc MM than i)nt, tholu'. he Yihling vinaý h :be -
C41i'•l•l~lShtd I).ý 4U111.'t'igkg the exchangerst • inl liquid mll gtl l,!
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t ~TE~STING P~ROC'EDURES - LHAKAUIE

Stream-to-ltruam hc-akagte shal hiii IlivasuMLId in all l.ivat ex hngerm at
olc.Wihile xhlgr tatup--ueb-o I OW .0 itli 11i portsif

IPtilt, umIlluliguiI'i bhiwt ~k d , e~xce~pt fro 011V puil (111 I.- H l i4idt', tilwt.- VXCan~ile' 311011 I
hv~ p'ividurleiA .'vu tt one' 141dil w itli imliu ii gas at 20 psig. With thv other didt

-Ab~iout Ltio4d' iLprosure, tilt- leak-age gas sliha be c'ollected aind n1 iva-
* AuLI .\cI " MOIdA hi 1ellti age k' \ I skll~ bu ve mas riioky rte atut im than I

10 O01t m-101111/HOV', whit-i to rr'4pttntlm tpproxi mat oly to 1iubblt ti ghtnesis,

I CU k 1 I Ithim i tt . IL It. ' llit ou ter iv inls sinli b1 e tnt'a sa:e~d bY mound3 i i f
a hcoJlutn iisus mpect romilt'te hty 1nw, a sonsitivity or ait kaust 10" Lurr -lite rm/ HII.
With t~lw eowhwmitirs at 1,0111 tornpt'rolurv, tilt' inwitld mhhll ho i' enotlctod

it) thte Wil'k doot 'tor and t'V aunteut * i eliuni shall lt- itt roduct d in ai ph s -

tit! hag out. s i i, Olt' t'xe~hanger to Iindicate tho t' xt it-nco or leaks, and uimy vi r'k
mhlnl be lot'atod wlaLpt'n. liv 10C Ti ttst shalil ho repontoid with thv ox -
Ohallgor 10l0"O~K. Aniy l'akago kirficltiml Ill till Itoak deti'etor Khntll Ill
repa1 red,

A\t IteaH1t tttuk' SL1114e Ot li et-A tv?11isfuc Ivtiti (if :Wl'forit uiid b I lit tit- i

anid p romigu ii drop tt-st u shiall he \vit vsmut hy it Gonvi'flt £ EI l tric a ndI/ ora

v iff iUt' 'I itl il ' I lrtsl 'l

I.1-1A 1 1
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Th's report describes the test apparatus, procedures, and results of heat transfer testing
and pressure drop testing of the heat exchanger fabricated to General Electric

Specification No. GL- 12913. The exehanger -ristem Is part of a three-stage Claude
cycle 4ryogenic refrigeration system. The refrigerant Is helium gas.
Due to problems In the thermal performance test system, the 98.5 percent design
effectiveness of the warm end, balanced section of the heat exchanger was not direct-

Sly c. monstrated In testing. The degree of vacuum required in the vacuum test chamber,
to ninlmize external heat leaks during testing, could not be attained. A helium leakI. In the helium flow circuit In the chamber is suspected as the cause. The Inadequate
vacuum and possible helium leak combined with an extrapolation of the cool-down flow
vs. liquid nitrogen boll-off data point to a large heat leak In the exchanger test system.
The pressing nature of the schedule did not leave time to pursue a cure of the problem.

The cold end balanced flow section In the exchanger was bonded In place but Is mnop-
e.oive. It is sealed off from the remaining operative six sections of the heat1 exchanger. Difficulties encountered with leakage in this section during assembly of
the heat exchanger and time limitations were factors In the decision to Install the section
as a "dummy" in the system.

II. EXCHANGER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The heat exchanger system consists of a set of seven heat exchanger sections, four
balanced-flow and three unbalanced-flow, alternately mounted in series. Each section
Is composed of a sandwich of alternating .0075 dia. mesh copper screen parts and
thermoplastic sheet parts which have been heated and presed to force the thermoplastic
through the screen voids. The flow passages are formed by precutting holes of the
desired size, shape, and location in the thermoplastic sheets. Figure 1 is a photograph
of a completed section, and Figure 2 indicates the construction concept. The fused
thermoplastic forms solid walls which separate the gas flows from each other and from
the outside atmosphere. Heat is transferred to and from the gas by passage over the wire
mesh. Heat transfer between passages Is accomplished by conduction through the screen
wires, which run unbroken through the plastic separating walls. At the same time, the
plastic forms an effective Insulator to conduction In the longitudinal direction. Flow
Imbalance compensation is obtalnqd by varying the flow area In the center portion of the
exchanger as discussed by Cowans I].

The exchanger system Is effectively clamped together In the longitudinal direction by
an Inconel bolt which runs down the open center. This clamp greatly strengthens the

T1.Z.W.owans, ADVANCES IN CRYOGENIC ENGINEERING, VOL. 19, Plenum
Press, New York (1974), p 437.
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FIGURE 1 - HEAT EXCHANGER SECTION
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exchanger and helps to prevent leakage at all bonded joints. The bolt is a Q, inch
diameter Inconel 718 rod, threaded or. the warm end. The flanged cold end Q.r ed
in a stainleu steel cap structure which transfers the load to the exchanger body. The
threaded end carries a nut and washer which transfer loads to a set of three Bellevtle
springs. It was originally intended to use five Belleville springs, but it was not pos-
sIble to start the nut on the bolt threads with the five In place because the exchanger was
slightly longer than anticipated. The next lowest odd number of springs had to be used.
Them. springs are carried In the warm end manifold structure, and the loads are trans.
ferred to the exchanger body through this structure.

The heat exchanger Is enclosed in a stainless steel cylindrical shell of .050 inch
wall thic!4nens with a flat .25 inch thick end plate welded on one end and a flange,

with a bolt hole pattern, welded on the other end. The can is bolted to the warm end
manifold of the exchanger and uses a neoprene O-ring between the flanges for sealing.
There Is a nominal .050 Inch gap between the exchanger outer surface and the inside
shell wall which has been partially filled with seven one-inch wide strips, spaced along
the length of the exchanger and bonded around .he circumference of the exchanger, of
a furry, compliant cotton material which retains its compliance Ut liquid nitrogen
temperatures. This material serves to impede thermal conduction currents between the cold
and warm end of the exchanger. Holes are cut In the shell to provide for the supply and
return port flanges, which emerge from the manifold and connect to the cryogenic system
turLines and other auxiliaries. Special laterul movement bellows have been designed not
only to provide for longitudinal movement of the heat exchanger body with respect to the
outer shell, but also to retain any leaking helium within the shell. Each port flange has
a bellows with one end welded to the outer shell and the other end to the flange on the
end of the port tube (see detail in Figure 3). Therefore, when the heat exchanger body
expands or contracts longitudinally due to temperutuLe changes, the bellows de.flect
laterally.

The Belleville springs are sized und deflected to provide a .larnping load varying from
15, 800 lb warm to 12,000 lb cold. The load varlation occurs because of approximate
0. 126 Inch differential between the exchanger body and the bolt during cool-down,

The exchanger weighs approximately 250 lb and can be seen as a layout in Figure 3 and
Ina photograph In Figure 4.

I1l. STRESS ANALYSIS OF PORT TUBES

The design criterion relative to port tube strength in the heat exchanger states that
each port tube shall be able to withstand a bending torque of 170 newton-meters (125
ft-lb) at the exchange, core wall, and a force In line with the pipe of 1110 newtons
(250 Ib) In either direction. The port tube is Illustrated In the KI drawing package In
drawing 03711. The length of the tube from the flange end to the exchanger core Is
3.965 Inches, the outer diameter Is .875 Inch, and the Inner diameter is .635 Inch.
The following Is a calculation of the stress In the tube due to the bending torque applied
(assuming elastic bending theory is applicable).

=- • • . . ... i • ll • - m illi.'
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FIGURE 4 - PHOTOGRAPH UF HEAT EXCHANGER
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My

where:

c = stress in tube due to bending (lb/in2

M bending torque (ft-lb)

y - distance From neutral axis to outermost wall (in)

I moment of Inertia (in4)

For this particular caoe:

M - 125 ft-lb = 1500 in-lb

y = .875/2 in

7? 4 4 1.875 4 .635 4 4
I 2 r (R - R 7 " "-"= .0208 in

7 (1500 in-lb) (.4375 In) 231,561.1 lb/in2

.0208 in4

This bending stress is acceptable for the material being used, stainless steel 304, which
has a yield stress of approximately 35,000 lb/in2 . Should the bending stress exceed
35,000 lh/In0, plastic elongation may occur. Only gross plastic elongation would be
critical to the design.

JI

The stress in the header pipe due to a 1110 newton (250 Ib) Force in line with the pipe
is analyzed as follows.

For the case of tension or compression:

F

where:

s a stress in the pipe due to tension or compression (lb/In 2)

F - tensile forc, (Ib)

A - cross-sectlinal area of pipe (in2)

1110



for this case:

F = 250 ib
R2)2 .675 2 .635 22"

A M It(R2 .R - 2 .

= 250 lb 878,34 lb/In2

The stress due to compression or tension is well below the yield stress,

For the case of buckling due to compression'
2

it ElP' - f2EI
ELe2

where:

P E elastic buckling load (Ib)

E modulus of elasticity (lb/n 2)

I moment of Inertia (in4)

Le =effective length of the tube (in)

for this cas5:

E = 29 x 16 lb/in2

1 .0208 In4

Le*, 0.7L = 0.7(3.965 in) = 2.7755 in

PE -" 2, (29 x 106 1/in2 )_(.0208 In4) 4 7.7282 x 1o5 lb

(2.7755 In)

The force required to buckle the pipe is far in excess of 250 lb.

* The header tube Is best represented as a pinnea-fixed column In which cose the

effective length Is given as .7 L.

t11
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IV. TEST PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The test specifications called for four separate performance tests:

1) External leakage

2) Stream-to-stream leakage

3) Pressure drop

4) Thermal effectiveness

The following sections describe the procedures used and the results obtained.

1. External Leakage

Leaks through the exchanger shell were.measured by means of a helium mass spectro-
meter having a sensitivity of 1.5 x 10 Torr liters/sec. With the exchanger at room
temperature, the Inside was connected to a diffusion pump and leak detector and
evacuated. The system was evacuated for a period of three days with the best helium
background reading, on the leak detector, being 4400 divisions. Bagging the
exchanger assembly and filling the bag with helium gas produced no significant
change In the background reading. The calibrated helium leak of 3.7 x 10 " td
cc/sec corresponded to 80 divisions on the leak detector. Thereofre, the 4400 divi-
sions would correspond to a helium leak no larger than 2.04 x 10-6 std cc/sec. It is
postulated that the high helium background reading Is due to outpassing of the
exchanger, since It had been stream-to-stream leak tested with helium upon completion
of assembly.

A second external leakage test was to be pertormed upon completion of the thermal
performance tests, by which time the exchanger would have experienced several cool-
down cycles. The test was to involve pressurizing the exchanger with helium gas and
using a helium sniffer, connected to the leak detector, around the outside to detect
leakage through the shell. This test was not performed due to the request to ship the
exchanger.

2. Stream-to-Stream Leakage

Stream-to-stream leakage was measured in all heat exchangers at once, with the temp-
erature below 1000 K and also at room temperature. Directly upon completion of the
thermal performance test, while the exchanger system was still cold, the vacuum chamber
was opened. With positive helium pressure on the system, one of the bellows hoses was
detached from the exchanger port and both openings were capped. Thlb physically sepa-
rated the high pressure side of the exchanger from the low pressure side. The high pressure
side was then pressurized to 20 psig. The low pressure side of the exchanger rose at a
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rate of 10 psi /21 sec until equilibrium with the high p'essure side was reached. This
loak corresponds to less than 1.8 percent of the operating helium flow rate.
The same test was made, without changing the test arrangement, after the exc'langer
had reached room temperature. The high pressure side was pressurized to 20 psig andIr • valved off. The low pressure side of the exchanger showed no Increase In pressure,

although the high pressure .ide dechyed at a rate of approximately 8 p 2i/minuti.

It appears that a relatively small stream-re-stream leak, at room temperature, opens
up at operating temperatur, ,. The pressure decay on the high pressure side was due
to a leak in the adjoining helium circuit outside of the exchanger. The exchanger
itself was then separated from the adjoining hoses and LN2 dewar and both high and
low pressure streams were pressuie decay tested at room temperature. In each case,
the stream to be tested was pressurized to 20 psig of helium gas and valved off from
the source. Decay on both sidws was less than .2 psi/minute.

Preliminary room temperature stream-to-stream pressure decay leak tests had been per-
formed on both the high and low pressure streams at the exchanger upon completion of
assembly. The low pressure side decayed at a rate of approximately .2 psi/minute and
the high pressure side decayed at a rate of approximately .12 psi/minute. Both leak
rates were considered acceptable.

3. Pressure Drop

Pressure drop measurements were made on both streams on various combinations of two
(balanced and unbalanced) of the six operatino exchanger sections with nitrogen gas at
room temperature. Each exchanger section could not be tested individually, except
for #7, due to the design of the exchanger system, which does not provide an Inlet and
outlet for each stream of each section (Figure 5). For each section combination, pressure
drops were measured at Reynolds numbers two points below and two points above the
design Reynolds number.

The procedur, was to flow gas from a compressed nitrogen bottle into the exchanger
section(s) with a pressure gauge and a laminar flow meter in the system (see Figure 6).
The pressure drop through the section(s) and dnwnstream of the test system was indicated
by the inlet pressure gauge. The pressure drop through the section(s) alone was found
by subtracting the downstream test system pressure drop, at the given flow rate, from the
overall pressure drop read on the Inlet pressure gauge. Data was taken separately for
pressure drop vb. flow in the downstream test system alone (Figure 7).

Pressw.-e drop measurements were made prior to the external leakage test, in which the
can was evacuated. It was decided not to make the one required pressure drop test,
using helium gas, until later in the program because the Introduction of helium gas
into the exchanger would reduce sensitivity of the leak detector to be used in the
external leakage test.



iNLET OUTLET

BALANCED SECTION #7

UNBALANCED SECTION #6

BALANCED SECTION #5

2S -- UNBALANCED SEI'NTION #4

BALANCED SECTION #3

UNBALANCED SECTION #2

3R
BALANCED SECTION #11
(INOPERATIVE)

S - SUPPLY PORT
R - RETURN PORT

FIGURE 5 - SCHEMATIC OF HEAT EXCHANGER SYSTEM
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rhe set of pressure drop measurements performed wasn determined to be Invalid because
the pressure drop through the testing system was much greater than that through the
exchanger section(s), After It was determined that the data was Invalid, It was decided
to continue on to the external leakage test and come back to the pressure drop measure-
ments after completion of all other tests. The order to stop work and ship the exchanger

* was received before the pressure drop measurements could 6o remade, Table I presents
the data taken on the first attempt.

The following equation, taken from the Hagen-Poiseville equation for laminar flow,
would be used to extrapolate pressure drop test data (N2 subscript) to actual operating
conditions ( He subscript).

where: His. ~He 4N2

-pressure drop through section(s) at operating conditions

A PN pressure drop through secticn(s) at test conditions

A P pressure drop through the test system alone

QN 2  - volumetric flow through test systm

ll He aoperating mass flow rate

0 He - average cnsilty of helium gas In section(s) under operating
conditions

~He - overage viscobity of helium gas In section(s) under operating
conditions

ON2 - average viscosity of nitrogen gas In section(s) under test
conditions

*4. Thermal Performance Test

The raw test data for tle wairmest balanced section Is presented In Table 2, Includeid
Is the system flow rate, pressure, and nitrogen boil-off flo~w rate, This datciwas taken

* with a vacuum, In the test chamber, varying from 8Sx 10O' Tore to 25 x 10 ' Tarr,
The cool-down was started with a vacuum of 3 x 10-4 Torr, but this vacuum rose to
the above range after 1-1/2 hours Into the cool-own, Apparently, a leak In the system
opened up at this point. A schematic of the testing system Is shown In Figure 8.
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Helium Flow System (1) Nitrogen
Reading Preutres Boll-Off (2)

(In. H 2 0) (psi) (% of 4)

2.50 14.6/11.2 43

3.20 14.6/10.2 50

3.53 14.3/ 9.7 48

3.9 14.4/ 9.2 52

4.35 14.1/ 8.7 52

1090 K at #1 supply port, 20 x I0"3 Tarr vacuum.

Equipment.

Flow Meters - F4 Fisher and Porter Flowrator Model 10A27350,
tube No. FP-3/4-27-G-10i80

Pressure
Gouges - P29, U. S. Gauge OU-2579-A

P47, U. S. Gauge AW-2926AB01

Vacuum
Gauges - VAC3, CVC Type 0 PH-100C

VAC4, Thermocouple vacuum gauge NRC 802-A

Thermocouple

Bridge - Ti, Leeds and Northrup, Model 8693

(1) See Figure 8 for location of presure gauges.
(2) Flowmeter R4, maximum flow 11.0 scfm air @ STP.

Table 2 Thermal EFfetlvenoess Test Data
at Five Flow Points
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N2 BOIL-OFF

N2 BOIL-OFF

VACUUM
PUMP IIRLS

I NSULATI ON

TC

TC TC2 DLOWART
:3LTCR

FLOW FLESf
REGULATOR HPUPPUMP BrY-PASSVALVE SUE MK-P PVALVE

BY-PASS VALVE TC.- THERMOCOUPLE LOCATION

FIGURE e THERMAL EFFECTIVENESS TEST SYSTEM SCHEMYATIC
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To obtain exchanger thermal effectiveness, the data is reduced as follows:

1) The Moriam flowmeter curves are entered at the appropriate
differential pressure to obtain the corresponding scfm of air.
This value Is then corrected for helium viscosity (x .912) and
multiplied by the density of helium, calculated at 100 I and
the system outlet pressure, to obt,,in the helium mass flow rate.

2) The N2 flowmeter readings are multiplied by 11 scfm (the maxi-
mum flow rate) and the density of nitrogen at room condtlons
to obtain the N2 boil-off mass flow rate.

3) The temperature difference across the gas flows (ST) is then
found by comparing the heat capacity of the helium flow to
the N2 mass flow times the latent heat of LN2, I .e r

1 N2 X N2 fHe CPHe 6T

or
h •N 2 XN2

6T7 1lHe CpHe

4) The effectiveness is calculated by the equation:

6 T

AT + 67T

where 4 T is the temperature difference between the gas entering
the warm end and the gas leaving the cold end.

A sample calculation of the data reduction procedure is shown on the following page.
Table 3 shows the reduced data for the five flow points observed during the test.

The calculated effectiveness of the exchanger, extrapolated to operation conditions, is
almost 93 percent. The design effectiveness was 99 percent and the required effective-
mess Is 98.5 percent. A linear extrapolation of the five helium flow vs. nitrogen boil-
off points shows a 32 pergerit boll-off at zero flow (Figure 9). This, along with the
poor vacuum of 25 x 10"4 Tnar under which the test was run, is Indicative of a large
heat leak in the testing system. Correction of the boll-off data for the maximum flow
point recorded (4.35 Inches H20 @ 52 percent boll-off) gives an efficiency of 97.11
percent. It is believed that the linear extrapolation is conseevatlve and that a con-
cave curve, which opens upward, would be a closer approximation. This belief Is
given substance upon making reference to a graph of helium flow vs. nitrogen boll-off
for a similar high efficiency heat exchanger constructed several years ago by KI for
General Electric (G.E. P.O. 002-206289) (Figure 10).
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Effectiveness Data Reduction
(typical)

Data Point 1:

He flow reoding 2.5 Inches H20, p - 14.6 pIig

N2 Flow reading 43 pervcent

Helium Mau Flow

Qafr(scfm) " 2.5 10 " 31.25

viscosity correctlon factor Is .912

for o " 1."x10-4poai

Io.r , 1.80 x 10-4 polso

QOme(scfm) = .912 x 31.25 a 28.5

"H28.5 ft (1. 11 869 xo10 -5 Ib4

m__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __in 7 .In
3

H OHO •.ON. ilx 7., 1728 1440.
__a ft3 \60 se 7
m rn

29.3'bHe - 4.168 ram/see 'He " g38.3 x 3633"t x-

Nitrogen Mass Flow

QN2 (scfm) a .43 (11.0 scfm) - 4.7360 454

A% N2 QN2 IN2 4 r .0 f tbj We

14.7 x144i N2 - 2.695m/Wic ON2 3,
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EFfectiveness Data Reduction

(continued)

ST and A T
+Ho CpST thN 2 AhN 2

1 'N2 Lh N2
6T T

rh He CP
cal watt sec

AhN2 , 1310 Ca 195.83 w- sac
AN =M4l gm

C -1.25 BTU - 2.9042 watt sec

6T a 2.695 x 195.83 . 43.59 F

ST " 11S F - (-2600 F) a 378 F

Effectiveness:

:• ~AT +g

378 ,8966
s + 435



t He rhN2

Helium Maus Flow Nitrogen Mass Flow Effectiveness

(gm/sea) (gin/,,c) (%)

4.1687 2.69" 89.66

5.3360 3.134 90.82

5.6753 3.008 91.80

6.2300 3.259 92.09

6.7700 3.259 92.826

Table 3 - Mass Flow Rate, Nitrogen Soll-Off, Thermal Effectiveness
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Problemn with the thermal testing system and time limitations were the main causes of
the apparently Inconclusive dita on the performance of the heat exchanger. It Is
believed that the 93 percent effectiveness oa ihe exchanger, which was determined
from the one thermal .erformance test made, is due to leakage within the vacuum
chamber, which can introduce severe heat looks, and Is not Inherent In the head

exchanger itself. Extrapolation of the Helium flow vs. Nitrogen boil-off data points
lend credance to this view. External leakage tests revealed no gross vacuum leaks,
but the tests were made at room temperature and after the system had been exposed
to helium gas. The background Indicated by the helium look detector was relatively

Stigh, due to heNum and outgassing In the heat exchanger; this prohibited detectionSof medium and smelt looks. Stream-to-,trom lockage was small enough to have only.*
minimal effects on the performance.

Future testing of the refrigeration syStem by General Electric will hopefully reveal
the effectiveness which the heat exchanger Is capable of attaining. Much knowledge
"has been gained In the design and construction of compact, high effectiveness,
cryogenic heat exchangers through this program. It is believed that the state-of-the-
art has been advanced by this heat exchanger.
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Appenodix V1

HEAT EXCHANOER ANALYSIS

RELAIINO RESLTS TO RESION COMMON
To simplify testing, the data presented in this report were taken at tem-

peratures slightly lower than the design condition temperatures. The data
were taken at Reynolds numbers above and below the design condition
Reynolds numbers.

HEAT TRANSFER DATA

The flow in the heat exchanger is in the laminar regime, but because
each layer of screen must form a new boundary layer, the heat exchanger has
developing laminar flow. The following correlation approximates the curves
for stacked screen@ at low Reynolds numbers (Ref. 7, pp. 129-130):

St a Prr"O" Re"le * NTU As/Af

where:

St h/Oc

Pr uc/K

Re x GD/K
K - Thermal conductivity

u - Viscosity a 5. 023 x 10"0 x TI-11 7 g/cm/sec

c a Specific heat

h - Convective heat transfer coefficient

G a Mass flux

As a Heat transfer surface area

Af = Flow cross section

D - Hydraulic diameter

NTU - Number of Transfer Units

The Prandtl number is a weak 1,inction of the absolute temperature, so
the temperature dependence of the convective heat transfer coefficient is
determined primarily by the viscosity. The following proportionality can
then be used to scale heat transfer data taken at conditions other than the
design Monditionsu

NTJ a TO-msa/O."a

Precedlng page blank 209
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PRESSURE DROP DATA

Because the flow is laminar, the friction factor is proportional to the in-
verse of the Reynolds number:

fa I/Re
AP a Ou/ p

AP a OT ''G47

where:

Re m GD/u

f - &P/4(L/D) (G*/2p Af')

AP - Pressure drop

L a Length

P Density

The pressure drop is therefure generated at the warm end of the heat
exchanger. The pressure drop can be scaled to design conditions by the
ratio of the warm end temperatures raised to the 1. 647th power.

DATA WDUCfON COMPURTR PROORAM

ThL thermocouple measurements in millivolts, the pressure drop across
the nozzle flowmeter, the pressure at the entrance of the nozzle, and the
barometric pressure are inputs to a computer program that calculates the
mass flow, temperatures, effectiveness, and NTU for each data point. The
following paragraphs list the program and explain the variables. A sample
run is also presented, which represents the initial data point in Table 8,

The program was originally designed to include the thermocouple meas-
urements 6T1 and AT2 in Figure 35. Because of the shorting of theme
thermocouples, the program was altered to ignore these readings, In the
sample run, these thermocouples read zero.

Following is the nomenclature for Program HEDRI:

I Symbol and Explanation

170 TEST - test number; MO, DAY, YR n month, day, and year of
of the test.

180 MV1 .... MV6 n thermocouple millivolt readings (numbers 1, 2,
3, and 4 correspond to the thermocouples in Figure 36. Number
5 is the difference couple labeled A TI; number 6 is the difference
couple labeled AT2.
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Line Symbol and Explanation

190 BAROM - barometric pressure in mm of mercury; PI1N u pressure
upstream of flow nozzle (paig): DPIN u Pressure drop across flow
nozzle (In. water).

197 MVNOZ • thermocouple millivolt reading at the flow nozzle.

200 DI n diameter of pipe upstream of flow nozzle (cm);
D2 - diameter of flow nozzle throat (cm).

210 M - molecular weight of gas (g/mole).

220 CP - specific heat of gas (J/gK).

230 MU - gas viscosity (poise).

240 TTAB - number of entries in temperature-millivolt table.

250 DTTAB - number of entries in temperature difference-difference-
couple millivolt table.

550 DTLAV a lengthwise average temperature difference between heat
exchanger. (This average is based upon four differences: the
differences between absolute thermocouple readings at the two ends,

and the difference couple readings at the two ends).

590 P1 absolute pressure upstream of flow nozzle (bar).

600 DP - flow nozzle pressure drop (dynes/cm').

610 RHO w gas density upstream flow nozzle (g/cmr).

620 AHSQ - area ratio squared.

630 A2 a area of flow nozzle throat.

640 MI)OT - mass flow rate through nozzle, assuming nozzle coefficient

650 NHE x Reynolds number, based on the mass flow rate.

660 CV = nozzle coofficient, based upon curve fit of American Society
of Mechanical Engineers data.

670 MIw'P - new mass flow rate, based upon nozzle coefficient.

700 EF1 i thermal effectiveness.

710 NTUA - apparent NTU.

720 11T r heat transferred from stream to stream.

Figure 82 is a sample data run, which represents the initial data point.
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100C -----HtAT EXCH4 DATA IRE0IJCU9N----
101
110OC ----- N'3ZZLt FLOW MCTEtq-----

1900 -.---- HtF*JUNC1grN3 IA4 AT 273.15 I( AND M4 AT 77.35 k-mem-
130 INTEGE TtSlDM~etDAYsY~sIsTTA9#DITA9
135 REAL MVIMV2.MV3hMV4,MV5,MV6,ýMVNSZP11N4aMUsNRtaMDOTNIUAeMVA
140 DIMENMISN MVA(AO),,TAce0),DTA(10).DMWVA(I0)
150 DATA (MVA(1). u.8"0049.I9408EO.I..5..9
1514 1 .S4lDI.SO4Dl.3 65DI.9 73s3 .6 gla4B3IOpS.O4DS.SID6.62I.o7.d78B
154 DAIA (TACI). IuItlS)ý77.,35.SO*e90.al0O..I0.lI0..O~l30.,Id0..
IS%# ISO.. lAO.. t8O..200..2R0..1A0..260..980..30O.,3R0#.*~
157 DATA (DTA(I),IutS)V77.. t0oo.. 10..lSO..2O.90260..300..340.,
158 DATA C0D1VA(l).1mI.S)/60..Sl .S.40,5e34.,29.U,26b7,14,.Uogeti
159
160C ---- NPUTS...
170 RCADo 1EST#M1#D0AY.Yvt
1SO HEAD# MVI#MVR#MV3#MV4#MV5#MYA
190 I4EAD* BAN6MPPIIN.DPIN
195 MVIwMVI*5.54631 MV4vMV4*5*5463
196 PItNNmtPJI*2*306
197 MwVNOZmMYA
200 DivAs351 D~w2*0282
RIO M44
eto cpasso
e30 MUw20OPK-6
240 TTAR.ISl
250 DTTAP~aR
251
1i0('C ----- PRINT INPUTS--fte-

330 PRtINT,*DAT~i ,sMils"t/'DAY #'PsYA
340 PKINTs"MILLI VOLT AtA[31146, 1#90#0#.5#61
'50o P~i4ITsmvi.mve*MV3sMV4,%MV~sMV6
360 PRNINT,'NOULE TtMnP (94V~w"sMVNQZ
170 PR1NT#'flAROM PHES5 (MM~rP)w"s.RAKOM
300 PR14Ts"P)ýSS UJPSTHKAM NOZ?,Llr (IN tah1J
390 PRIN1D"NOZZLE. DXLTA P (14.1 HRO)mu.OPIN
400 PI4INeTa"NOZZLE DIA (CMi (Ie"v~is" (2)nu.D2
410 PRINTs'MOL WT (AO'MSLt)s"vM
4B(0 PHINTs"Sp'C 14T (J'0 R)w'.CP
430 PHI4N3.VISC (PSISKInm'MU
A31
d~ir . ..... IKMPERATURES .....m
46nl CALL I-NitRP(MVNeEDTNSý,MVATAD11IAR)
A70 CALL IN1tRPCMVlTl.sMVAs1A*,1A8)
49O CALL I1C14ItH(MV9i.TBDMVAsTAs1'TAPý
'9fl CALL t'I.41KP(MV3s13sIMVA*lAs1TAM)
SOO CALL IN~tHP(MV4PTA.MVA#TA*TTAP)
SIO CALL I~ltPc.5ecT9.13.#DTflM.D1A.DMVA.D11AP)

F1gure 82. Sample Data Run (Sheet 1 of 3)
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HEDRI 08118/75

i0A(0 STOP
I OHO F.N 0

HEDRI 15116 08118t75

* I85lPsO.75,67.0.243S.O.6l 73.0O.OOO
7750.07#1 .5#9.7

DAMF 7/ 2. 75
MILLI VOLT RKADINOSU I,2&3#4s5#A

A,7315000E+O0 7.56700001-01 e*4380000t101 6.1A360001*00
0. 0

NIZZLC TEMP CMV)s 0;.11636000t.600
NAROM PRESS CMMHG)a 7*5007000[*02
P~tSS UPSTREAM NOZZLE (IN 403. 3o45900009+00
NOZZLE DELTA P (IN. HRO)u 9e7000000E+00
NOY/.XLK DIA (CM): M@l 60350000OR400 ME~) 240282000E.0O
MOL WT COMSOLE)a
SPEC NT (JIG X0. 562000000C4O0
VISC (POISUE) 20O0000000t-04
111TPUT
T1. 3.0259695[+OP. DEG x(
T~w 1.1715610E+02
T38 9.81319 169t*0l
Tim 9.8U7200t*01?0
T!.MPERA1II)4E DIF!H!A.C!PS
rIP~r (C'PLt So 0. TPuT3o P95SA392Bkt+0I
DIFF ClULJL 6. 0. TI-T4w 1&3870~5O+01
PP~m 9*0600l103o-ol
APPAN. NTIJs 9 04A35012E# 00
'jHU.0 ~3*05711999+04 *
41ZZLR CtO3Tu 9,AOF44a47r.-O1 04 FRsu 20004N4CE46Q000
MASS F~LOW (0.ISKC)w 9.3i8296AE400
HKAT TN 'JS (WA71) 9,31531e0t+03

PROGRAM STOP AT 930

Figure 82. Sample Data Run (Sheet 3 of 3)
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"FFECT OF HEUUM LAKAGE, THERMAL RADIATION, AND AXIAL CONDUCTION

STREAM-TO -STREAM LEAKAGE

If radiation and conduction are ignored and if there is no leakage to the
caning, the control system shown in Figure 83 can reprepent heat exchanger7.

- - - - M

MM~
14 'rj
MT I ,M-M

-- ' •-.. ... - L-.

Figure 83. Stream-to-Stream Leakage

r In Figre 83:

Mi s Strearn-to-stream leakage

M a Heat exchanger mass flow

T, w Temperature of the gas from the compreshor

T2 a Temperature ot the high pressure gas leaving the heat
exchanger

T., - Temperature of the gas returning rrom the nitrogen dewar

T,6 Temperature or the low pressure gas leaving the heat
exchanger

C Specific heat of the gas

(M-ML)C(Ta-T:,) + MC(TI-Ts) U 0

ML -

LEAKAGE TO CASING

The casing of tho heat exchanger- 1I connected to the warm end of the
low pressure stream. A leak to the casing therefore bypasses thr low pres-
sure stream'. Assuming the radiation and conduction are negligible and
assuming there is no stream-to-stream leakage, the control system shown
in Figure 84 represents the heat exchanger.
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T1 T aIIlll -

MM
To

I ML
T#b. T41 To

Figure 84. Leakage to Casing

In Figure 84:

T.' - Low pressure stream temperature before mixing

ML a Leakage to the casing

Ts. To, T3, T6 - Temperatures as defined in Figure 83

An energy balance for the above control system yields the following
relationship between the mass flows and temperatures:

MLCTg + (M-ML)CT4u • MCT 4

M L /M • (T6' - TI)/(T4 ' -To)

The following approximation can be made to simplify the above equation.

,T6' < T%

This approximation approaches an equality as the effectiveness of the
heat exchanger (without a leak) increases and as the size of the leak increases.
This equation ezqentially notes the fact that a heat exchanger with unbalanced
flow will have a pinch at one end. This approximation can be combined with
the previous equation to yield .ha following equation for calculation of the
leakage to the casing of the heat exchanger:

ML
L < (TL - T4)/(T 1 - To)

THERMAL 1ADIATION AND AXIAL CONDUCTION

The control system in Figure 65 shows the effect of thermal radiation
and axial conduction on the performance of the heat exchanger. It is assumed
that the leakage in the heat exchanger can be neglected.
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M IM

M -

SFigure 85. Radiation and Conduction

where:

.QR a Hadiation to the heat exchanger
Qc z Conduction down the heat exchanger

Tt, T•i, T3 , T 4 x Temperatures as defined in Figure 83

The following energy balance can then be written to show the effect or
thermal radiation and axial conduction on the temperatures in the heat
e'zchange .:

M(U(T-T 4 ) + MC'('3'1-2) + Q4 Q+ W 0

S... .. Q ('r -' 3 ) "
MC

Thermnl raclintlon and axial Londuction aipponr as n ciir, renc, in the torn-
perature dirr, once: at the warm and old ends of the heat exchanger. If' It
were not rot, the leakage in the hoPt oxchnngvr, this would irovide a method
ror exact calculation of the thermnal rndiation and axial conduction. the last
data point in i'anle 8 has the least aniount of lakag, b'catist, the axial comi-
pression of thr heat exchanger had hen incr•nsed and the pressure difference
between Ftr,.nms is small. The diff rence in the stream-to-stroam tompe,.
atures at eithutr end or the heat ('xchanger for this vase is I. 4"K, rhis is
in part cauFed by leakage, but It does provide an upper bound on tht! f•ect of
radiation and i-onduction. This would decreasr the effectivenoss or the heat

exchanger by 0. 35 peru:ent.
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aid Development Center Contract No. DAAKO2-88-C-0320. Fort Belvoir,
Va.,* July 1970.

2. R. B. Fleming, RK. Terbusb, and D.E. Colyei, -- Ipment of a Singlo
Stage Cryogenic Turborefrigerator, Phase 11 Final-Report, U.S. Army
Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center Contract No.
DAAKO2-88-C-0320, Fort Belvoir, Va., March 1972.

* ~ 3. 1). B. Colyer et al. . Design and Develo'pment of Cryogenic Turbo Refriger-
ator Systems, Phase A Final Report, Report No. AF1FDL-TH-71-117,
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory Contract No. F33615-71-C-1003,
Air ForieO Flight Dynamics L'iboratory, Wright -Patterson Air Force

* Base, Ohio, December 1971.

4.~ ~ ~ ~~1 1)-.9le cta. an and Development of Cryogenic Turbo Refriger-
sktor Systems, Phase 1M inal Report, Report No. AlIFI)L-'rR-72-154,

Ai orce Flight Dynamics Laborutory Contract No. F93815-71-C-1003,
Air Force Flight flynamicir Laboratory, Wright -Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, April 1973.
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Force Plight Dynamics Laboratory Contract No. F33815-71-C-1003, Air
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6.P.C0. Wapato, Investigatiorn of Thermodynamic Cycles and Components for
Turo-ryp Rfrigerators, Air~cosearch Manufacturing Company Draft,

U3.S. Air Foret Contrnct No. h'336l5-60-C-l540, Wright-Pntterson Air
F ~Force BflBL% Ohio, August 1970.

7. W. M. Kays nd A. L. London, Compact Beoat Exchangers, McGraw-Hill
Book Company,, Now York, N, Y., 1D64.

8. R. Mcl-ce(, "Optimum Input Leadm for Cryogentc Apparatus," The Review
F of Scientific Instruments, Vol. 3O, No. 2, February 10BO, pp. 98-102.
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